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ABSTRACT
The focus of this thesis is the use of sound for communication by the North
Atlantic right whale (Eubalaena glacialis). The surface active group (SAG) is the
predominant social interaction in this species for which use of sound has been
documented. Different group compositions in SAGs indicate that both potentially
reproductive and non-reproductive groups have been combined under one labeL. Sound
production in SAGs suggests that females form and maintain the groups by producing
Scream calls. Males produce Upcalls to advertise their presence as they come into a
group or when the female is on a dive. Males may use Gunshot sounds as threat signals to
other males in the group or potentially as reproductive advertisement signals to the
female. Some calves produce Warble sounds in SAGs. This may be limited to female
calves. This description of acoustic activity in the groups adds to the picture of the SAGs
as complex interactions between individuals, rather than simple groups with only one
whale producing all the sounds to attract other whales to the group. Playback experiments
demonstrate that right whales can use sounds from SAGs to locate the groups. Male right
whales approached both North Atlantic and Southern right whale SAG playbacks. Female
right whales only approached Southern right whale playbacks. Anatomical modeling
resulted in a frequency range of hearing for the right whale (10 Hz - 22 kHz) that is
consistent with the sounds that they produce and overlaps the frequency range of most
anthropogenic noise sources. This combination of research provides a thorough
description how North Atlantic right whales use sound in SAGs and how increasing
levels of noise in the oceans may impact right whales in these groups.
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Thesis outline
THESIS OUTLINE
Surface active groups (SAGs) are potentially the most intriguing and least understood
interaction in North Atlantic right whales (Eubalaena glacialis). The goal of this thesis is
to investigate the use of sound for communication in these SAGs. This research addresses
issues of social interactions, communication and perception in an endangered baleen
whale species. The thesis is divided into six chapters. A brief sumary of the hypotheses
considered in each chapter is provided here.
CHAPTER 1: SOCIAL INTERACTIONS IN BALEEN WHALES
This chapter provides a review of the current literature on social behavior in coastal
baleen whale species. Evidence that social interactions may playa significant role in
their biology is highlighted.
Hypothesis:
1. Long-term social bonds between individuals are potentially an important aspect of
baleen whale biology.
CHATER 2: SOCIAL BEHAVIOR OF NORTH ATLANTIC RIGHT WHALES (Eubalaena
glacialis) IN SURFACE ACTIVE GROUPS
This chapter includes analyses of 1992-2001 right whale sighting records from the Right
Whale Consortium Database to determine occurence, distribution, and composition of
SAGs in the Western North Atlantic. Furher analyses were made for sighting records of
individuals to determine if there are age or sex differences in SAG participation.
Hypotheses:
1. The number of SAGs observed through out the year wil var independent of
annual survey effort reflecting season trends in behavior.
2. The reproductive natue of SAGs wil be reflected in the group composition.
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3. Males wil be sighted in SAGs more frequently than females.
4. If SAGs involve fertilization, the number of SAGs observed wil be correlated to
the number of calves born 11-13 months later.
5. Group composition of SAGs will differ at different times of the year.
CHAPTER 3: ACOUSTiC ACTIVITY OF NORTH ATLANTIC RIGHT WHAES (Eubalaena
glacialis) IN SURFACE ACTIVE GROUPS
The goal of this chapter is to describe the sounds produced by right whales in SAGs in
the Bay of Fundy. The analyses include call timing, differences in sound production by
different age and sex classes, and source leveL.
Hypotheses:
1. Particular tyes of sounds wil be produced in all SAGs.
2. Sound production wil vary with group composition reflecting differences in
fuction.
3. Call rate is correlated to the group size.
4. The number of gushots produced in a SAG wil be correlated to the number of
males present in the group
5. The focal animal produces the Screams in SAGs.
6. Males produced the Gunshot sounds in SAGs.
7. The focal animal does not produce gunshot sounds in SAGs.
8. Individual variation in Scream calls allow for individual recogntion.
9. Source level for right whale sounds will var with ambient noise levels.
CHAPTER 4: PLAYBACK EXPERIMENTS TO NORTH ATLANTIC RIGHT WHALES IN THE
BAY OF FuNDY
This chapter presents results from SAG sound playback experiments. The
experiment involved three stimuli; 1) Scream calls recorded from North Atlantic right
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whales 2) Scream calls recorded from South Atlantic right whales or 3) Gunshot sounds
recorded from North Atlantic right whales. Differences in response to the three stimuli
are discussed.
Hypotheses:
1. Playback of Screams from SAGs will attract right whales.
2. Playback of Gunshot sounds from SAGs wil not attract right whales.
3. Scream calls from a SAG wil attract significantly more males than females.
4. Playbacks of SAG sounds wil attract more adults than juveniles.
5. Gunshot sounds may stimulate approach from mature males who may challenge
the Gunshot playback by the producing more gushots.
CHAPTER 5: HEARING IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC RIGHT WHALE: ANATOMICAL
PREDICTIONS
This chapter describes that anatomy of the right whale inner ear, with a focus on the
dimensions of the cochlea and the basilar membrane. Measurements of the basilar
membrane are used to estimate the frequency range of hearing for right whales.
Hypotheses:
1. The range of hearing sensitivities in the right whale will correspond to the range
of frequencies produced in right whale vocalizations.
2. Anatomy of right whale ears wil be similar to that of other baleen whale species.
CHAPTER 6: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This chapter summarzes the findings from the first five chapters. Specific results
addressing the hypotheses listed here are included. Additional discussion of the role of
SAGs within the framework of the right whale social strcture and suggestions for futue
research are also included.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
CHATER 1: SOCIAL INTERACTIONS IN BALEEN WHAES
1.1 INTRODUCTION
The general consensus from curent literatue suggests that baleen whales do not
form or maintain complex or long-term social bonds (Berta & Sumich, 1999). The long
migrations undertaken by most baleen whale species, coupled with their grazing method
of feeding has led many to characterize them as herd animals (Berta & Sumich, 1999).
Strong social bonds between individuals are thought to be limited to the mother-calf pair
bond in many species (Connor, 2000; Whitehead & Mann, 2000). This contrasts with the
very complex social interactions that have been described in other marine mammals
species, particularly the odontocetes (Tyack, 1986). The discovery of strong social bonds
relating to family groups (Bigg et al., 1990; Balcomb et al., 1982) mating coalitions in
males (Herzing, 1996), or cooperative feeding (Würsig & Würsig, 1980; Steltner et al.,
1984; Würsig, 1986; Silber et aI., 1990; Frost et al., 1992) in odontocetes may be a result
of both natural history and intense long-term observation and experimental work with
these species. Do baleen whales truly lack the strong social bonds that are common in the
odontocetes or has a lack of appropriate data led to this assumption?
The best studied odontocete species tyically consist of resident populations
where large number of individuals can be identified and life history is known for different
individuals (e.g. bottlenose dolphins Tursiops truncatus in Sarasota, FL (Scott et al.,
1990), Tursiops aduncus in Shark Bay, Australia (Connor & Smolker, 1985), and kiler
whales (Orcinus orca) (Bigg et al., 1990; Ford et al., 2000)). The huge migratory range of
baleen whales makes them less amenable to these detailed tyes of studies. In addition,
the large number of individuals in a single baleen whale population often makes
individual recognition challenging. A few populations of baleen whale species have been
subject to long-term study. Individual identification provides exceptional opportities to
study behavior related to social interactions in these populations. At least four
populations of baleen whales have studies where individuals have been identified over a
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long period of time: humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) feeding in the 1) North
Pacific and the 2) North Atlantic and right whales 3) Eubalaena glacialis feeding in the
Bay of Fundy and the 4) Eubalaena australis feeding in the Southern Ocean. Behavioral
studies suggest complex social interactions in these four populations ranging from
cooperative feeding in humpback whales (Baker, 1985; Jurasz & Jurasz, 1979; D'Vincent
et al., 1985), to surface active groups in right whales (Kraus & Hatch, 2001).
There is evidence of long-term bonds between non-related individual whales in
several species of baleen whales (e.g. humpback whales (Weinrch, 1991), right whales
(Hamilton, 2002)) and the assumption of lack of interaction may result from the
limitations of the data due to the difficulty of observing and tracking baleen whales at
sea. Additionally, researchers often use close physical proximity as a measure of
association in animals. This is a very limiting definition for baleen whales in paricular
that migrate thousands of miles and are potentially capable of communicating
acoustically with one another over tens or hundreds of miles (Payne & Webb, 1971).
Baleen whale social interactions need not involve much, if any, close physical contact to
be meaningfuL. It is possible that the general assumption that long-term social bonds are
not important for baleen whales is a result of lack of the appropriate data, rather than a
lack oflong-term social bonds between baleen whales. More long-term studies of baleen
whale populations are required to determine this.
1.1.1 Social interactions in baleen whales on the breeding grounds
For all baleen whales where a known calving and breeding ground exists,
extensive data relate complex behavioral interactions believed to be par of competition
and advertisement for mates. Suggestions have been made that baleen whale mating
strategies ru the gamut from male advertisement and female choice, male-male
competition to female advertisement and sperm competition (Connor et al., 2000).
While attempts have been made to describe these systems in terms of typical terrestrial
mating systems (Clapham, 1996), life history traits and environmental dynamics of
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baleen whales may result in mating systems that are different from those seen in most
terrestral mamals. Baleen whales are thought to have long life spans ranging from an
estimated 50 years in the small minke whale (Balaenoptera acutorostrata) (Evans &
Stirling, 2001) to over one hundred years in the bowhead whales (Balaena mysticetus)
(George et al., 1999). This longevity leads to the possibility oflong-term relationships
developing between individuals that may encounter each other over many decades. It
would be challenging to document interactions between individuals over such long time
scales.
The 3-dimensional fluid aquatic environment makes it diffcult to control
resources. For example, it is not possible for baleen whales to defend food because they
feed on patches of abundant, yet ephemeral, food sources. Males may advertise the
presence of a food resource to attract females to an area (Croll et al., 2002) but the male
may not be able to control the movements of the female if she does respond. In water,
females have a 3-dimensional escape route to avoid unwanted copulations and the nearly
opaque oceanic environment makes it possible for an anmal to sneak away undetected.
This gives females a distinct advantage in having almost unlimited escape routes to avoid
unwanted mating or mate guarding by males. This suggests that coercion by males would
rarely be effective in mating in baleen whales. It has been suggested that in gray whales
(Eschrichtius robustus) and right whales, pairs of males cooperate to mate with a female
by preventing her escape (Norrs et al., 1983; Kraus & Hatch, 2001). Some marne
mamals, such as pinnipeds, mate on land. This makes it possible for males to guard or
coerce females for mating. However, even in these mating systems, there is growing
evidence that much ofthe mating must take place in the water as the males present on the
beach are not gaining all the paternty of the pups (Wilmer et al., 1999).
Marne ecologists have attempted to explain observed whale reproductive
behaviors in terms of well known mating systems described in terrestral behavioral
ecology. Suggestions have been made that baleen whale mating strategies span a wide
range of mating strategies from male advertisement, male-male competition and female
choice to female advertisement and sperm competition (Connor et al., 2000). In wide
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ranging pelagic species it is likely that female choice can drive mating systems as males
have a limited ability to control either females or resources. The question of how female
choice fuctions in whales is stil unkown. Females may choose from males displaying
in a type oflek as has been suggested for the humpback whale (Clapham, 1996). Females
may incite competition between males resulting in copulation with the competitively
superior male, as has been suggested for right whales (Kraus & Hatch, 2001). Lack of
data make it difficult to answer questions about the mating systems for most baleen whale
species.
1.1.2 Male advertisement
Reproductive advertisement is a burden most frequently carred by the male of a
species. This has resulted in a traditional view of reluctant females and ardent males
(Darin, 1871). Reproductive advertisement is a burden because the same signals that a
male can use to attract a female (such as bright coloration or loud vocalizations) can also
attract predators and parasites (Zahavi, 1975; Robert et al., 1992; Lehman & Heller,
1998; Warner & Dil, 2000). Most terrestrial studies have focused on species where
males advertise to attract females for mating by 1) displaying elaborate songs and
vocalizations (e.g. European warblers (Acrocephalus schoenobaenus) (Catchpole, 1980)
and the gray tree frog (Hyla versicolor) (Gerhardt & Watson, 1995)),2) displaying
elaborate traits (e.g. horns in mountain sheep (Ovis canadensis) (Geist, 1971) or the long
tails ofthe widowbirds (Euplectes sps.) (Andersson, 1982)), or 3) by an elaborate display
of resources (the bower bird (Ptilinorhynchus violaceus) (Kevles, 1986)).
Males may also establish dominance hierarchies before females arve, such as in
herds or in lek displays (Emlen & Oring, 1977). These mating systems often allow
females to evaluate males and choose the best of "n-males". In many systems it is
unlikely that a female can select the "best" male because of limitations from timing of
fertility, energetic costs and predation risks involved with movement or a reduction in
foraging effciency while selecting mates. Theoretical studies of strategies for females in
mate choice support the idea that the best-of-n-males strategy wil yield the highest
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expected fitness for a mate (Janetos, 1980). It is possible that female whales are able to
select from multiple displaying males when selecting a mate.
The song of the humpback whale is the best studied example of male reproductive
advertisement of any baleen whale. Humpback whale song has been well described in the
literatue over the past thirty years (Payne & McVay, 1971, Winn & Winn, 1978; Hafner
et aI., 1979; Payne et al., 1983a; Guinee et al., 1983; Cato, 1991; Helweg et aI., 1992;
Frazer & Mercado il, 2000). The songs are complex series of vocalizations performed
by lone animals that last from 6 - 25 minutes. All singers whose sex has been determined
have been male (Helweg et al., 1992). The song is hierarchical in structure with short
sound units that are combined into phrases. Phrases are combined to make themes which
in tur are combined to makeup the songs (Payne & McVay, 1971). The make up and
order of themes are approximately the same among all individuals on a paricular
breeding ground. The songs evolve by alteration in the structue of the phrases
throughout the season (Guinee et al., 1983). All whales in a local population appear to
follow these changes. The song changes little between the end of one season and the star
of the next season (Payne et al., 1983a). Song has been hypothesized to fuction as a:
1) sexual advertisement to females in the area, like bird song (Payne & McVay, 1971)
2) terrtorial spacing mechanism for competing males (Winn & Winn, 1978, Franel,
1995)
3) mechansm to synchronize ovulation in females (Baker & Herman, 1984)
4) navigational beacon to guide whales on the migration to the breeding sites (Winn &
Winn, 1978)
5) sonar to locate silent females swimming through the breeding ground (Frazer &
Mercado il, 2000)
Research efforts over the past 20 years have failed to conclusively show the ultimate
fuctions of humpback whale song. Playback experiments indicate that the songs are
generally not attractive. Whales exposed to playback of recorded song did not approach
the playback vessel (Tyack, 1983). This was true for females who would be the most
likely to respond if song was intended to attract females (Tyack, 1983). Additional work
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on the movements of females through a breeding ground full of singing males and her
responses to individual singers may shed more light on the role that song may play in
female choice.
Song has also been recorded in the bowhead whale, though their remote habitat in
the Arctic has resulted in limited behavioral observations in the field. Bowhead songs
have been reported during the spring migration and in the Bering Sea during the sumer
months (Würsig & Clark, 1993). The songs usually consist of two themes that are
composed of repeated phrases. The individual units in the songs differ from normal
bowhead call tyes. Songs last for several minutes with individual song bouts lasting for
several hours (Würsig & Clark, 1993). The actual mating period of bowhead whales is
unown, but presumed sexual activity has been observed from Januar to early October
(Koski et al., 1993). The calving period is from early April to early June (Koski et al.,
1993) and the estimated duration of gestation is 13-14 months (Nerini et al., 1984; Koski
et al., 1993). Therefore, it is possible that this song is primarily produced durng the
mating season, when whales are dispersed and moving allowing males to advertise to
females as they are swimming by.
1.1.3 Male-Male competition
Direct male-male conflct over obtaining mates is common in mammalian mating
systems. When males cannot control resources or advertise to attract the opposite sex,
they may have to resort to competing directly for access to reproductive females. It has
been documented that the more successful males in these competitions obtain more
mating opportties (Lott, 1979; Appleby, 1982; Hoelzel et al., 1999; Linklater et al.,
1999). In baleen whales it is not possible for males to control the movements and
activities of multiple females because females do not travel in distinct, close knit herds.
Some evidence suggests that females may actively avoid one another (e.g. (Tyack,
1982)). Therefore, male-male competition in baleen whales would be expected for direct
access to a single female. Conflcts between males for access to a female are seen in
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several baleen whales species (e.g. gray whales and right whales (Norrs et al., 1983;
Kraus & Hatch, 2001)).
Arguably, the most violent male-male competition is seen in humpback whale
competitive groups. Competitive groups on the mating ground are believed to represent
intra-sexual competition between males for access to potentially estrous females
(Clapham et al., 1992). Competitive groups consist ofthree or more adult whales
involved in high levels of surface activity and aggression (Baker & Herman, 1984). The
central animal in the group, usually unesponsive to the approach of other individuals and
typically female, is termed the Nuclear Anmal (NA) (Tyack & Whitehead, 1983). The
whale consistently in close contact with the nuclear animal is termed the Principal Escort
(PE). Those PEs for which the sex has been determined have been male. Other whales in
the group are termed Secondary Escorts (SE), also typically male. SEs may occasionally
replace the PE or leave and join the group (Tyack & Whitehead, 1983). SEs frequently
challenge the PE, leading to aggressive interactions and occasionally violent physical
contact. Sounds recorded from these groups include slap and rasping sounds thought to
be associated with body contact between individuals (Tyack & Whitehead, 1983).
Gray whales form large social groups at lagoon entrances in Baja California.
These groups tyically involve males competing to reach a stationar central female
(Norrs et al., 1983). The most common group composition is two males with a single
female (Samaras, 1974). Some researchers have observed several of these smaller groups
within 100 m of each other (Norrs et al., 1983) and groups with up to 18 gray whales
have been documented (Swarz, 1986). Males in these mating groups nudge each other
but the interactions appear not to be as aggressive as those seen in humpback whales.
These courship groups have been observed on the feeding grounds, durng migration,
and on the calving grounds. All-male groups have also been observed in this species
(Norrs et aI., 1983). Norrs et aI. (1983) hypothesized that gray whale social groups serve
some social signaling function and suggested a neutral term "wuzzling" to describe these
groups without reference to reproductive fuction.
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Social groups have been described for the bowhead whale (Richardson et aI., 1995).
Social activity in bowheads consists of groups of at least 2-3 whales that engage in high
levels of surface activity including tail lofts, tail and flpper slaps, rolls, chases, caresses
and sexual interactions. These groups often have a central animal belly-up in the middle
of the group, which seems similar to the central anmal in gray whale groups. In two out
of three cases however, these central animals have been sexed as male, while the flanng
animals are often males based on observable penises (Richardson et aI., 1995). High rates
of vocalizations have been recorded near these groups, representing all known types of
bowhead calls described in Würsig and Clark (1993).
Right whales also engage in large social groups, and these groups have been
described by varous researchers as courship groups in Southern Right whales (Donnelly,
1967; Payne, 1995) and surface active groups in North Atlantic right whales (Kraus &
Hatch, 2001). The groups range in size from two individuals up to 30 or more in a single
group. In the North Atlantic the most common composition of these groups in the Bay of
Fundy involves a single female surounded by multiple males (Kraus & Hatch, 2001).
The female is called the focal animal and is tyically at the center ofthe group. The
groups have been seen in all known habitat areas of the North Atlantic right whale in
most months of the year (Kraus & Hatch, 2001).
One puzzling aspect of these social groups in baleen whales is that the composition of
the groups is not always appropriate for a reproductive fuction. In all species except for
the humpback, intromission has been observed in these groups on at least one occasion
but all-male groups do not seem to be uncommon (e.g. humpbacks (Clapham et aI.,
1992), gray whales (Norrs et aI., 1983), bowheads, (Würsig & Clark, 1993), and right
whales (Kraus et al., 2001)). Males have been observed to put their penises into the
genital slits of other males in at least two species (bowhead whales (Würsig & Clark,
1993), right whales (H. Pettis, pers. comm.). It has been suggested that these all-male
groups may function as practice behavior in males to improve performance when a
female is actually involved (Kraus et al., 2001) or to establish dominance over other
males as seen in other mammals (Yamane, 1999).
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1.1.4 Female choice
The potential reproductive output for females is usually much lower than that for
males because ofthe large investment females tyically make in gametes and/or parental
care. Each reproductive event for a female is therefore both more valuable and more
costly than it is for a male. As a result, the female is typically considered the "choosy"
sex, rejecting most males who would attempt to copulate with her. Whle competition
between males is often important in determining who wil be successful in obtaining
mates, the ultimate success often depends on females choosing to mate with the most
dominant male. There is good evidence of females selecting mates in species where
males provide material resources from food (Sakaluk, 1986), better terrtory (Wells,
1977; Yasukawa, 1981) or superior parental care (Norrs, 1990). Females may prefer
different males even when they only receive sperm from the males (Andersson, 1982;
Gerhardt et al., 1995; Catchpole & Slater, 1995). Increased fitness of offspring is
predicted to be the only benefit to females in these instances of choice for "good genes".
Female choice is believed to be a selective pressure for the development of elaborate
displays and ornaments in males. Three hypotheses have been proposed to explain the
directional selection pressure resulting from female choice in these instances. The first,
honest advertisement, suggests that female preference for elaborate traits may be a result
of the traits directly indicating males of higher quality (Hamilton & Zuk, 1982). The
second, Fisher's ruaway selection hypothesis (Fisher, 1930), suggests that female choice
for a particular male trait leads to excessive development of that trait after many
generations of directional female choice (e.g. long tails in widow birds (Andersson,
1982)). In ruaway selection, females are hypothesized to select males for extreme
development of this trait which is preferred by females. If the trait is heritable, then sons
will have an increased level of reproductive success in the next generation. The third, the
handicap hypothesis (Zahavi, 1975), suggests that females prefer elaborate displays
because they are a handicap to the male's ability to survive. If the male is able to surive
in spite of his ornaments or displays, he must have other traits that help him survive. In
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the handicap hypothesis, female preference is for good surivorship ability in the male,
rather than his ability to attract females.
Recent studies have shown that female preferences can lead to differential success
of offspring when females are arificially mated to males they prefer versus males they
avoid mating with (Doty & Welch, 2001). More recently, studies have suggested that
females choose to mate with genetically compatible males, adding another dimension to
female choice (Zeh & Zeh, 1997). The best male may not be the best mate if the genetic
combination of the two parents results in reduced viability (Wilson et al., 1997). There is
no direct evidence of female choice in any baleen whale species. Female choice has been
inferred from the behavior of males on the breeding ground and the limited ability of
males to control female movements.
1.1.5 Female advertisement
While sexual selection in most species is drven by male advertisement and
female choice, in some animal mating systems female advertisement is used to attract
mates when the female is receptive. These species with female advertisement are
distinctly different than role-reversed species where the males are the limiting resource
for females and females show traditional "male" behaviors in competition for mates (e.g.
Jacanas (Jacana spinosa) (Jenni & Coller, 1972) & Seahorses (Hippocampus whitei)
(Vincent & Sadler, 1995)). Examples where females attract males for mating include the
pheromone systems in moths (Achara & McNeil, 1998), pheromonal advertisement by
female snakes (Kevles, 1986), hormonal advertisement in female elephants (Rasmussen
& Schulte, 1998), and the loud vocal mounting protestations in elephant seals (Cox &
LeBoeuf, 1977). These advertisements attract multiple males who then compete for
access to the female, and therefore these systems can also be considered a form of female
induced male-male competition. The female stil mates with the 'victor' of a male
agonistic encounter, but the female incites the competition. The female also attracts the
males to her for competition rather than approaching males on leks or in herds where
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male-male hierarchies are established before the females arve. In species where males
do not provide any resources, females should act to fertilize their eggs with sperm
bearng the best genes (Bradbur & Vehrencamp, 1998). One strategy to assess male
quality is to force potential mates to compete for access to fertilization. In species where
the cost of searching for a mate may be very high, the ability of the female to attract
multiple males and incite them to compete for access to her can increase the quality of
offspring that the female is able to produce, while limiting the costs of finding and
choosing a mate directly (Jennons & Petre, 2000).
There is only one known example in baleen whales that seems to fit this tye of
female advertisement, the courtship group or surface active group of the right whale
species. The indirect observations of behavior related to sound production have led
researchers to conclude that females produce calls that attract males. The males then
compete with each other for sexual access to the female (Kraus & Hatch 2001). Similar
behaviors and groups observed in bowhead and gray whales merit fuher investigation to
see what role the female plays in the formation and maintenance of these groups. It is
possible that the role of female advertisement in baleen whales is more common than
curently known.
1.1.6 Sperm Competition
Sperm competition is a crytic form of reproductive competition. In sperm
competition, the gametes from two or more males compete to fertilize the eggs. This
competition is known to take three forms, displacement of previous inseminations,
dilution of rival sperm, and plugging of the reproductive tract (Gomendio et aI., 1998).
The role ofthe female's anatomy and physiology in controllng sperm competition
between males may be similar to the female's behavior of inciting competition between
individual males. If sperm have to compete in the reproductive tract, the most
competitively successful sperm would fertilize the eggs, increasing the possibility of
having sons with competitively superior sperm (Knowlton & Greenwell, 1984). In many
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species with sperm competition, the reproductive tract of the female is a hostile
environment to sperm, often with low pH and many folds and blockages, which make
access of the sperm to the egg more diffcult (Eberhard, 1998). The reproductive anatomy
of baleen whale females suggests that there may be some challenges for sperm to reach
eggs for fertilization. Many species appear to have complex tissue arangements at their
cervix (Haldiman & Tarley, 1993), with the possibility that multiple cervixes must be
crossed for successful fertilization. Additionally, evidence from terrestral species
suggests that genetic compatibility of the sperm and the egg may play an important role
in successful fertilization (Kenagy & Trombulak, 1986; Wilson et al., 1997; Zeh & Zeh,
1997; Hoogland, 1998; Clark et al., 1999; Olsson & Madsen, 2001). Much ofthis post-
copulatory competition between sperm has been discovered recently in many species as a
result of paternity analyses.
Males that compete via sperm competition tyically have relatively larger testes
and longer penises than males in species where females only copulate with one male
(Harcourt et al., 1981; Kenagy & Trombulak, 1986; Møller, 1989; Møller & Ninni,
1998). Studies ofthe relative size of the testes and penis in baleen whales show that right
whales, bowhead whales and gray whales all have larger testes size than would be
predicted from their body weight. Blue (Balenoptera musculus), fin (Balaenoptera
physalus), humpback, brydes (Balenoptera edeni), sei (Balaenoptera borealis), and
minke whales all have testes that are the smaller than predicted based on body size. This
suggests that sperm competition may playa role in reproduction for the right, bowhead
and gray whales (Brownell & Ralls, 1986). Similarties in the observed behavior in these
three species support this theory, paricularly in the large social groups with multiple
males interacting with single females. Humpbacks are not predicted to have sperm
competition. The higher rates of aggressive behavior between humpback males in
competitive groups may represent direct competition of males for access to a female,
rather than an attempt to compete via sperm competition (Clapham et al., 1992).
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1.1. 7 Social behavior on the feeding grounds
Two of the best known social interactions on the feeding grounds in baleen
whales are humpback cooperative feeding off the Alaskan coast (Jurasz & Jurasz, 1979;
D'Vincent et al., 1985) and right whale social groups in the Gulf of Maine (Kraus &
Hatch, 2001; Hamilton, 2002). In the case of the humpback, the direct benefit of
cooperative feeding is in the successful captue of large balls of herrng. In the case of
right whales on the feeding grounds, the functional advantage of social groups, which
often last several hours when the whales could be feeding, is less obvious.
The feeding groups of humpbacks provide the best evidence for the existence of
long-term social bonds between baleen whales. For example, in southeast Alaska where
humpbacks feed on swaring euphausiids, fluid, temporar associations are formed by
humpbacks in the area, apparently regardless of age and sex (Baker & Herman, 1985). In
contrast, the humpbacks that feed on schooling fish fuher north near Glacier Bay, have
shown long-term associations of the same groups of whales over several sumers,
feeding in a coordinated fashion on schools of fish. These groups tend to be composed of
primarly adult females, though some adult males have been observed in the groups
(Jurasz & Jurasz, 1979).
It is not surrising that baleen whales interact on the breeding grounds and that
most of these interactions can be explained as fuctioning in mate selection and
reproduction. What is surrising is that many of these social interactions assumed to
fuction for reproduction are seen in other pars the anual migratory cycle in many
baleen whales. Behaviors that appear to be identical to those seen on the breeding
grounds have been seen durng migration (e.g. gray (Norrs et al., 1983), humpback
(Noad, 2002), North Atlantic right (Kraus & Hatch, 2001) and bowhead whale social
groups (Würsig & Clark, 1993)) and on the feeding ground (North Atlantic right whale
surface active groups (Kraus & Hatch, 2001), humpback song (Mattila et al., 1987)) for
most coastal baleen whale species. Most baleen whales have a distinct season for calving.
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It is expected that the mating in these species should also be seasonaL. The occurence of
these interactions outside of the breeding season is puzzling.
What role can these social interactions play ifthey are not par ofthe mating
season? Three hypotheses to explain the observed behavior include 1) baleen whales may
have a physiological mechanism to uncouple the timing between fertilization and
implantation of an embryo, such as delayed implantation, 2) baleen whales use social
interactions for mate choice, allowing for fertilization to take place between individuals
at a later date or, 3) social interactions playa significant role in baleen whale biology for
fuctions other than reproduction.
The social surface active groups (SAGs) of North Atlantic right whales observed
in the sumer on the feeding grounds seem, from initial observation, to be analogous to
the groups showing similar behavior on the calving/reeding grounds both in the
southeastern U.S. (Kaus et aI., 2001) and in southern right whales in the South Atlantic
(payne & Dorsey, 1983; Donnelly, 1967). The common group composition in the Bay of
Fundy (with a single adult female flaned by multiple adult males), coupled with the
observation of intromission on several occasions suggests that these groups function for
mating. Yet the timing and frequency of occurence of the groups does not seem to be
related to the production of calves. These groups have been observed on surveys in
eleven months of the year and on both the calving and feeding grounds (See Chapter 2).
Not only does paricipation mean an increase in energy expenditue from the interaction
itself but the whales involved in SAGs are losing time from feeding. The long duration
of the groups and high energetic costs indicate that these groups are an important part of a
right whale's life, but the ultimate fuction of these groups remains a mystery.
1.1.8 The use of sound for communication in the marine environment
Communication is a key par of social interaction in any animaL. It is paricularly
important in the marine environment where it would be difficult for individuals to
randomly find one another in the vast ocean. Unlike the terrestrial environment, where
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visual cues can often be detected fuher than any other tye of signal, in the ocean, sound
is the most effcient and most highly utilized chanel for long-range communication.
Visibility is limited in the marne environment to a few hundred yards in the clearest
surface waters. In much of the nutrent rich water that baleen whales swim to find their
prey, visibility may be limited to less than ten meters. Clearly another form of
communication wil be important for whales to find one another, if for no other reason
than to mate. Whales have taken advantage of the properties of sound in the ocean to
communicate over long ranges using sound.
Sounds appear to fuction in all known social interactions between baleen whales.
Humpback whales produce long elaborate songs as part of their male display (payne &
McVay, 1971). Paricular calls have been recorded that appear to coordinate the
movements of humpbacks feeding on fish (Cerchio & Dahlheim, 2001), and a varety of
sounds have been recorded from the competitive groups (Tyack & Whitehead, 1983;
Silber, 1986). Bowhead whale song has not been associated with paricular social
interactions, but a varety of calls and slap sounds have been recorded from bowhead
social groups (Würsig & Clark, 1993). Gray whales produce distinct calls in their mating
wuzles (Norrs et al., 1983). Right whales make calls that are associated with surface
active groups (Clark, 1983; Kraus & Hatch, 2001) and also produce sounds that seem to
fuction as contact calls to bring individuals together (Clark & Clark, 1980; Clark, 1983).
If sound mediates social interactions in baleen whales, it seems clear that using
recordings of calls in conjunction with surface behavioral observations may aid
researchers in distinguishing different social interactions. For example, in the North
Atlantic right whale, group composition of SAGs include a single female with males,
multiple females with males, all male groups and all female groups (Kraus & Hatch
2001). It is unlikely that the functional role of each of these groups would be the same,
but to human observers, the interactions look the same at the surface, and only individual
identification can discriminate between tyes of groups.
It is possible that adding an acoustic component to these observations may make
it possible to distinguish between different types of groups. The effective range over
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which baleen whales can use sound to communicate must also be considered. The source
levels and frequency range of baleen whale calls indicate that whales may be able to
communicate over long distances (payne & Webb, 1971). Whales that are many
kilometers apar could be associated and keeping track of one another acoustically. This
adds another dimension to consider for future research into baleen whale social
interactions.
1.2 THE NORTH ATLANTIC RIGHT WHALE
The North Atlantic right whale is a highly endangered species of baleen whale.
Traditionally, right whale populations were divided between the Northern and Southern
hemispheres, with the Northern right whale called Eubalaena glacialis and the Southern
right whale called Eubalaena australis. These traditional species designations have come
into question in recent years (Rice, 1998). Curently, three distinct populations of right
whales are distinguished based on their distribution. Genetic analyses support
reproductive isolation between the populations in the North Atlantic and the Southern
Hemisphere (Malik et al., 2000). Furher subdivisions have been proposed between the
Pacific and Atlantic stocks into subspecies with the North Atlantic right whale as
Eubalaena glacialis, the Southern right whale as Eubalaena australis, and the North
Pacific right whale as Eubalaenajaponica (Rosenbaum et al., 2000). All of these whales
have the same external appearance; large baleen whales, 35-55 ft in length with black
skin, broad pectoral fins, broad tail, a flatted upper jaw and raised patches of skin on the
head called callosities. Callosity patterns are individually distinctive allowing for
individual recogntion of animals in the population (Payne et al., 1983b; Kraus et al.,
1986).
The common name of the right whale comes from its importance to the early
whaling industry. The large amounts of blubber and long baleen plates made right whales
the most profitable species for whalers to kilL. The slow swimming speeds and buoyant
properties ofthe blubber after death also made it one of the easier whales to kill. A
combination ofthese factors led to early decimation of the stocks of these whales. For
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example, in the North Atlantic, tens of thousands were taken by both the Basque whalers
before 1600 (Aguilar, 1986) and by American fisheries through the 1920s (Reeves &
Mitchell, 1986). All species of right whales are classified as endangered. The right whale
was among one ofthe first species to be protected from large scale hunting in 1935. The
Southern right whale has shown remarkable recovery. The southern hemisphere
population is near 7500. Curent population growth rates are estimated at 6.8% (Best et
al., 2001; Best, 1990). Ilegal Soviet whaling in the mid-1900's may have signficantly
impacted the rate of recovery of the Southern right whale populations (Tormosov et al.,
1998). The North Atlantic right whale and Pacific right whale populations have not
shown the same recovery (Caswell et aI., 1999; Brownell Jr. et al., 2001).
The small population size and endangered status of the North Atlantic right whale
have resulted in extensive research over the past twenty years to monitor the status of the
population and to help it recover (Hamilton & Marin, 1999). The North Atlantic right
whale (Eubalaena glacialis) population migrates along the east coast of the United States
from northern waters in the Gulf of Maine in the spring and summer to the waters offthe
states of Florida and Georgia in the winter (Winn et al., 1986). Despite protection from
whaling for the past 60 years, curent estimates indicate that fewer than 300 North
Atlantic right whales remain (Knowlton et al., 1994; iwC, 2001), making them one of the
most endangered large whales in the world. Population growth in this population has
dropped from a 2.5-5.3% increase in the 80's, to a 2.4% decrease in the population by
1994 (Caswell et aI., 1999). There appears to be a steady increase in the mortality rate
(Knowlton & Kraus, 2001) and calf production remains highly variable ranging from an
all-time low in 2000 of one calf to an all-time high in 2001 with 31 calves being born. At
this rate, extinction of the population is predicted within 200 years (Caswell et aI., 1999).
This apparent decline in reproductive success in this population is of serious concern, and
information about their mating behavior is crucial to minimize human impact on
reproduction.
The current interest in the reproductive output of the North Atlantic right whales
has revealed many uncertainties in our curent understanding of the mating behavior in
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this species. Several researchers have discussed mating behavior of right whales over the
years (Donnelly, 1967; Clark, 1983; Kraus, 1991; Payne, 1995) often with an underlying
assumption that observed mating behavior is always for reproduction. Papers discussing
the unusually large testis and penis of the right whale (Brownell & Ralls, 1986)
hypothesized that sperm competition might characterize the right whale mating system.
This hypothesis was fuher supported by the observations of large "courship groups"
with a single female surrounded by multiple males.
Several pieces of evidence argue against the simple interpretation of social groups
functioning for fertilization. Right whales do form large mating groups in the calving
grounds in the southern hemisphere but the females seen in those groups don't retur the
following year with a calf (Payne, 1995). Right whales in the northern hemisphere can be
observed in SAGs both on feeding and calving grounds. These "mating groups" aren't
limited to the calving grounds, but occur in all pars of the North Atlantic right whale's
known migratory range (Kraus & Hatch 2001). Calving in right whales is highly seasonal
in both hemispheres and the estimates of gestation range from 10-13 months (Best,
1994). Therefore, mating that leads to pregnancy is expected to be taking place at
approximately the same time that whales are present on the calving ground.
Group composition is highly varable throughout the year including all-female
and all-male groups. All of these different groups have been lumped together under the
same label, "surface active groups" in the North Atlantic (Kraus et al., 2001). This
descriptive term is a bit broader that the previously used "courship groups" (Donnelly,
1967) and does not address the fuction ofthese groups. This term, surface active group
(SAG), will be used to refer to right whale social groups throughout this thesis.
Southern right whale acoustics were extensively studied in Patagonia by
Chrstopher W. Clark in the 1970's (Clark, 1982; Clark, 1984; Clark, 1983, Clark &
Clark, 1980). His work, coupled with some preliminary recording work done by the New
England Aquarum of the North Atlantic right whale, provided a solid basis for using the
acoustic behavior of right whales to unavel the mystery of the surface active group. Only
the humpback whale had been the subject of more acoustic research, and it seemed likely
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that studying acoustic communication in the North Atlantic right whale could address
several important issues relating to reproduction and social behavior in the right whale.
The goal ofthis thesis is to describe the acoustic behavior of North Atlantic right whales
in surface active groups on their feeding grounds in the Bay of Fundy, Canada. The
research questions focus on the composition and occurence of these groups, the sounds
produced by whales in the groups and the response and hearing capabilities of right
whales related to acoustic communication.
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CHAPTER 2. SOCIAL BEHAVIOR OF NORTH ATLANTIC RIGHT WHAES
(EUBALAENA GLACIALIS) IN SURACE ACTIVE GROUPS
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The North Atlantic right whale (Eubalaena glacialis) is a highly endangered
species of baleen whale. Hunted to near extinction in the 1600's by Basque whalers
(Aguilar, 1986) the right whale population in the Western North Atlantic has shown little
appreciable recovery since it received complete protection from whaling in 1935
(Brownell et aI., 1986). As a result, this population has come under intense scrutiny from
a management perspective. Most curent research focuses on the two aspects of right
whale biology most crucial to the recovery ofthis population; reproduction and mortality.
Unfortately, twenty years of research indicate that anthropogenic causes of mortality
(including entanglement in fishing gear and collsions with vessels) continue to threaten
the population (Knowlton & Kraus, 2001). The reproductive output remains highly
varable year to year but remains low overall (Kraus et al., 2001). The population size
was determined to be decreasing in the 1990's (Caswell et al., 1999) though a recent
increase in the calving rate provides some hope for the future. With this understandable
focus on the basic demographic information and survival of the species, relatively little
research has been directed to answer general questions about behavior in this species.
Behavioral observations can provide insight into the two primar questions about North
Atlantic right whale biology, including possibly the largest puzzle remaining: where and
when do right whales mate? Observations ofthe locations and timing of behaviors related
to reproduction may shed light on this subject.
The surface active group (SAG) is one ofthe most strking aspects of right whale
behavior that is thought to be related to reproduction. SAGs in the North Atlantic right
whale are defined as two or more whales interacting at the surface with frequent body
contact (Kraus & Hatch, 2001). Many SAGs are described as groups with a single central
female, called the focal female, flaned by 1-32 male right whales competing with one
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another to get close enough to mate with the female. Curent evidence on sound
production and group strcture suggests that the formation and maintenance of these
groups is controlled by the female (Kraus & Hatch, 2001). This observation raises several
interesting questions about social structue and mating behavior in this species (Kraus &
Hatch, 2001). Does the female control mate choice by calling multiple males in and
forcing them to compete for access to mating? More importantly, do these groups have
any direct connection to reproduction in this species?
Right whale reproductive anatomy has led several researchers to speculate on
mating strategy in this species. Males that compete via sperm competition tyically have
relatively larger testes and longer penises than males in species where females only
copulate with one male (Kenagy & Trombulak, 1986; Møller, 1989; Harcour et al.,
1981; Møller & Ninni, 1998). Male right whales have long fibroelastic penises (2-3 m in
length) and large testes (Mean = 843 kg, Std = 160 kg, N = 4 (Omura et al., 1969)). These
two traits indicate that sperm competition plays a role in right whale reproduction
(Brownell & Ralls, 1986). These anatomical features allow males to produce large
volumes of sperm to flood the female reproductive tract to displace or dilute any sperm
from previous copulations. The longer penis allows for sperm to be delivered closer to
the egg (Møller, 1998). Behavioral observations of SAGs frequently involve multiple
males achieving intromission with a single female. This fuher supports the theory of
sperm competition in right whales.
SAGs have been reported in all known right whale habitats durng eight months
of the year based upon observations from 1981-1990 (Kraus & Hatch, 2001). The lack of
SAG sightings reported from June, November, December and January might primarly be
a result of low numbers of right whale sightings in these months. Sighting records from
the past ten years have documented SAGs in all months ofthe year except November.
Sightings of right whales remain very low in the month of November (right whale
consortium unpublished data). Even though SAGs are seen throughout the year, calving
is highly seasonal, with calves being born in the winter months (Kraus et al., 1986b).
Therefore SAGs commonly observed on the sumer feeding grounds do not lead directly
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to fertilization unless right whales are capable of delayed implantation. The current
estimate ofthe gestation length for Southern right whales (12-13 months) (Best, 1994)
would have to underestimate the gestation in North Atlantic right whales by more than
four months. Groups engaged in social behavior, including SAGs, are commonly
observed (up to 41 % of sightings (Hamilton, 2002)) and may take up a signficant portion
of an individual's time on any given day. Reproduction appears to be an obvious
function, but the timing of SAG occurrence suggests that fertilization alone is unlikely to
be the only fuctions ofthese groups. It is possible that SAGs serve multiple reproductive
and social fuctions in this species, including, but not limited to fertilization.
Although many species of mammals only engage in sexual behavior for
reproduction, it is not uncommon for sexual activity to take place for other reasons.
Sexual behavior not related directly to conception has been described for many
mamalian species. Sexual behavior is commonly used for reconciliation or
strengthening of social bonds in primate species (Hrdy & Whitten, 1987; Call et al.,
1999). Several cetacean species, for example the bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus)
and the spinner dolphin (Stenella longirostris), show high levels of sexual activity, often
directed at members of the same sex (or inanmate objects) (Connor et al., 2000; Nun et
al., 2000). There are typically costs associated with mating ranging from direct injury to
transmission of disease (Jennions & Petre, 2000; Nun et al., 2000). Therefore, it is
likely that sexual activity unrelated to conception has some benefit to individuals in these
species, possibly in terms of social bonding.
It is possible that SAGs in right whales fuction directly for fertilization or that
they represent interactions between individuals that may be important for reproduction or
survival at a later date. The general definition of a SAG may encompass both of these
interactions under one labeL. One way to gain a better understanding of which fuctions
are the most likely explanations for SAGs is to first determine when and where they
occur, what group compositions can be found in different areas and how individual
participation in SAGS may be dependent on relatedness to other whales in the group.
This paper wil summarze the sightings of SAGs from 1/1/1992- 12/31/2001 and
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describe group composition, location and timing of surface activity. These analyses show
that 1) group composition vares with location and time of year and that 2) patterns of
male and female participation in SAGS are distinctly different.
2.2 METHODS
2.2.1 Sighting Catalog Database
The population of right whales in the western North Atlantic has been intensively
studied for over 20 years. This long term research effort, stared by the New England
Aquarum, has resulted in a large database of information including details about sex, age
and reproductive history for many individuals as well as general demographic
information (Hamilton & Marin, 1999). Individual right whales can be identified by
distinct callosity and scarng patterns (Payne & Dorsey, 1983; Kraus et al., 1986a). A
central database maintained by the New England Aquarum for the North Atlantic right
whale consortium contains photographic sighting records for 436 individual right whales
contributed by numerous organzations and individuals from the last 23 years (Hamilton
& Marin, 1999). This database makes it possible to determine the sex, age, and
matrlineal relatedness of individuals non-invasively from photographs of their callosity
and scarrng patterns. Detailed questions about group composition can be answered
through analysis of existing data.
For this chapter, data on the distribution, timing, and individual composition of SAGs
were taken from the North Atlantic right whale consortium database. Queries ofthis
database produced absolute numbers and locations of SAGs seen in given years, number
of SAGs per month divided by the number of distinct individuals identified in that month,
minimum number of whales in each group photographed over the course of observation
and the compositions of many groups in which all animals were photographed.
There are five main regions where sighting data were collected between 1992 and
2001 These five regions include three critical habitat areas located in U.S. waters
(Southeastern United States, Massachusetts Bay, and the Great South Chanel) and two
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conservation areas located in Canadian waters (Bay of Fundy and Roseway Basin)
(Hamilton, 2002). Sighting effort in these five regions vared year to year between 1992
and 2001, with the Southeastern United States and the Bay of Fundy regions receiving
the most consistent coverage. A description of surey efforts over the past ten years can
be found in Hamilton (2002).
2.2.2 Corrections for right whale occurrence
Typically, when data from sureys are analyzed, corrections are made for sightings
per unit effort (SPUE) (e.g. (Kishino & Kasamatsu, 1987). However, the number of
individuals present in a given location at a given time should have more influence on the
occurence of social behavior than observer effort. For example, if there were 20 right
whale sightings in a region durng six surey days in a given month, there would be very
different behavioral implications for 20 replicate sightings of 4 individuals as opposed to
20 sightings of 19 or 20 different individuals over the month, even if the sightings per
unit effort were the same. Therefore the counts of SAG sightings were corrected for the
total number of different individuals seen in a given month in a given region, rather than
correcting for surey effort, or miles oftrack-line flown. The number of SAGs sighted in
a given month and region (N~:G ) and the number of individuals seen in the same month
. DR d 1 1 . Corr DR / DR
and region (NID ) were use to ca cu ate a correction factor (NSAG = NSAG NID)'
This correction also controls for differences in survey effort between years due to
weather or fuding. An additional correction was done based on the total number of
sightings in a given month (NTis~lahl' ) and the total number of sightings of whales in
ig lings
SAGs (NSS~Gh . ). These two values were used to calculate the proportion of sightings in
ig lings
. f hI' S Corr SAG / Totala given month that were 0 w a es II AGs (Ns' h . = Ns' h . Ns' h . ).ig lings ig tings ig tings
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2.2.3 Analyses of catalog data
Analyses of the SAG sighting database included the location, date, group size and
composition of each SAG sighting. Each SAG for which all individuals were identified
was grouped into one of seven categories of group tye (Table 2.1) or labeled as an
eighth unown group tye. The occurence ofthe seven group compositions was
considered anually and by month. Individual involvement in SAGs was considered in
terms of total numbers of sightings, proportion of total sightings, and the age of first
paricipation in SAGs.
Table 2.1. Description of the SAG categories based on group composition. R= Potentially reproductive,
NR = Non-reproductive. Note that the designation of group tye for the calf group and the pregnant female
group takes precedence over other group tyes. This may result in groups being omitted from other
appropriate categories (i.e. a group with a calf and three females could also be an all female group or a
group with multiple females with males, but to investigate the social role of calves in SAGs, these groups
were kept separate from the other categories.)
*-A pregnant female is defined as a female sighted in a SAG less than 12 months before she was known to
have given bir to a calf.
Group Type Description Function
Male-Female Pair Pairs of anils where one anil of each sex was present R
One Female with One individual in the group was female while all other sighted R
Multiple Males anils were male
Multiple Females More than one individual in the group was female and at least one R
with Males male was also present
All Female All individuals sighted il the group were female NR
All Male All individuals sighted in the group were male NR
Calf Any SAG with a calf recorded in the group regardless of the age NR
or sex of any other anils in the group
Pregnant female Any group with a known pregnant* female regardless of the age NR
and sex of any other anils in the group
Unkown At least one anil in the group is of unown sex Unkown
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2.2.4. Occurrence of SAGS
All sighting records labeled SAG in the database, based on the definition of two
or more individuals interacting at the surface with frequent physical contact, were
considered to be par of a SAG. Groups were distinguished by the date, time, latitude and
longitude indicated for each sighting record. Each group was given a number by year and
the total number of groups was calculated.
Counts of group size were made where group size was defined as the minimum
number of whales identified in each SAG. SAGs in which all whales were identified were
assigned into a particular group type, depending on the age and sex of the individuals in
the group (Table 2.1). SAGs containing unidentified individuals or individuals whose
gender was unown were assigned to an "unown" category. After the assignent of
group size and tye was made, the distribution of these different group tyes was
determined by month and region. A sumary of the data collected for each SAG is
presented in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2. A list of data collected for each SAG sightig record.
Data collected for each SAG
Month
Year
Region
Group Size
Individuals in group
Month of the sightig.
Year of the sightig.
The surey region that the SAG was observed.
Minum number of individuals documented in the SAG
sightig record.
Individual il numbers from the right whale consortum
database catalog (RWCDC).
Type of SAG based on individuals seen in the groupGroup tye
The sighting histories of individual whales in SAGs were analyzed to determine total
number of SAG sightings per individual, proportion of total sightings in SAGs by
individual, total and proportion of SAG sightings by sex for anmals of known sex, and
age at first sighting for all whales of both known age and known sex. Additionally,
detailed sighting histories for four whales all born in the same year are described in
Appendix 1 to emphasize the large varation in observed behavior between individuals
given the same anual environmental conditions. All data on individual sighting histories
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rely on the entire historical sighting database and include all recorded sightings for all
individuals in the North Atlantic right whale catalog (Hamilton & Marin 1999) and all
individuals added to the catalog since its publication through 2001. A sumar of the
data used for individual whales is sumarzed in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3. A list of data collected for each individual related to SAG partcipation. Not all inormtion was
available for all whales. Age and sex are unown for several individuals.
Data collected for each individual
Age
Sex
Total number of sightigs
Age in years.
Gender of the whale if known.
Total number of sightings recorded in the RWCDC for the
individual for all years.
Total number of sightings in the R WCDC of the individual in a
SAG.
Number of sightigs in SAGs divided by the total number of
sightigs.
Age in years at the first documented sightig in a SAG if
known.
Number of sightigs in SAGs
Proporton of sightigs in SAGs
Age at first sightig in SAG
2.2.5 Annual number of SAGs related to calfoutput
Simple linear correlations were calculated to test for any relationship between the
number of SAGs seen during different times of the year and calf production. Calves that
are born from December 1 - Februar 28th are considered to be in the same cohort. For
example, the 2001 calves (N=30) were born between December 1,2000 and Februar 28,
2001. It is expected that conception should occur 12-13 months before calving.
Therefore, SAG activity leading up to and resulting in conception and implantation of an
embryo should be observed 12-14 months before calving (i.e. SAGs from November 1,
1999- Januar 31,2000 should result in the calves born in the 2001 season). Correlations
between the number of calves born in a cohort and the number of SAGs observed 1) 12-
14 months before their birth and 2) 0-11 months before their birth were considered. The
correlation between the number of each tye of SAG (either R or NR from Table 2.1) and
calf production was also calculated.
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2.3 RESULTS
2.3.1 Occurrence o/SAGs
A total of 19,133 sightings of individually photo-identified right whales from 1/1/1992-
12/31/2001 were used in this analysis. Of those sightings, the total number of sightings of
whales in SAGs was 3393, or approximately 18% of the sightings. Sightings from a SAG
were recorded with the same date, time and position. Each group was assigned a different
number. The total number of SAGs was 918 (Table 2.4), lower than the number of
sightings because multiple sightings of individual whales made up each group. Survey
data were included from all months. The total number of sightings for November was
quite low with a total of7 sightings of the 19,133 from November.
The total number of SAGs sighted per year varied between a low of 29 and a high
of 149 (Mean 91.8, Std 44.4) (Figure 2.1). The average number of SAG sightings per
month varied. The highest numbers of SAGs were sighted in August and September, with
very few SAGs sighted in May, June and November (Figure 2.2). The observed peaks in
August and September for the non-standardized data may not accurately reflect a total
increase in SAG activity as these were the months with the greatest sighting effort and
highest total number of right whale sightings. The monthly averages with the total
number of SAGS sighted in a given month divided by the total number of individual
whales sighted in that month are shown in Figue 2.3. A correction of SAG observations
as a percentage of total sightings to compare to the whale/month standardization also
eliminates the single high peak of surface activity in August and September (Figue 2.4).
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Table 2.4. The total number of SAGS sighted by month in each of the ten years.
Total
Year Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec by
vear
1992 4 2 3 5 0 0 0 14 17 7 0 0 52
1993 11 8 8 0 0 0 0 20 6 0 0 9 62
1994 5 0 0 0 0 0 1 57 27 0 0 0 90
1995 1 0 16 1 0 0 5 67 43 10 0 6 149
1996 35 10 20 15 0 1 6 19 15 0 0 1 122
1997 4 6 3 0 0 0 2 45 9 11 0 2 82
1998 11 13 13 3 1 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 48
1999 2 0 2 0 3 0 1 13 7 0 0 1 29
2000 3 14 16 3 0 2 21 56 16 1 0 3 135
2001 10 20 9 2 2 1 21 50 34 0 0 0 149
Total by 86 73 90 29 6 4 57 346 176 29 0 22 918month
Average # 8.6 7.3 9 2.9 0.6 0.4 5.7 34.6 17.6 2.9 0 2.2 91.8SAGs/year
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Figure 2.1. Number of SAGS sighted per year from 1992-2001.
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Figure 2.2. Average number of SAGs sighted per month with error bars showing 1 Std between 1/1/1992
and 12/31/2001.
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2.3.2 Group Size and Composition
The number of individuals sighted in each SAG is assumed to be a minimum
count of anmals present in the group, due to the inherent diffculties of identifyng all
individuals in SAGS where some animals may remain submerged for long periods of
time. In larger groups the group composition is fluid, with individuals leaving and
joining the groups as time progresses. This may prevent photographers from
photographing all individuals adequately to make a confident assignent ofID in larger
groups. The range of group size was from 2 to 40 individuals (Mean 3.7, Std 2.8, N=918)
for all SAGS. The average group size did not vary significantly by month.
For 677 of these 918 SAGS, the identities and sex of all individuals sighted were
recorded and were believed to identify all members present in the group. These 677
groups could be broken down into the seven group types (Table 2.1) based on the group
composition. The remaining 241 groups either had sighted individuals that were not
identifiable due to poor quality of photographs or the individuals were of unown sex
and these groups were assigned to the unkown group category.
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Figure 2.5. The proporton of all 677 identified SAGS that fell into each of the seven categories.
The proportion of SAG sightings of each group type from the 677 SAGs are
shown in Figue 2.5. The most common SAG composition described in Kraus & Hatch
(2001) for the Bay of Fundy through 1990, a single female with multiple males, is stil
more common than any ofthe other 6 known categories though many ofthe other
categories are well represented when sightings for all regions are combined.
The timing of group tye by month (Figue 2.6 & 2.7) and region (Figue 2.8)
also vares, with different group tyes makng up different proportions ofthe total
number of SAGs sighted in different months and regions. There is a notable increase in
all-male groups in the late sumer and early falL. SAGs with calves are much more
common in the summer months than the few months after birth. There is a peak in
pregnant female groups in the southeastern U.S. in December, shortly before these
females give birth.
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Reproductive Groups
A) Male-Female Pair
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Figure 2.6. Plot showig the distribution of potentially reproductive SAGs as a percentage of all SAGs
sighted in a given month averaged over ten years. A) Male-female pair. B) One female with multiple males
C) Multiple females with males.
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Non-Reproductive Groups
A) All-Female
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Figure 2.7. Distribution of non-reproductive SAGs as a percentage of all SAGs sighted in given month
averaged over ten years. A) All-female B) All-male C) Calf D) Pregnant groups.
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Figure 2.8. The proportion of SAGs of each tye sighted in each region between 1992-2001. A) South-
eastern U.S. B) Massachusetts Bay, C) Great South Channel, D) Roseway Basin, E) Bay of Fundy.
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2.3.3 Individual Involvement in SAGs
The number of sightings of an individual in SAGs ranged from 0 - 83 (mean =
14.1, Std = 13.3, N = 367). These numbers are dependent on the age and sighting history
of each individuaL. For example, a whale sighted for 20 years may have more SAG
sightings than a two year old whale, even if they had the same probability of being in
sighted in a SAG. To correct for this, the number of sightings in a SAG was calculated as
a percentage of total sightings for each individuaL. Total sightings were defined as the
number of sightings of one individual from its first sighting through 12/31/2001. The
number of sightings in a SAG was the number of times an individual whale was sighted
in a SAG. The percentage ofsightings in SAGs ranged from 0-100% (mean = 25.5%,
Std. = 17.8). These values include all animals of any age or sex, including those of
unown age and sex. The total number of SAG sightings for all known females range
from 0 - 47 (Mean = 9.7, Std = 9.0, N = 140) and for all known males range from 0 - 83
(Mean = 20.2, Std = 15.1, N = 169) (Figue 2.9).
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Figure 2.9. Percentage ofsightigs in SAG for individual a) female (N=140) and b) male (N =169) right
whales
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The proportion of total sightings involved in SAGs for all females range from 0 -
50 % (Mean = 14.1 %, Std = 9.9, N = 140 individuals) and for males range from 0 -76 %
(Mean = 32.9 % Std = 17.0, N=169 individuals). Males are seen in SAGs for a
significantly greater proportion of their sightings than females (t-est, p 0: 0.0001). Age is
known for most individuals born into the population since 1980 and 149 individuals of
known age have been sighted in SAGs. The average first age of sighting for whales of
known age was 1.5 years (Std = 1.8). Fort-one percent of all whales of known age were
seen in SAGs as calves (N=62). 90% of individuals were sighted in SAGs by the time
that they were four years old (Figue 2.10). There was no significant difference between
males and females in the age of first sighting in a SAG.
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Figure 2.10. A plot of the percentage of known age whales first sighted in SAGs between 0-10 years. 0 =
year of bir.
2.3.4 SAGs related to calf output
No correlation was found between the number of SAGs and the number of calves
12-13 months later. This indicates that there is no clear relationship between the observed
SAG activity around the time of conception of the calves and the number of calves born.
High correlation values were found between the number of SAGs (total number, number
of reproductive and number of non-reproductive SAGs) and the number of calves
produced 0-11 months later. This indicates that the number of SAGs sighted in the 11
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months prior to the birth of calves is correlated with the number of calves born. The data
are presented in Table 2.5. Figue 2.11 shows the values of the total number of SAGs
plotted against the number of calves born a) 12-14 months later and b) 0-11 months later.
Table 2.5. Correlation values for the number of SAGs versus the number of calves born 0-11 month later
and the number of calves born 12-14 months later. Correlation values are shown for the total number of all
SAGs in a given year, the number of only reproductive SAGs (R-SAGs), and the number of non-
reproductive SAGs (N-SAGs). Note that there is a higher correlation value between NR-SAGs than R-
SAGs.
Number of
SAGs
N total
R-SAGs only
NR-SAGs only
Calves born 12-
14 months later
0.06
0.05
0.14
Calves born 0-11
months later
0.88
0.71
0.87
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Figure 2.11. A plot of the total number of SAGs sighted a) 12-14 month before the calving season each
year and b) 1-11 months before the calving season each year. The line represents the regression line with
the r2 value listed on each figue.
2.4 DISCUSSION
SAGs are commonly sighted during surveys for the North Atlantic right whale in
all areas. The behaviors observed in SAGs have led many to suspect that mating occurs in
these groups. A sumar of occurence and composition of SAGs in the North Atlantic
highlights some of the difficulties in assigning fertilization to all SAGs. These results
suggest that there are multiple functions of SAGs that may include, but are not limited to,
fertilization in this species.
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2.4.1 Occurrence of SAGs
SAGs have been seen in all known habitats of the North Atlantic right whale and
in 11 months of the year. The occurence of SAGs is not consistent with the idea that
SAGs fuction for fertilization. The limited calving period from December to Februar
(Kraus et al., 1986b) suggests that conception is seasonal, unless right whales are
somehow capable of delayed implantation of embryos, which allows for a delay between
fertilization and gestation. Delayed implantation, while common in pinnipeds, has yet to
be documented in any cetacean (Boyd et al., 1999). Therefore the observed patterns of
SAG occurence suggest that SAGs serve multiple functions. Some SAGs likely lead to
reproduction. Given the group composition and observed sexual activity in some groups,
the sexual nature of some SAG groups, regardless of fuction in many circumstances
canot be questioned.
Not all sexual behavior is directly linked to reproduction. While most female
mamals limit mating to a brief period during the oestrous cycle, females in a few
priate species, including humans, remain receptive to mating even when fertilization is
not possible (Hrdy, 1981). Several cetacean species have been documented to commonly
exhibit non-reproductive sexual behavior and mating (e.g. spinner dolphins (Wells, 1984)
and short-finned pilot whales (Globicephala macrohynchus) (Kasuya et al., 1993)).
Explanations for this sexual behavior of non-reproductive females typically focus on the
use of sexual behavior to strengthen affliative social bonds between individuals (Hrdy,
1981). Whle the importance of social bonds in right whales remain unclear (Hamilton,
2002), frequent sexual behavior in SAGs may indicate long-term social affiiations
between individuals.
The corrected sightings of SAGs/month (Fig. 2.3 & 2.4) show a marked increase
of SAG activity as the year progresses, peakng in August and September. The apparent
decline of SAG activity in October and November reflects a lack of right whale sightings
and not necessarily a decline in SAG activity. It has been hypothesized that October and
November are the most likely time for whales to congregate and mate based on the
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seasonal calving (Kraus et al., 1986b) and the estimated gestation length (Best, 1994).
Researchers often refer to the "missing breeding grounds" for this population as right
whales are missing from curent surey areas at the expected peak of conception. If the
increase in activity seen in August and September were to continue into October and
November, then there could be an anual cycle of SAG activity with a peak in October,
with the lowest levels seen in May and June. This would be consistent with the expected
timing of fertilization.
There may be a protracted breeding season in this species. Relatively high levels
of SAG occurence by month continue beyond the suspected breeding season and through
the winter months. SAG occurrence only stars to drop at the end of the calving season.
Two hypotheses are consistent with this observation. The first is that females in some
mamalian species are induced ovulators (Bronson 1989). It is possible that SAG
behavior is required for female right whales to ovulate. This would explain the high level
of SAG activity throughout the year and the increase in frequency around the predicted
breeding season. The second hypothesis is that sexual behavior in right whales may
involve more than just fertilization. Studies of reproductive behavior in many different
species identify several stages and behaviors associated with obtaining mates. The best
example for this can be found in passerine bird species. For many species, song can be
heard throughout the year, with a distinct peak in song production shortly before the
laying of a clutch. The increase in song activity often takes place when males arve at
the breeding grounds before females arve (Catchpole & Slater 1995). The males'
behaviors are stil considered to be associated with reproduction, even if the behavior
doesn't lead immediately to fertilization of eggs. These behaviors, involving terrtory
acquisition and establishment of dominance are arguably as important as later displays
directed to receptive females. Male behavior on the breeding grounds of humpback
whales is thought to follow a similar pattern, with males arrving early on the grounds
and beginning to sing before most potentially estrous females arrve (Clapham, 1996).
Male humpback whales are also seen competing for access to females in competitive
groups (Tyack & Whitehead, 1983). Female choice and selection of a mate may also play
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a role in an extended breeding season. SAGs in right whales may represent a situation in
which males compete to impress female right whales. The rise in male-male groups in the
late sumer months supports the idea that if male-male interactions may be important for
dominance sorting within the population.
SAG behavior with females may represent female sampling of males for later
selection of a mate. Chapter 3 indicates that although females produce most of the sounds
in SAGs males do make some sounds. Females may be using the sounds to identify
individuals. However, if acoustic displays were important for recogntion, males would
be expected to make more sounds in SAGs. Other potential mechanisms for recognition
include vision and chemical cues.
2.4.2 Group Size and Composition
It is diffcult to argue that the trends in SAG activity reflect seasonal changes in
reproductive activity when it is clear that not all SAGs can function for fertilization. The
group composition of different SAGs makes it clear that there are distinct group types
that can be categorized into potentially reproductive or non-reproductive groups.
The long-term records of identified individuals in this population make it feasible
to determine group composition in SAGs related to age and sex of individuals. All SAG
sightings were classified into one of seven different tyes of groups (Table 2.1 )1. These
seven groups can be divided into potentially reproductive and non-reproductive groups.
Male-female pairs, one female with multiple males, and multiple females with multiple
males are all potentially reproductive groups based on the genders of animals involved.
Groups with calves present mayor may not be reproductive, depending on whether
reproductively receptive females are also present in the groups. All-female, all-male and
pregnant female groups are most likely not reproductive in any case, even though these
groups often appear to be sexual in natue and may be related to later reproductive events.
1 Groups with unidentified whales known to be involved were not considered in this analysis.
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The potentially reproductive groups make up almost 60% of all SAGs sighted,
and they are seen throughout the year (Figure 2.6). The proportion of potentially
reproductive groups remains almost constant across regions, with a slight drop in the
Fundy region, due to a large increase in the number of SAGs with calves in that habitat.
Approximately 40% of all SAGs involve animals that cannot be mating for conception
for one reason or another (e.g. wrong gender, already pregnant, or nursing a calf). The
non-reproductive groups pose a challenge to the hypothesis that SAGs fuction solely for
fertilization.
SAG is a broad definition that encompasses several different types of groups.
Many non-reproductive group tyes could be linked indirectly to reproduction, either by
dominance sorting in all male groups, or by calves and juveniles learing about SAG
behavior from experienced adults. However, two group types, all-female groups and
groups with pregnant females as the focal, are diffcult to explain in terms of
reproduction unless they are a result of hormonal levels of the females involved.
The non-reproductive groups show more seasonal variation than the potentially
reproductive groups. All-female groups are most commonly observed in the winter
months from December-Februar. The majority ofthese groups are seen on the calving
grounds off ofthe Southeastern U.S. The involvement of females in groups on the
calving ground may indicate cooperation among females associated with calving or some
other social fuction. Many of the groups with pregnant females are also seen in the
Southeast and these groups often are made up of only female whales.
Groups with pregnant females are seen throughout the year. There are two notable
peaks, in December just prior to calving, and in March and April at the end ofthe calving
season. Why pregnant females should be involved in SAGs at all remains puzzling.
Presumably female whales are generally capable of avoiding unwanted male attention
and there seems to be inherent risk in being in close body contact with multiple 50+ ton
animals let alone mating when pregnant. Additional risks include the transmission of
disease (Jennions & Petre, 2000). In humans and in several primate species, an increase
of female receptivity has been documented durng the end of the first trimester of
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pregnancy (Hrdy & Whitten, 1987). This behavior is thought to be a result of hormonal
changes due to pregnancy and may help strengthen bonds between mates (Hrdy, 1981).
The peak of pregnant females in SAGs in March and April would correspond to the
presumed end of the first trimester of a right whale pregnancy. Furher research in the
hormonal cycles of reproductively active right whales (currently in progress (Rolland et
al., 2002)) may provide an explanation for the sexual activity of pregnant females if
hormone levels peak in March and ApriL. Short-finned pilot whale females were found to
be sexual active even when pregnant, so this behavior in right whales does have a
precedent in cetaceans (Kasuya et al., 1993).
It has been suggested that Roseway Basin fuctions as a mating ground for this
population (Hamilton, 2002). Potentially reproductive SAGs would be expected to be the
predominant social interaction on the mating grounds. Only all-male groups and
potentially reproductive groups have been sighted on Roseway Basin in the past ten
years. If all-male groups are connected to reproduction, in terms of male-male
competition for mates for example, then the composition of group types seen on Roseway
Basin supports this theory.
There is a marked increase in the percentage of all-male groups through the
sumer into the fall, peaking just before November, when conception would be expected
to peak (Figue 2.7). There are several potential explanations for this observation. The
all-male groups may be important in determination of male social status through
competition with other males in these groups. Alternatively, the behavior may merely
represent practice of SAG behavior without females present. Males may also use all-male
groups to strengthen bonds allowing males to cooperate in achieving intromission in
SAGs involving reproductive females by working together (Kraus & Hatch, 2001, Payne,
1995). In the humpback whale, pairs of males have been seen entering and possibly
cooperating in competitive groups (Clapham et al., 1992). Research into the hormone
levels of males throughout the year may shed light on whether there are physiological
indications that male reproductive activity peaks in the late fall.
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The involvement of calves in SAGs is very common, but vares depending upon
the age of calves. In the Southern right whale, durng the first few months after birth, the
calf tends to remain very close to the mother, rarely separating more than a few meters
(Taber & Thomas, 1982.). In the North Atlantic right whale there are only four
observations of calves in SAGs before 6 months of age. It appears that the mothers
choose to keep very young calves out of SAGs until their first sumer on the feeding
ground as the behavior of the calf is not independent of the mother's behavior durng the
first few months. The prevalence of SAGs with calves increases and peaks in the sumer
months and the mother is often present in these groups. This may indicate some
fuctional role for socialization with mothers actively forming SAGs with their calves
present, possibly to interact with other whales. Increasing paricipation in SAGs by the
calf in the sumer may also be a function of increased independence and curiosity at this
age, thought to be shortly before weanng for most individuals (Kraus et aI., 2001).
2.4.3 Individual Involvement in SA Gs
Looking at individual involvement adds more detail to our understanding of
. SAGs. There are clear differences between males and females in SAG participation, with
males seen on average in twice as many SAGs as females. Right whales typically
paricipate in their first SAGs when they are very young. For all anmals that have been
born over the past 23 years, 41 % were seen in SAGs as calves. Over 90% were seen in
SAGs by their 4th year. There is no evidence for any right whale, male or female
becoming reproductively mature before 5 years (Kaus et al., 2001); therefore almost all
whales of known age have been seen in SAGs before they are reproductively mature.
Juveniles and calves may benefit from practice or experience in SAGs. The second
female in multiple female groups in the Bay of Fundy was commonly a juvenile and it
has been previously suggested that this allows young females to lear SAG behavior
from experienced females (Kraus & Hatch, 2001).
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2.4.4 Calving
The estimated gestation period for Southern right whales is 12-13 months (Best
1994). Therefore SAGs in the 11 months prior to calving should not be involved in the
conception of the calves born. Therefore, the correlation between number of SAGs seen
in the 11 months before the calves are born and the number of calves is puzzling. In
general the level of SAG activity by year seems to echo the calving productivity
stochasticity year to year. Typically there were a high number of SAG sightings the year
before a year with high calf production, low SAG sightings the year before years with
low calf production (i.e. 1999 with 29 SAGs and 2000 with 1 calfvs. 2000 with 135
SAGs and 2001 with 30 calves) and a high correlation value (.88) for this comparson.
This could be explained by the general health status of the population in the years before
high or low numbers of calves. Data from other researchers indicate that the health of the
population was poor in 1998 and 1999 when the body fat reserves of individuals were
low (Miller et al., 2001; Pettis et al., 2001). In years when the fat reserves seem to be
building up and health improving, the number of SAGs and the number of calves
increase. Another possibility is that surveys are not covering the breeding grounds of this
population at the time of conception, and the SAGs related to fertilization are being
missed.
Whether or not all SAGs are for reproduction, paricipation in SAGs must have a
cost in terms of valuable energy needed for surival in staration conditions. Even if
direct interaction in a SAG at the surface is a low energy behavior, the time lost for
feeding is a clear energetic cost. It is understandable then that there would be dips in both
the percentage of sightings of right whales that were SAGs and the total number of SAGs
in years when food is scarce and individuals' energy reserves were low. In these years,
the costs of the energy expenditue and lost foraging time from SAG paricipation may be
greater than the benefits.
2.4.5 Conclusions and recommendations/or further research
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This analysis of SAG composition and occurence raises many more questions for
further research. Curent research in two areas in particular, hormone levels and genetics,
wil undoubtedly fuher increase our understanding of the functional signficance of
SAGs. Hormone research can reveal seasonal trends in hormone levels from anmals in
different reproductive classes. Hormone levels in three groups in paricular, estrous
females, pregnant females and reproductive males wil be most helpful in explaining
seasonal trends in SAG occurence.
Genetic studies of relatedness between individuals may also make a large
contribution in distinguishing between reproductive and non-reproductive SAGs. To
avoid inbreeding, males and females in reproductive groups would be expected to be less
related than animals in non-reproductive groups. If the relatedness between males
involved in reproductive SAGs is greater than the average relatedness of the population it
may indicate male-male cooperation via kin selection in these groups.
Non-reproductive social groups may consist of closely related individuals called
together by a single female. This would indicate that there may be a matriarchal social
system in right whales. Ifthe calls of whales are individually distinctive, it is possible
that involvement in these non-reproductive social groups play an important role in
teaching whales to distinguish between kin and non-kin. These groups represent times
when individuals have an increased opportunity to lear the sounds of closely related
females.
This survey supports the original hypothesis that SAGs are likely important both
for reproduction and social interactions between individuals. The observed increase in
potentially reproductive SAG activity through the sumer and early fall corresponds well
with the likely peak of conception. The frequency of observation of non-reproductive
SAGs throughout the year, paricularly the timing of SAG involvement by calves in their
first summer, suggest that SAGs also playa role in social interactions between
individuals not directly related to fertilization. Further research into the biology of this
species may more conclusively demonstrate the biological roles of SAGs in the North
Atlantic right whale.
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CHAPTER 3: ACOUSTIC ACTIVITY OF NORTH ATLANTIC
RIGHT WHALES (Eubalaena glacialis) IN SURFACE ACTIVE
GROUPS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Little is known about the acoustic behavior of the North Atlantic right whale
(Eubalaena glacialis) despite hundreds of years of interaction with humans, first as the
"right" whale to kil, and later as the "right" whale to protect from extinction. The major
focus of recent North Atlantic right whale research has been on conservation, leaving
many basic questions about behavior and sound production unanswered. The notable
exception is work done on behavior in the predominant visible social interaction in this
population, the surface active group (SAG) (Kraus & Hatch, 2001). For the research
presented in this chapter, extensive recordings were made from right whale SAGs in the
Bay of Fundy from 1999-2002 in an attempt to produce a comprehensive descnption of
sounds associated with these groups. The goals of the chapter are to 1) describe the types
of sounds recorded and how they compare to sounds described from previous acoustic
studies of North Atlantic (Wright, 2001; Matthews et al., 2001; Vanderlaan et al., 2000)
and Southern right whales (Eubalaena australis) (Clark, 1982; Clark, 1983); 2) determine
the rate of production ofthe two major sound types, Screams and Gunshots during the
SAG and how the rate of production is related to behavior and group composition; 3)
identify individuals producing different sound types in the groups to determine if there
are age/sex class differences in production of sounds; 4) determine the potential for
differentiating between individuals based on distinctiveness of their calls; 5) measure the
source level of these signals and the ambient noise to estimate the effective range of
communication in these groups and 6) consider the potential effects of masking by vessel
nOlse.
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3.1.1 Right whale acoustics
Although the sounds made by most baleen whale species have been recorded in
the past 40 years, relatively few studies have attempted to link sound production with
behavioral observations. The best studied baleen whale species for relating sound
production to behavior is the humpback whale (Megaptera novaeangliae). Various
studies have demonstrated differences in sound production in different behavioral
contexts such as the feeding calls in Alaska (D'Vincent et aI., 1985) versus song and
competitive group sounds on the breeding grounds (Payne & McVay, 1971, Tyack &
Whitehead, 1983; Silber, 1986; Helweg et al., 1992). Researchers have also found gender
differences in sound production. For example, only male humpbacks sing (Winn & Winn,
1978).
The Southern right whale remains the second best described species in terms of
acoustic behavior. Several studies described sound production in this species (Payne &
Payne, 1971; Cummings, 1972, Saayman & Tayler, 1973; Clark, 1982; Clark, 1983,
Clark, 1984). Additional playback experiments demonstrated the right whale's ability to
discriminate the sounds of right whales from those of other whale species (Clark & Clark,
1980). Much of these data are the result of studies by Chrstopher W. Clark in the late
70's that described the repertoire ofthe Southern right whale and linked the production of
particular sounds to behavioral state as the result of extensive observations and
recordings between 1976 and 1978 in Patagonia.
Surprisingly, the acoustic behavior of the North Atlantic right whale, located just
off the east coast of the United States (incidentally where many ofthe Southern right
whale researchers lived) remained relatively poorly described. Some of the earliest
reports of North Atlantic right whale sound production describe low frequency signals of
feeding right whales (Schevill et aI., 1962; Schevill & Watkins, 1962). These publications
gave a few examples of sounds with little information about the behavior accompanying
the sound production.
There has been a recent resurgence of interest in North Atlantic right whale
acoustics. The North Atlantic right whale is a highly endangered species, subject to
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anthropogenic mortality from vessel collision and entanglement in fishing gear
(Knowlton & Kraus, 2001). Passive acoustic localization has been proposed to detect
right whale presence in regions where they are under the greatest threat (e.g. busy
shipping lanes and fishing areas with large amounts of fixed fishing gear) (IF A W, 2001).
A number of different organizations have attempted to characterize the call rate,
frequency range and source level for the North Atlantic right whale (Matthews et al.,
2001; Clark, 1999; Vanderlaan et al., 2000). These data are necessar to determine the
feasibility of using passive acoustic localization to detect right whales in areas where they
are at the greatest risk from human activities. One attempt has been made to describe the
acoustic repertoire of the North Atlantic right whale and to compare it to sounds recorded
from the Southern right whale (Wright 2001). Information on the repertoire ofthe North
Atlantic nght whale will be critical for effective development of passive acoustic
localization systems. Characterization of right whale sounds will allow for discrimination
of right whale sounds from those produced by other species. This is essential for the
effective development of automatic detection software to monitor array data. Similarly,
information on the behavior of North Atlantic right whales related to sound production is
important to determine if certain sounds can be correlated with times when right whales
are particularly vulnerable (e.g. surface behaviors in shipping lanes, presence of calves at
the surface).
3.1.2 The right whale repertoire: the classifcation problem
Marine mammals produce a variety of sounds. A common problem II the study of
animal communication involves describing and differentiating different sounds. In many
cases, the behavioral context in which sounds were produced is unkown. Attempts to
describe the repertoires of different species have typically relied on categorization of
sounds into discrete classes based on acoustic characteristics, regardless of the behavioral
context. An inherent problem with this method is that sounds that vary in what human
observers consider important parameters to discriminate between sound types (such as
duration, or fundamental frequency) mayor may not be categonzed separately by the
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animals themselves. At this point we have little information for most species on how the
animals themselves parse the sounds produced by conspecifics.
The ideal method of distinguishing sound types would be to make extensive
recordings in the wild and determine if particular sounds are produced only by certain
individuals (male vs. female, adult vs. infant) or in particular behavioral contexts
(feeding, mating, fighting). I would argue that classification of sounds in this way, based
on individuals producing the sounds and the context in which they are produced, is the
most natural way to differentiate classes of sounds (Janik, 1998). It illustrates differences
in the way that the animals themselves use the sounds in their daily lives, which is often
the point of these studies and attempts at classification in the first place. Unfortunately,
these data are diffcult, often impossible, to obtain. Even if a complete individual
repertoire was determined, it still might not be possible to distinguish graded signals that
may convey different meanings based on subtle differences. Targeted studies of particular
age/sex classes or behavioral contexts are a useful way to start this kind of study.
There are three main methods used to classify sound types. These have met with
varyng levels of success and criticism. The traditional way of making these
classifications has been for a human observer to listen to sounds or look at spectrograms
and determine "types." This method relies on the pattern recognition abilities of the
observers. This method has been used in several different studies. Often there is one
human observer, the researcher, making the classifications based on extensive experience
with recordings from a particular species (Deecke et al., 1999; Janik & Slater, 1998).
Additional studies have given naïve observers sounds or spectrograms to group together
based on similarities (Janik, 1999; Deecke et al., 1999; Wright, 2001). Both of these
methods are subject to observer bias, as different observers often focus on different
aspects of the sounds or spectrograms to base their classifications on. There is often high
reliability ofthese observer judgments but there may be some disagreement between
observers when multiple observers are used. This method has been most successful when
discrete signal types with high variation between types are produced.
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The second method uses multivariate statistical methods to discriminate between
call types based on "unbiased" quantitative measurements ofthe sounds. The
measurements range from a few simple descriptions of the sounds including duration and
multiple frequency measurements to large numbers of measurements, such as those
calculated in the Acoustat program developed by Kurt Fristrup which takes up to 128
measurements of each sound (Fristrup & Watkins, 1994). These measurements are then
used to group sounds together, either using methods such as principal components
analysis (PCA) (e.g. (Clark, 1983), cluster analysis (Wright, 2001), CART or neural
networks (Deecke et al., 1999; Potter et al., 1994). These multivarate classification
methods are typically successful in segregating out stereotyed calls, but often fail with
graded signals, or with signals characterized by rich haronic energy that is often
ignored in the initial measurements of the sounds (Cortopassi & Bradbury, 2000).
Another method using spectrogram cross correlation and principal ordination
measurements shows promising results on a training set of harmonically rich sounds from
parots (Cortopassi & Bradbury, 2000). Classifications based on multivariate methods are
more repeatable and consistent than those from naïve observer visual classification of
spectrograms, as different researchers wil reach the same results when analyzing the
same data. However, they are not necessarily free from bias. The researchers select the
measurements to make of the sounds, often selecting those that they suspect will be most
useful in separating sounds based on their own personal classification.
The third method of classifying sounds involves determining how animals
respond to playbacks of sounds. If animals show different behavioral responses to
different sounds, that would give some indication of important perceptual differences to
the animals. Habituation trials can be used to determine what changes to a sound are
perceived as different (Hopp & Morton, 1998). Different characteristics of calls can be
synthetically modified to investigate the impact of gradual changes of signal
characteristics, mimicking the differences in some graded types of signals. Habituation
trials give added insight into the perceptual abilities of animals including what features of
sounds they attend to (Rendall et al., 1996; Cheney & Seyfarth, 1988). This can be
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helpful in teasing out differences in graded classes of signals. The playback method is
also limited in several ways. How natural are the responses of animals to playback
experiments? If sounds recorded from the wild are used, how might individual variation
(both in the signaler and the receiver) be influencing response? If synthetic sounds are
used, how well do they represent the features important to the animals for perception?
Regardless of the method of classification, it is still important to describe the full
repertoire of sounds produced by a particular species, even if the individual or the
behavioral context is unkown. For example, repertoire analysis can be used for detection
of species in environments where they are diffcult to detect visually (Clark & Fristrup,
1997). For marine mammal species, and the North Atlantic right whale in particular, this
is very important. Knowing what recorded sounds are from a right whale, as opposed to
humpback whale or some local fish species, is crucial to conservation measures currently
being developed. Therefore, some attempt at repertoire analysis needs to be made, even if
we lack a complete knowledge of the behavior or demographics that accompany this
sound production.
Two previous studies of right whale acoustics, Clark (1982) and Wright (2001),
have classified right whale sounds into discrete categories. These two studies used a
combination of classification techniques, including visual classification by human
observers (Clark, 1982; Wright, 2001) and various multivariate techniques (1) principal
components analysis (PCA) (Clark 1982), 2) hierarchical cluster analysis (Wright 2001)
and 3) discriminant analysis (Wright 2001). The two studies resulted in similar findings
for the repertoires of the two species, although their terminology for and total number of
discrete classes of sounds differed.
The overall conclusion from both studies was that right whale sounds could be
grouped into three discrete classes; Blow sounds, Slaps and Calls (Clark 1982). Within
these discrete classes, there were discrete subclasses (in Blows and Slaps) and both a
graded continuum and discrete classes of calls types (Calls). Clark described three types
of Blow sounds (normal, tonal and growl) and four types of Slaps (flipper, breach, lobtail
and underwater) (Clark 1982, 1983). The Calls were characterized by a graded continuum
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with certain types more commonly observed than others. Clark divided the calls into six
types; Upcalls, Down calls, Constant calls, High calls, Hybrid calls and Pulsive calls
(Clark 1982) (Table 3.1).
Similarly, Wright (2001) found that Blow and Slap categories were easily
separated from all other call types. However, her division ofthe Calls vaned from Clark
(1982), resulting in seven types; Low contact call, Down call, Constant call, Hook call,
Modulated call, Convex call and Concave call (Wright 2001). The Upcall, a highly
stereotyed signal recorded in the Southern right whale and described by Clark (1983) as
a "contact call" was absent from Wright's (2001) multivariate analyses. The limited
sample of calls used in her study (246 calls subjectively selected out of 3606 from 18
hours of recording) used for the multivariate analysis and ultimate classification may
explain this difference. The Upcall was indicated in the human observer classification
results (Wright 2001). Additionally, band-pass filtering ofthe recorded signal between
150 Hz and 5kHz (Wright, 2001) may have made detection of lower frequency calls more
diffcult. Comparison of the descriptions of the call types in both studies indicate that the
calls described by Wright could be broken down into the same categories described by
Clark. There was considerable overlap in the description of call types. This suggests that,
generally speaking, there may not be any significant difference in the overall repertoires
between the species.
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Table 3.1. Table from Clark (1983) showing the eight sound tyes found in Southern right whale repertoire.
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3.1.3 Sound production related to behavior
Many studies relating sound production to behavior attempt to correlate
behavioral state and sound production (Clark, 1983; Bradbury & Vehrencamp, 1998).
Many studies attempt to do this by obtaining extensive recordings sampled from all age
and sex classes in all possible behavioral states. It is often more productive to focus on a
single age and sex class. For Southern right whales, Clark cared out these analyses,
describing particular classes of calls both by assuming their production was dependent on
activity level (Clark 1983) and independently showing the association between call types
and particular activity levels (Clark 1982). His studies showed that different call types
were associated with different levels of activity. Most notably, Up, Down and Constant
calls were associated primarily with swimming or mild activity, while High, Hybrid, and
Pulsive calls were the predominant signals produced in fully active and sexually active
groups (Clark, 1983).
The North Atlantic right whale is rarely seen close enough to shore to make
effective land-based behavioral observations like those used in Southern right whale
studies (Clark & Clark 1980; Clark 1982, 1983). This limits behavioral observations to
boats, imposing significant limitations on the quality and duration of sampling. The boat
is a potential source of disturbance to the whales and is an inferior platform for recording
(due to noise and instability of the platform) when compared to the cliff-based
observations and recordings with bottom-mounted hydrophones used by Clark (1983).
The inherent limitations of observing undisturbed behavior of whales from a vessel make
it difficult to relate sound production to undisturbed behavior. Therefore, this study
focused more narrowly on a single behavioral context.
In this study, a distinct, easily detected behavioral context was selected for
detailed acoustic characterization. This behavioral context is the SAG of the North
Atlantic right whale. A SAG is described as two or more whales interacting at the surface
with frequent physical contact with the number of individuals in the group ranging from
2-40 (Chapter 2). This general definition encompasses three types of interaction in
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Southern right whales described by Clark (1983) as mild, full and sexual activity. The
compositlOn of the SAG often involves a single female with multiple males (Kraus &
Hatch, 2001). However, SAGs have varable composition, including all-male and all-
female groups, and it is possible that different compositions representing significantly
different behavioral interactions have all been lumped under the same label (Chapter 2).
Recordings of acoustic activity in these groups may make it possible to distinguish
different kinds of interactions in the North Atlantic right whale. Linking differences in
acoustic behavior to different group compositions may aid in an attempt to determIne the
function and significance of these groups to this population. For example, Clark (1983)
provides evidence that groups involving sexual activity had different call types than
groups of other activity levels. Most notably, the Upcall, was absent from all recordings
from groups labeled as sexually active in the Southern right whale (Clark 1983).
The timing of sound production can also be used to differentiate between
particular behavioral interactions. A typical measure used to define the rate of sound
production is the inter-call interval, defining the time between production of two
successive sounds. Sounds are often produced in clusters with rapid sound production,
separated by periods of silence. Each cluster of sounds is referred to as a bout, with the
time between bouts termed the inter-bout interval (Slater & Lester, 1982). In this way,
call timing within a bout can be considered separately from the inter-bout intervals.
For this study, recorded sounds were classified to compare the sounds produced in
SAGs to the overall North Atlantic and Southern right whale repertOlres as described by
Clark (1983) and Wright (2001). Discrete classes of sound types that were in agreement
with previous results were retained. General classes include Slaps, Blow and Calls. For
the subsequent analyses, the highly graded signal types in the call group, described by
Clark (1983) as High calls, Hybrid calls and Pulsive calls, were lumped together as
'Scream' calls. The rate of call production and the interval between bouts was determined
for the two primary classes of sounds, Screams and Gunshot sounds. The source of sound
production was investigated usmg acoustic localization to determine differences in sound
production by individual and age or sex. It was sometimes possible to ascribe a call to a
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particular individual but more often the call could only be ascribed to the SAG.
Differences in the Scream calls related to the age of the focal whale were measured. The
potential for individual recognition based on vanation in the Scream calls were
considered for multiple recordings from the same individuaL. Finally, the source level for
different sounds and the noise level in the same frequency band were measured to address
the question of effective range of communication in these groups.
3.2 METHODS
3.2.1 Data collection
Sampling protocol
Recordings and behavioral observations were made in the Bay of Fundy, Canada,
east of Grand Manan Island from 1999-2001 (see figure 4.2 for approximate recording
area). The goals of observations in order of importance and feasibility for collection were
to 1) obtain acoustic recordings from SAGs and to document group size 2) identify the
focal animal 3) identify all members ofthe group 4) localize sound production in the
group 5) measure range to any whale producing sounds to estimate source leveL. Single
hydrophone recordings were made opportunistically from four platforms from 1999-2001
and synchronous hydrophone/video recordings were made when feasible. The four
recording platforms were the R/V Nereid (1999-2001), a 9m inboard motor vessel owned
and operated by the New England Aquarium, the R/ Song of the Whale (2000) a 14 m
motor sailor owned and operated by IF A W, the R/ Bonita (2000-2001) a 5 m rigid hull
inflatable from the New England Aquarium, and the R/ Stellwagen (2001) a 21 m
inboard motor vessel chartered by the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. In 2002 a
combination of single hydrophone, synchronous hydrophone/video, and 16-channel
hydrophone array recordings were made during each observation. A single dedicated
platform, the R/ Callisto, a 7 m outboard from the New England Aquarium, was used II
2002.
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Recordings were made in various sea states, ranging from 0-4 (Beaufort scale),
limited by the capacity of the recording vessel to provide a safe recording and
observation platform. Most recordings were made in sea states ~ 3. The duration of the
recordings from 1999-2001 depended on the schedule of the platform. In 2002,
recordings were made from the first sighting ofthe SAG until the end of the SAG or until
sea state or light conditions necessitated return to shore. Most SAG observations and
recordings were made during daylight hours, with the exception of one recording made at
night from the Song ofthe Whale on 8/22/00. Recordings in all years were made with the
vessel positioned between 50 and 500 m from a SAG with the engine shut down for the
recordings. For array recordings, attempts were made to position the vessel so that the
SAG was directly abeam ofthe center of the array at a range of 150 m (Figure 3.1). If the
SAG approached the vessel to a range of less than 50 m or the vessel drifted more than
500 m from the SAG, recording was suspended and the engine was started to reposition
the vesseL. Groups were approached to within 40 m to obtain photographs of whales in
the group. When possible, this close approach for photographs was made only once,
before recordings began.
Recording Equipment
Single Hydrophone
Single hydrophone recordings were made with a Hi-Tech HTI-94-SSQ
hydrophone (nominal frequency response 2 Hz - 30 kHz) into a TASCAM DA-P1 DAT
recorder (nominal frequency response 20 Hz - 20 kHz) sampling at 44.1 kHz. These
hydrophones were used to make synchronized underwater hydrophone recordings and
video recordings to couple behavioral and acoustic observations in real time. The video
camera used was a Sony DCR TRV -900 mini-DV handheld camera with a nominal
frequency response of 10Hz - 20 kHz, flat from 250 Hz -15 kHz. Hydrophone depth was
shallow and varied from 5 il for the video hydrophone to 10m for the DA T recordings to
allow for quick retneval when whales approached the vessel too closely.
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Figure 3.1. Position of the vessel during array recording. The vessel was positioned with the SAG between
150 and 300 m away, with the whales centered perpendicular to the axis of the array. The surface curents
and wind would push the vessel at a rate of .5-3 knots over the surface. The vessel was positioned so that it
would drift away from the SAG, preventing the array from being pushed under the boat or the boat drifting
too close to the whales. Frequent repositioning was necessary to keep this approximate position for
observations. Whales in figure adapted from Kraus & Hatch (2001).
Hydrophone array
The recording system consisted of a 3.75 m rigid linear array of 15 Benthos AQ-
2TS hydrophones with custom pre-amps with 40 dB gain. The array design and pre-amps
were based on an array design developed for use with kiler whales (Orcinus orca)
(Miller & Tyack, 1998). The hydrophones were evenly spaced 0.25 m apart and mounted
on a 1" diameter PVC pipe cut in half length-wise and encased in a 5 m mineral oil-filled
plastic tube. The 0.25 m spacing corresponds to an upper frequency of 3 kHz to avoid
spatial aliasing. The array was manually deployed at 5 m depth off the side of a stationary
7 m Mako, the "RJ Callisto" in 2002. The array was buoyed with foam spar buoys made
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of pipe insulation in three positions. This maintained a horizontal position of the array in
the water while the vessel was stationary dunng behavioral observations. This stationary
deployment was a modification for this array, which was onginally designed to be towed
behind a vessel in motion.
The signal from each hydrophone was acquired through a low power (30m W),
single supply, battery powered, 16 channel, single ended, computer programmable,
bandpass filter with adjustable corner frequencies and gain designed by Robert B.
MacCurdy, an electrical engineer at the Bioacoustic Research Program at Cornell
University (CUBRP). The real-time digital data acquisition set up consisted of a National
Instruments PCMCIA DAQCard-6062E (12 bit 500kS/s sampling) in a Dell Latitude
C610 laptop using the program Chickadee developed at CUBRP. Sounds for all channels
were acquired at 8kHz sampling. The beamforming frequency cut offwas 2.5 kHz.
Real time beamforming was cared out in the field to determine the bearing to
sound sources during behavioral observations. The beamforming software, the CUBRP
Matlab Time-Delay Beamformer used acoustic data from 4 hydrophones in the array and
was developed by Kathy Dunsmore and Kurt Fristrup at Cornell University. The same
software was used for later processing of save fies to confirm that observed bearings to
whales and the calculated bearings to the sounds agreed.
Behavioral observations
Photo identifcation
Photographs were taken of callosity and scar patterns with a 35mm camera
(Canon EOS Rebel and 5) using a 100mm-300mm lens. Photographs were taken of each
whale present in the groups to determine the age and sex of individuals involved.
Photographs were compared to the North Atlantic right whale catalog maintained by the
New England Aquarium right whale research group in Boston, MA by staff from the
New England Aquanum Right Whale Research Group.
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Video recordings
Video of SAG behavior was collected during most underwater acoustic recording
sessions. Hydrophone signals were fed directly into the video camera when feasible.
Additional microphone input into the video camera served as the primary documentation
of behavioral observations and observer comments. Behavioral observations included
group size, location and behavior of the focal animal, bearng and range to the SAG.
Video records of SAGs were used for audio transcription of observer comments, to aid in
the identification of individuals with poor quality 35mm photographs, and to document
the behavior of particular individuals. The behavior of the focal whale during sound
production events was analyzed to determme if the focal whale was breathing at the same
time that particular sounds were being produced.
Bearing and range measurements
Bearing (in degrees) and range (in meters) were taken to SAGs and specific
individuals separated from the group dunng 2002 hydrophone array recordings. This
allowed comparson of aray bearing of whale sounds to the location of individual whales
relative to the array. Bearing was taken using a digital KVH Datascope and range was
taken with a Leica LRF 800 laser range finder.
3.2.2 Data analysis
Sound Classification
Sounds recorded from North Atlantic right whales were labeled as one ofthe
following sound types based on similarity to categories described for Southern right
whales: Scream (corresponding to High, Hybrid and Pulsive calls (Clark, 1983)),
Gunshot (corresponding to Underwater Slap sounds (Clark, 1983)), Noisy Blow, Upcall,
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Down call, and Warble. The decision was made to lump together the High, Hybrid and
Pulsive calls under one label to simplify the analysis. These three calls types were all
produced at high rates in the recorded SAGs and dominated the whale sounds recorded.
Unlike all the other classes of calls, these three call types are not stereotyped. The
gradation ofthe call types, as described by Clark (1982, 1983) and Wright (2001), makes
it particularly diffcult to separate these three classes of calls by multivariate analyses.
Therefore they were lumped together for all further analyses. The additional class of
sounds, labeled Warble, consisted of scream-type calls that were faint and quavery. These
Warbles were only recorded when calves were present. These Warble calls were labeled
based on subjective perception of differences by the author and not based on results from
multivariate sound classification nor distinct variation from previously defined call
classes.
Acoustic recordings were digitized into .aif files using Cool Edit Pro v1.2
(Syntrillium softare). Recordings were acquired at 44.1 kHz, 16-bit sampling rate.
Spectrograms of recordings were visually inspected by the author using Matlab 12.0
(Mathworks, Inc.). Each whale sound detected in the recordings was extracted and saved
as a separate file using MA TLAB browsing software developed by the CUBRP. All
extracted sounds were measured using the Acoustat program developed by Kurt Fristrup
(Fristrup & Watkins, 1994). Acoustat was selected for measurements because it contains
multiple measures of many variables in each sound cut that were not selected specifically
to categorize right whale sounds. In this way I hoped to reduce bias in selection of
measurements used for categorization of the sounds. The Acoustat output consists of 128
variables. Ofthese variables, 20 result from Acoustat settings or are sensitive to the
variables of the file that are independent of the sound being analyzed (such as position of
the sound within the file or the signal-to-noise ratio of the recording) and were removed
before using the measurements for multivariate analyses. The removed varables were
CN, LF, HF, Bsize, Xsize, Olap, CS, NumBlocks, ERGtot, ENVmod5, ENVmed5,
ENVupp5, ENVmod7, ENVmed7, ENVupp7, Mmnum, SWPnum, ZERnum, ERGmed
(See Fristrup & Watkins 1994 for entire list of 128 variables calculated for each sound).
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Measurements from Acoustat were used to carr out multivariate statistical comparisons
of sounds to determine classes. Principal component analysis and cluster analysis
(Tabachnick & Fidell, 1983) were carred out on 100 sounds (20 from each of the major
sound types recorded) selected randomly from the recordings to compare classification
results to those reported by Clark (1983) and Wright (2001). After confirmation of
similar classification results to those previous reported for right whale species,
spectrograms of extracted whale sounds were visually inspected and compared to
classifications of sound types described in Clark (1983) (Table 3.1). CART
(Classification and Regression Trees) analyses were carred out on the entire sample of
whale sounds and on a smaller randomly selected subset of whale sounds from all classes
to demonstrate the distinctiveness ofthese classes (Breiman, 1984). Variation in call
types was analyzed as a function of group size and composition.
Call timing
Call timing was measured for the two main classes of whale sounds: Screams and
Gunshots. The interval between the start of two successive sounds was used to determine
the inter-call interval (ICI). The production of both Screams and Gunshots was
charactenzed by bouts of high sound production separated by long periods of silence.
Log-survivorship analysis was carred out for both sound types to determine the bout
criterion interval (BCI) (Slater & Lester, 1982; Martin & Bateson, 1993; Janik & Slater,
1998). The average and standard deviation for within-bout and between-bout intervals
were calculated using the BCI. The within-bout inter-call intervals and the between bout
inter-call intervals were then compared using a student's t-test (Devore, 1995).
These inter-call measurements are strongly influenced by the duration of
recording. For example, the longer between-bout intervals were only detectable in longer
recording sessions. Longer recording sessions also resulted in more inter-call intervals to
measure and represented a large proportion ofthe total inter-call interval sample.
The measurement of number of calls produced per minute (CPM) was an attempt
to standardize measurements between SAG recordings of varng duration. The numbers
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of Screams or Gunshots produced per minute were tallied for all recordings. This method
allowed for detection of periodic bouts of very high call rates that are missed by the
analyses of within-bout inter-call intervals that are averaged over the entire recording.
This contrasts to other methods of calculating call rate that total up the number of sounds
and divide by the total time of a recording (Howard & Young, 1998). The average CPM
rate of production was calculated for each sound type and each SAG. The differences in
CPM between Screams and Gunshots were compared using the Mann-Whitney Test
(Devore, 1995) due to non-normal distribution of the data. Differences in CPM by call
type within a SAG were compared to differences in group size and composition.
Individual sound production
The identification of the whale producing particular sounds can add a great deal to
our understanding of interactions between individuais in SAGs. There would be very
different predictions for group function if 1) the female produces all the sounds in the
group and males are silent 2) males produce all the sounds in the groups and females are
silent or 3) both males and females produce the sounds in the groups. This section
addresses this issue.
Array data
Data from the hydrophone array were analyzed with the Cornell beamforming
software to obtain beanngs to all recorded calls. The acoustic bearing to each call was
then compared to visual bearings to particular whales. Differences in angle between the
bearing to the sound and the observed bearing to whales were calculated. Comparison of
acoustic bearings to vessel noise and visual bearings to the known sound source were also
made as a control for the accuracy of the array bearings.
Video data
Video data were analyzed to determine ifthe focal animal was breathing when
Screams or Gunshots were produced. Baleen whales may not be able to generate
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internally produced sounds during exhalation. The precise sound production mechanism
is not known for any baleen whale, but no known observations of whales vocalizing
during respiration in this and previous studies of right whales (Clark, 1982), is taken as
indirect evidence that the focal animal would not be breathing while producing sounds. It
is likely that calls canot be produced simultaneously with an exhalation in right whales
because opening the blow holes would result in loss of the pressurization likely needed to
produce the sound or to get the larygeal sac to expand to transmit the sound (J.
Reidenberg, pers. communication).
Individual recognition by call characteristics
Indirect observations suggest that female whales are responsible for the
production of Scream calls (Kraus & Hatch, 2001). CART and discriminant analysis were
carried out on Scream calls to determine if there were detectable differences based on 1)
age class ofthe female present in the group or 2) individual identity based on multiple
recordings of the same female in different SAGs. Juveniles were defined as females that
were 1-8 years of age and had never had a calf. Adults were females that were 9+ years
or had already had a calf. A total of 300 calls were used for the juvenile vs. adult
discrimination with 150 from SAGs with juvenile focals and 150 from SAGs with adult
focals. Twenty calls from each of 15 different focal females were used for the individual
identification analysis.
Source Level
Bay of Fundy acoustic environment
Figure 4.2 shows a map of the Bay of Fundy with depth contours. The region
where all recordings were made ranged from 150-220 m in depth. Measurements reported
by previous researchers indicate that the noise levels in the Bay of Fundy are 75-80 dB re
1 uPa2/Hz at 500 Hz (Desharais et al., 2000; Hay et al., Submitted). Sediment type
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varies, with LaHave clay, Scotian Shelf Drift, and sandstone bedrock making up the three
predominant bottom types (Hay et aI., Submitted). The area of recordings is
predominated by varyng depths of La Have clay in the upper-sediment layer.
Temperature profies indicate that the Bay of Fundy is expected to have a downward
refracting sound speed profile in the summer months (Desharnais et al., 2000). These two
physical properties wil effect the transmission of these signals through the water and
impact the long range propagation (Hay et al., Submitted).
Recording sounds for source level estimates
Sounds recorded in 2002 with accurate measurement of range to the animal
producing the sound were analyzed to estimate the source level for different call types.
Additional measurements were made of noise level to characterize the noise levels that
may impact the communication of right whales in these groups. These noise level
measurements were from recordings made at the same time as and in the same frequency
band used to calculate received level of right whale sounds. Recordings were also made
of whale watching and research vessels that approached SAGs to determine their source
leveL. The hydrophone used for these recordings was an Hi-Tech HTI-94-SSQ
hydrophone with a calibrated sensitivity level of -170.4 dB re 1 V/¡.Pa reported by the
manufacturer based on comparison to a reference hydrophone. The recordings were made
on a Sony DA-P1 DAT recorder. The same hydrophone and DAT were used for all
source level measurements throughout the field season.
Software calibration
Source level measurements were made using the acoustic analysis program
Canar (Version 1.5.1) (Charif et al., 1995). A 500 Hz sine-wave calibration signal was
generated in Matlab 6.1 (Mathworks, 2002). The signal level output from the computer
was measured with a calibrated oscilloscope. One 10 second calibration signal was
generated with a measured 12 peak-to-peak voltage output from the computer. The RMS
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value, calculated by multiplying these values by 1/2.f , was 84m V. This calibration
sound were recorded into the same DA-P1 DAT recorder used for the right whale
recordings to account for any signal level gain from the recorder. Given the sensitivity of
the hydrophone, the calibration signal should correspond to the voltage produced when
the hydrophone received a 148.9 dB re 1i.Pa signaL. The calibration sound was acquired
into Canary from the DAT recorder (sampled at 44.1 kHz, 16-bit) with a recording gain
of 0.5. The calibration for the file was set using the signal level calculated from the
hydrophone sensitivity (148.9 dB re 1 i.Pa). This calibration was then used for all
subsequent sounds acquired into Canary from the DAT recorder using the same
acquisition settings (sampled at 44.1 kHz, 16-bit, gain 0.5).
Acquisition of recordings
Recordings from the Bay of Fundy were acquired into Canary using the same gain
and calibration settings as the calibration signaL. Received level was only calculated for
sounds recorded from a whale at a known distance (by using array localization and a laser
range finder). In general, tonal calls were measured for the average broadband signal
level in dB re 1 i.Pa and in the frequency band of 2000-2200 Hz. This second
measurement at 2000-2200 Hz was selected to test whether right whales might be able to
use the higher frequency harmonics of these calls for long distance detection when the
low frequency components of the sounds would quickly be masked by low-frequency
noise. Noise from vessels is generally at frequencies lower at 2000-2200 Hz and Scream
calls commonly had strong harmonic energy in the 2000-2200 Hz band (Figure 3.2).
Noise levels were also measured in the same frequency bands (broad band and in 2000-
2200 Hz) to allow for comparison to the signal levels. Noise levels were measured from
selected recordings with no SAGs present, from recordings of vessels near SAGs and
from a segment of recording ~ 1 second before each measured call. Source levels of
broadband Gunshot sounds were measured using the entire frequency spectrum, and
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therefore cannot be compared directly with the source level measurements for the calls in
the 2000-2200 Hz range.
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Figure 3.2. An example of a Scream call showing the 2 - 2.2 kHz frequency band used for narrow band
source level calculations. Note the signal energy in this frequency range and the increased levels of noise
below the 2 kHz section.
Estimation of Source Level
Source level (SL) and Transmission loss (TL) were estimated for calls by using
the following formulae (Urick, 1983):
SL=RL+TL
TL = 20log(r)+ a * r * 10-3
Where SL = Source Level, RL = Received Level, TL = TransmisslOn Loss, r =
range in meters and a = the logarithmic absorption coeffcient. The a portion of the
calculation had negligible impact on the calculated TL at the ranges (~ 200 m) and
frequency (~3 kHz) II these measurements and was omitted from the final calculation of
TL. The TL estimate (20 log(r)) represents spherical spreading loss and was selected
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because most recordings were made with the source closer to the hydrophone than the
depth of the water. The average range for SL measurements was 150 m while the average
water depth was 180 m. The array was deployed at a depth of 5 m. The whales producing
the sounds were generally at a depth of approximately 2-5 m. A bellhop transmission loss
model (M. Porter, Science Applications International Corp.) ofthe propagation loss for
the Bay of Fundy showed agreement with the TL estimates to within 1 dB re 1 i-Pa
(Personal communication, Adam Franel).
Estimation of range of detection
A simple estimation for the range of detectability of Scream calls was made given
the averages ofthe noise levels in both the broadband and 2000-2200 Hz band and the
calculated SL for the Scream calls. The range was simply defined as the distance
necessary for (Unck, 1983):
TL= SL - (NL-Dl).
Where TL = transmission loss, SL = source level, NL = noise level and DI = directivity
index. TL in this case is defined in terms of spherical spreading (TL = 201og(r)) to the
range of200 m and cylindrical spreading (TL = 101og(r)) beyond that range (Hay et al.,
Submitted). The DI is unkown for these right whale calls and was omitted from the
equation, which is equivalent to setting DI = O. This is a conservative estimate of range of
detectability where RL = NL. Animals are often capable of detecting sounds that are
received at levels similar to the overall noise levels (Richardson et al., 1995).
3.3 RESULTS
3.3.1 Surface Active Group Recordings
A total of 52 acoustic recordings were made between 1999 and 2002 (Table 3.2).
Duration of acoustic recordings ranged from 2 - 132 minutes. A total of 2992 sounds
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were selected for analysis from the recordings. The group size ranged from 2-15 whales.
Six ofthe seven types of SAGs defined in Chapter 2 were recorded including male-
female pairs (N=3), one female with multiple males (N=11), multiple female groups
(N=8), all-male groups (N= 1), calf groups (N=9), pregnant groups (N=4) and unkown
groups (N= 16). There were no groups observed that were all female dunng the study.
3,3.2 Sound classifcation
Call Types Defined
Whale sounds recorded from SAGs were assigned to six classes based on
differences in frequency, duration and/or individual responsible for sound production.
These six classes correspond to those reported in Clark (1982, 1983). The classes defined
in this thesis were, in order of occurrence, Screams, Gunshots, Noisy Blows, Upcalls,
Warbles, and Down calls. The rationale for this classification is described in the methods.
The number of each class and the characteristics of these sounds are described in Table
3.3. The corresponding call type described by Clark (1983) for Southern right whales are
also included in the table. The center frequency and duration were measured in Acoustat
and used the MSMED5 value for center frequency and the ENVUp5 value for duration.
These two measurements most closely matched the observed center frequency and
duration of the signal from visual inspection of spectrograms in Cool Edit Pro. 1.2
(Syntrillium Inc.).
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Chapter 3: Sound production in SAGs
Table 3.3. Call types recorded in SAGs in the Bay of Fundy. Center frequency and duration were measured for 40 of
each call type. The spectrograms are plotted on the same y-axis, with frequency from 0-4kHz. The time values on the
x-axis vary (2 seconds for Scream and Warble, i second for other sound types). *- As defined by Clark (Clark, 1983;
Clark, i 982).
Sound class Total number in Description Spectrogram Southern right
sample whale types*
Highly variable tonal calls Ñwith harmonic structure. 4
May contain rapid g
frequency modulation. Part ;;u 2 High, Hybridi:
2208 of the call may mix
OJ
Scream ~0-
broadband and tonal Q) and Pulsive calls
signals. Major energy rt 0 0
ranges from 200.2500 Hz. Time (s)Duration ranges from .3-5. i
seconds.
;¡ 4
Noisy, broadband sharp :cC
onset sound with major ;;
energy from 50-2000 Hz.
u 2 Underwateri:OJ
Gunshot 320 Duration of the signal is .2- ~0-OJ slaps
.3 seconds, but the echo and '-t. 0
reverberation of the signal 0
can last from i -3 seconds. Time (s)
,- 4N;:C
Noisy, broadband signals S 2with major energy between i:ll
Noisy Blow 245 100 and 1000 Hz. Duration ;: Blows0"ll
ranging from .8-2. i '-u. 0
seconds. 0
Time (s)
,- 4N
:cx
'-
Low, tonal, FM sweeps ;;u 2i:
i 13 with major energy from 50. OJ Up callsUpcaIl ;:0-200 Hz. Duration ranges ~
from .7 - 2,2 seconds. i: 0 0
Time (s)
Ñ 4
:c
High, tonal, frequency and C
amplitude modulation ;;u 2i:
61 signals with major energy OJ Hybrid callsWarble ~0-from i 00-2000 Hz. Q)
Duration ranges from .5-3.5 rt 0 0 2
seconds. Time (s)
,-
4N
:cC
Low frequency tonal ;;
~ 2
upsweeps, with major ¡¡DowncaIl 45 ;: Down calls0-
energy from i 00-400 Hz. Q)'-
0Duration .5- i.5 seconds. i: 0
Time (s)
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Cluster Analysis
All 2992 whale sounds were processed using the Acoustat program (Fnstrup &
Watkins 1994). Initially, 100 randomly selected samples representing 20 of each major
sound type (Scream, Gunshot, Noisy Blow, Upcall and Warble) were Z-transformed to
standardize the different Acoustat measurements. These samples were then subjected to
cluster analysis, using a distance value of 10 as the cut off following the procedure used
by Wnght (2001) (Euclidean distance, Ward's minimum variance clustering). The
resulting cluster tree is shown in Figure 3.3.
Types of sounds in
each cluster
1. 20% Scream, 5% Upcall
25% Warble, 5% Blow
2. 20% Upcall, 10% Scream 2
30% Warble
3.15% Warble, 5% Blow
4. 20% Scream, 5% Upcall
5% Warble, 50% Blow
5.40% Scr,,", 25% Warl" ~ 510% Upcall V
3
4
6. 50% Gunshot, 5% Blow,
10% Upcall
7.40% Gunshot 7
8.5% Gunshot
9.5% Gunshot, 35% Blow,
i 0% Scream, 50% Upcall
o 10 20 30 40
Distance Estimated Using Dissimilarity Coefficient
50
Figure 3.3. Results from cluster analysis of Z-transformed Acoustat measurements for a subset of 100 right
whale sound tyes in Systat 10 using Ward's minimum variance clustering and Euclidean distance between
clusters. The ovals represent the two major divisions between tonal calls and slaplblow sounds. The
distribution of each sound tye (as a percentage of the total number of each sound tye in the processed
sample) is listed on the left side of the tree.
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The final nodes and overall shape of the tree corresponds to the results reported
by Wright (2001) with 9 terminal nodes of the tree. Note however, that several different
classes of whale sounds can be found in particular nodes with a cut off value of 10.
Wright (2001) also found multiple types of sounds in several of the terminal nodes,
although it is unclear what the exact distribution in the terminal nodes was. It appears
that the major clusters found by Wright (2001) correspond well to those in Fig. 3.3 of this
chapter both in terms of the dissimilarty coeffcient and the distribution of sound types.
A 5% classification value corresponds to a single sound being classified as a sample of
20 sounds of each tye were used in the analysis. The cluster analysis found Noisy Blow
sounds in clusters 4 and 6 (50% in 4,35% in 9,5 % in 1,3, and 6). The Gunshot sounds
were found in clusters 6 and 7 (50% in 6,40% in 7 and 5 % in 8 and 9). The Scream
sounds were found in clusters 1,2,4, and 9 ( 40% in 5, 20% in 1 and 4, 10% in 2 and 9).
Warbles were found in clusters 1,2,3,4 and 5 (30% in 2,25% in 1 and 5, 15% in 3,5% in
4). Upcalls were found in clusters 2,3,4,5,6 and 9 (20% in 2,5% in 1,4,). Other tonal calls
clustered in 1,2 and 3 (37% in 3, 25 % in 1, and 9 % in 2). Cluster 9 is puzzling as it
combines both tonal and non-tonal sounds, with primarily Upcall and Noisy Blow sounds
being grouped together. Overall, most of the tonal sounds were clustered in clusters 1-5,
including more tonal Blow sounds, with the remaining Noisy Blows and Gunshots
predominating clusters 6-9.
Principal Components Analysis (peA)
The same randomly selection 100 calls used for cluster analysis were used for
PCA. Twenty calls were selected from each major class of sounds used (Scream,
Gunshot, Noisy Blow, Upcall and Warble). These 100 sounds were subjected to PCA
using S-Plus 4 (Mathsoft, Inc.). The results of the PCA on the random sample ofZ-
transformed measurements reduced the original 108 Acoustat measurements to three
principal component factors that explain 46% of the total sample variance. The results of
this analysis were very similar to those reported in Clark (1983) with the first two
principal components effectively separating Gunshot, Blow and Call classes (Figures 3.4
& 3.5).
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Factor 1
N
i-
oÕ
II
LI
13
31
19 -"~18
Figure 3.4. Results from PCA analysis showig the first two factors which preserve 38.6 percent of the
variability. The bottom oval contains the Gunshot sounds, the middle oval contains the blow sounds, wilIe
the top oval describes the distrbution of the tonal calls.
Factor 1
---
---
1,'''", --..hol.
./ f!/" i\...',',d j .,.."":...' .
Calls
N
I-
oÕ
II
LI
Figure 3.5. The same PCA results, showing the first two factors of the analysis with spectrograms for
selected calls placed to help visualize the distribution of sounds.
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Classifcation of call types
Classification and Regression Tree (CART) analysis of all 2992 whale sounds did
not confirm the proposed division of the whale sounds. This analysis resulted in division
of the sounds into two main categories, Screams and Gunshots (Figure 3.6). CART
analysis is sensitive to the number of examples of each type, and Screams and Gunshots
dominate the number of whale sounds recorded from SAGs. Therefore a subset of the
entire dataset was selected for a second CART analysis. 795 signals with the best signal-
to-noise ratio were selected for analysis. A random selection of 495 of these 795 signals
was made, resulting the following dataset: 158 Screams, 127 Gunshots, 92 Noisy Blows,
87 Upcalls, and 31 Warbles. There were only 3 Downcalls with good signal to noise
ratio, and these were not included in this analysis. This subsample resulted II better
separation of call types as shown II Figure 3.7.
CART of all 2992 sounds
Mode=sagc
ImpurityO.211
N=2952
Mode=sagc
Impurity=O.170
N=2669
AM7CONC.:51.578
Mode=sagc
Impurity=O.157
N=2537
Mode=sagc
Impurity=O.289
N=132
Figure 3.6. Classification Tree produced in Systat 10, using minimum split index value of 0.001 for all
2992 sounds. sagc = Screams, guns = Gunshot sounds, All other classes of whale sounds were included in
the termal nodes that were numerically dominated by Scream or Gunshot sounds. Each termnal node is
shown in gray with the remaining "impurity" or misclassification remaining in the node. The Acoustat
variable used for the branching decision is shown at each branch.
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CART of 495 sounds
Mode=sagc
1mpurty=O.384
N=501
ENVCONC7-cO.03 I
Mode=gii
Impurity=O.125
N=Il6
Mode=sagc
lrpurity=0.365
N=385
ENVDUrU-c0.484 AM7CONC-c33.333
Mode=gun
Impurty=O.064
N= 103
Mode=gun
lrpurity=O.396
N=13
Mode=gun
lrpurty=O. 3 4 I
N=52
Mode=sagc
lrpurity=O.348
N=333
AM7~~~~~i::~5,2
Mode=sagc :
Impurity=0219 i
N= 102
Mode=up
1mpurity=0.355
N=23 I
Mode=blow
Impurity=O.327
N=137
Mode=up
lrpurity=O.298
N=94
Figure 3.7. Classification tree of a subset of call tyes. The tree was constrcted in Systat 10 with a
minimum split index value ofO,OlO. sagc = Screams, guns = Gunshot sounds, up = Upcall, blow 
= Noisy
Blow. Each termnal node is shown in gray with the remaining "impurity" or misclassification remaining in
the node. The smaller sample size resulted in fewer misclassifications, but larger impurity values, as each
misclassification had a more significant impact on the result. The Acoustat variable used for the branching
decision is shown at each branch.
Call type by group composition
Each SAG in Table 3.2 lists which classes of whale sounds were documented during the
recording period. Figure 3.8 shows the percent representation of each class of whale
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sound for different group compositions. The Scream calls dominate the call types in
groups with single or multiple females and multiple males. They were recorded, but were
rare, in the all-male groups. Scream production was almost equal to Gunshot sound
production in the male-female pairs. Note that the Warble calls were only heard when
calves were present, and primarily Upcalls and Gunshots were heard in the all-male
group and one suspected all-male group with a calf (8/22/02). Upcalls were recorded in
several different group compositions. These groups include the SAGs that would fit
Clark's definition (1983) of sexually active such as the groups with a single female
flanked by multiple males. The context in which Upcalls were commonly produced wil
be discussed in the individual sound production section.
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Figure 3.8. Average percentage of total calls produced of each class of calls by group composition.
3.3.3 Call Timing
Inter-call Intervals (lCI)
Timing of call production in SAGs in 42 of the 52 SAG recordings was measured
for the two main sound classes, Screams and Gunshots. The ten recordings omitted from
this analysis either had recordings with no continuous recording longer than 1 minute in
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duration, background noise so high that making determination of call production was
difficult, or no calls were recorded from the SAG during the observation period. A total
of 23 1 9 Scream calls and 408 Gunshot calls were inspected for this analysis, with the
total number of Screams from each discrete SAG recording ranging from 0 - 381
(Average = 51, STD = 56) and the number of Gunshot sounds from each SAG ranging
from 0 - 63 (Average =13, STD =16). The time from the star of the recording to the first
call, and the time from the last call to the end of the recording were not included in these
analyses. Note that recordings with no Scream calls did have Gunshot sounds and that
recordings with no Gunshot sounds did have Scream calls, allowing for these SAG
recordings to be included in this analysis.
Scream calls and Gunshot sounds were characterized by periods of high rates of
sound production indicated by short call intervals interrpted by periods of silence
indicated by long call intervals (Figure 3.9). This resulted in a large proportion of very
brief inter-call intervals (Figure 3.lOa & 3.l0b). Inter-call intervals for Screams ranged
from 0 - 4592 seconds. Screams were only absent from one recording (SAG 39).
Gunshots were also variable in production with intervals between Gunshots ranging from
0-1592 seconds. Gunshots were not recorded in ten of these SAGs, with only 32 of the 42
analyzed SAGs having more than one Gunshot recorded.
The log survivorship analysis for Screams and Gunshots resulted in a bout
criterion interval (BCI) for Screams = 90 seconds (Figure 3.11a) and a BCI for Gunshots
= 120 seconds (Figure 3.11b). The values for inter-call and inter-Gunshot intervals
within bouts, and between bouts, are summarized in Table 3.4. The within bout inter-
sound intervals are significantly different between the Scream and the Gunshot sounds (t-
test; t = -11.695, P = .:0.00001) with the mean inter-call interval being significantly
lower for Screams than for Gunshots. However, the between bout intervals are not
statistically different for the two sound types (Hest, t = -0.662, P = 0.510). Figure 3.12
shows how the BCI divides the inter-call intervals for one series of calls from SAG 40.
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SAG 40 (N = 380)
~ 432CI
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?v 346?
..(\ 259
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?v 173u
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Successive Screams
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Figure 3.9. Figure ilustrating distribution of successive inter-call intervals between Screams and Gunshot
from SAG 40 on Table 3.2. N= number of Screams. The plot indicates the successive intervals between
Screams and Gunshots in the recordings from this SAG. The plots indicate periods of short inter-call
intervals with longer interval lengths occurring periodically.
b)
40
0.14
30 0.12
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Figure 3.10. Plots of counts of (a) inter-call intervals for Screams and for (b) inter-gunshot intervals. Most
of the intervals for both tyes were under 50 seconds in duration.
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Figure 3.11. a) Log survivorship plot of inter-call interval between Screams. Dashed lines indicate the
approximate slope for two parts of the curve. The black solid line indicates the bout criterion interval value
detemnned from the intersection of the two slope lines. b) Log survivorship plot of inter-Gunshot interval
between Gunshots also showing the bout criterian interval value.
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Table 3.4. Descriptive statistics for inter-call and inter-Gunshot intervals both within bouts defined by the
measured bout criterion interval and between bouts of sound roduction.
Screams within Screams between Gunshots withbout bouts bouts2214 107 340N
Gunshots between
bouts
90
121
1986
354.8
Minimum (s) 0 94 0
Maximum (s) 90 4952 118
Mean (s) 11.2 283.6 29.3
Standard Dev. (s) 14.7 507.8 29.5 332.0
SAG 40 (N = 380)
~ 432
'-
~ 346
..
Q)
.Š 259
-a 173(.
t 86
E
.. 0
J
Successive screams
SAG 40 (N = 51)
~
'"
'-
~ 1728 i
Q)
..
.5
(t 864 ¡joU .¡¡e2S;,~~"~)'; --L
Successive gunshots
Figure 3.12. The graphs from Fig. 3.9 ilustrating distribution of successive inter-call intervals between
Screams and Gunshot from SAG 40 on Table 3.2. N = number of each sound tye. The gray box encloses
the with-in bout interval based on the BCI for the Screams and Gunshot sounds. There were 12 bouts of
Screams and 10 bouts of Gunshots in the recordings from this SAG. Each discrete bout is separated by a
call length interval that is higher than the BCI.
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Call rate was also calculated as the number of Screams or the number of Gunshots
produced within one minute of a recording session. This analysis was carred out to
determIne maximum sustained rates of sound production, which can be missed in the
inter-call interval (ICI) analysis. While the inter-call interval results in fewer long
intervals, the calls per minute results in fewer high rates of call production. This shift in
emphasis, from the duration between sounds (ICI) to the clustering of sound production
(CPM), may be more important than the absolute timing of each sound produced to
discriminate between group compositions. 927 minutes of SAG recordings were
analyzed. The number of minutes of recording analyzed from each SAG ranged from 2-
130 minutes (Ave. = 18 min.). The average number of Screams was 2.6 (range 0-20, SD
=3.481) Scream calls/minute (Figure 3. 13a). The average number of Gunshots was .478
(range 0-22, SD =1.2) Gunshots/minute (Figure 3.13b). This result is consistent with the
inter-call interval finding of higher Scream rates than Gunshot rates overall in SAGs. The
difference in rates between the two types of sounds was highly significant (Mann-
Whitney Test using a random selection of 100 call rate values for each call type, U-
statistic = 6845.5, P 0: 0.0001) with more Screams per minute.
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Figure 3.13. Proportion of rates of calls per minute for a) Screams and b) Gunshots.
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Call timing related to group size
Calculations of the average ICI within bouts, as well as the minimum and average
between-bout intervals using Bei to define the minimum between bout intervals, were
compared to group size for each SAG. The correlations were not statistically significant
for any of these parameters (r = -.076 for average inter-scream interval vs. group size).
The only correlation was found between maximum Gunshot CPM and group size, with a
slight positive correlation (r = 0.508) (Figure 3.14). The Scream call per minute
correlation value was r = 0.208.
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Figure 3.14. Correlation of group size versus a) the maximum Gunshot sound per minute rate. The
correlation value was r = .508. b) Maximum Scream call per minute rate for each SAG r =.208.
3.3.4 Individual sound production
Array Data
Array recordings were made of 17 of 19 of the SAGs recorded in 2002. The 2
SAGs from 2002 with no array recordings occurred on 9/1/02 when sea state conditions
were too high to deploy the array. The duration, signal-to-noise ratio, and number of calls
recorded in each session varied. Simultaneous failure of the behavioral observer's
microphone and Datascope from the middle of the day of 8/24/02 through 8/30/02
prevented range and bearing observations for the aray analysis on those days (SAGs 41-
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46). Several attempted array recordings resulted in no sounds being recorded as the SAG
ended by the time the array was deployed after photo ID (e.g. SAGs 34, 37,49 and 52).
These problems resulted in useable recordings being limited to seven SAGs.
Calibration recordings of vessels yielded a range of bearings to the source and
these data are shown as the difference between each array bearings and the corresponding
visual bearing to the source (Figure 3.15). The variation between visual bearing to the
vessel and the array bearing to the vessel sound source ranged from 3-17 degrees. As
predicted by theory, the aray bearings were less accurate near either end of the array
compared to perpendicular to the array (Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.15. Distribution of differences in bearing to sounds from the array and observed bearings
to sources.
Separations of the focal female from the SAG were never observed while the
array was in the water and recording (total number of separations observed at other times
= 5). Therefore it was not possible to assign production of any call type definitively to the
focal female. However, bearings to Scream calls were always consistent with the position
of the focal female, never occurring when the female was not present in the SAG and
never originating from a bearing other than the SAG (Figure 3 16). Gunshot sounds were
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never documented as being produced from a bearing other than that of the SAG during
these groups. Therefore, males and/or females may be producing these sounds in the
groups (Figure 3.16). Beanngs to Noisy Blows were easily linked to visible exhalation of
a whale and were produced both by the focal female and other whales present in the
group.
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Figure 3.16. Difference in degrees between the array bearing to the sound source of a) Screams and b)
Gunshots and the visual bearing to the center of the SAG being recorded.
Upcall production coincided on five occasions with the separation of adult males
from the SAG, either when the male was joining the SAG or when the focal female was
on a dive. Good bearings to adult males were obtained on all five occasions (Figure 3.17).
The males produced these calls during what appeared to be searching behaviors or when
approaching a SAG for the first time. On two occasions when calves were present in the
group, males were seen to stay close to the calf while the female was on a dive. Upcalls
were recording in both these incidents and it is unclear whether the calf or the male
produced them because the two whales were too close together.
Two bearings were obtained to Warbles on one occasion when a calfwas alone at
the surface while the rest of the SAG was down on a dive (Figure 3.17). Warble sounds
have only been heard in SAGs with calves present, and these bearng data confirm that
calves do produce these sounds. The aural quality of these Warbles are generally higher
in pitch than most Scream calls, often longer in duration and broken up with many pauses
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in the sound production of what seems to be a single calL. The call rate for these Warbles
is approximately the same as that seen for Scream calls.
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Figure 3.17. Difference in degrees between the array bearing to the sound source of a) Up calls and
b)Warbles and the visual bearing to individual whales outside of the SAG. In the case of Up calls, all
bearings are to lone adult males either at the surface while the SAG is down or joining the SAG as an
approacher. The warbles were all documented as bearings to a lone calf at the surface when the rest of the
SAG was down.
Video Data
Video recordings were used to provide additional data addressing the issue of
which individual produces particular sounds in the SAGs. Counts were made of the
number of breaths taken by the focal female and the total number of Scream and Gunshot
sounds produced dunng the recording. Additionally the number of Screams and Gunshots
produced simultaneously with the focal female breathing were counted for each SAG
with video recordings made with a hydrophone recording directly into the video camera
(Table 3.5). These results indicate the female was not breathing while Scream sounds
were produced. Kraus & Hatch (2001) reported similar results, never observIng focal
females breathing when sounds were recorded. The observation that no Scream calls
were produced simultaneously with the focal female whale breathing is consistent with
the hypothesis that the female produces these sounds. 31 Gunshot sounds being produced
simultaneously with the focal female whale breathing indicate that the whales other than
the focal female produce these sounds. Note that these results do not eliminate the
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possibility that males may also produce Screams or that females may also produce
Gunshots.
Table 3.5. A table of analysis of video data from SAG observations to determne if the focal female was
breathing when Screams and Gunshots were being produced. The table lists the total number of Screams
and Gunshots recorded on the video, the total number of breaths observed from the focal female, and the
total number of Screams or Gunshots produced simultaneously with a breath from the focal female.
Duration of
Number of Total Number Total Number Screams with Gunshots with
Date/SA G
video (minutes)
breaths from
of Screams of Gunshots focal breath focal breathfocal whale
7I5/2000 11 9 16 0 0 0
8/1/2000 9 6 9 2 0 0
8/1/2000 20 14 90 27 0 6
8/1/2000 31 34 83 24 0 7
8/5/2000 27 10 13 0 0 0
8/25/2000 12 13 62 11 0
8/25/2000 10 8 20 0 0
9/14/2000 2 3 7 0 0
9/7/200 I 12 13 8 0 0
9/72001 4 5 3 0 0 0
8/2/2002 46 27 60 7 0
8/17/2002 42 15 95 6 0 0
8/24/2002 25 23 55 13 0 3
8/24/2002 15 10 71 7 0 2
8/30/2002 4 2 9 2 0 0
8/30/2002 18 9 98 0 0 0
8/30/2002 14 3 5 0 0 5
9/7/2002 20 24 75 14 0 6
9/1 7/2002 16 3 19 0 0 0
9/17/2002 10 17 2 0 0
Total 348 232 815 107 0 31
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Resultsfrom CART and discriminant analysis of Screams by age/identity offocalfemale
In a further test of the hypothesis that the focal female is producing the Scream
calls, an attempt was made to classify Screams 1) by the age of the focal female and 2) by
the individual identity of the focal female. Separation of Screams from adult (greater than
9 years of age or pregnant) and juvenile (1-8 years in age) focal females was modestly
successful (Figure 3.18 and Table 3.6). The results in Figure 3.18 show that adult calls
tended to be shorter than juvenile calls and have lower frequency amplitude modulation.
Separation of Screams from particular individuals (individual labels are listed in Table
3.2) was only slightly more successful than expected by chance with one particular
individual's calls separating from the others, though there was a large degree of overlap
for most individuals (Figure 3.19 and Table 3.7). CART analysis of individuals show the
Acoustat measurements most useful for separating individuals (Figure 3.20).
CART of screams by age of focal
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Figure 3.18. Classification and Regression tree of Scream calls sorted by the age ofthe focal female in the
group. The tree was constrcted in Systat 10 with a minimum split index value of 0.010.
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Table 3.6. The jackknifed classification matrix resulting from discriminant analysis between adult and
juvenile focal females using all Acoustat variables. For this discriminant analysis the Wilks' lambda =
0.477, F = 2.467, df= 91,205 p-tail = 0.0000, indicating that there is a significant difference between the
two classes.
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Figure 3.19. Canonical scores plot resulting from discriminant analysis of Screams produced by 15
different individuals. Some individuals were recorded in more than one SAG (see Table 3.2).
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Figure 3.20. CART analysis of Screams by different individual focal females. The tree was constrcted in
Systat 10 with a minimum split index value of 0.010. Mode = Individual catalogue ID.
3.3.5 Source level
The source level of30 nght whale sounds (22 Screams, 3 Gunshot, 3 Warble and
2 Noisy Blows) was measured. These 30 sounds represent the sounds produced at array
bearings consistent with the location of right whales at a known distance. Measurements
were made of noise at the same time as the whale sound and within the same frequency
range to compare to the measured RL. Sounds were measured from SAGS 35, 36,40, and
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50 from Table 3.2. Additional noise measurements were taken on 8/1/02,8/8/02,8/21/02,
8/30/02, and 9/2/02. Table 3.8 summarizes the calculated source level measurement for
all whale sounds and for whale watching or research vessels near SAGs. Table 3.9
summarizes the measurements of ambient noise conditions. Figure 3.21 shows the
distribution of SL for the Scream calls and the noise levels that were measured in both the
broadband and 2000-2200 Hz frequency band. Figure 3.22 shows an example of a right
whale Scream and Gunshot sound masked by noise from a research vesseL. Figure 3.23
shows the separation between the measured noise level and calculated source level for
both sets of measurements. The signal-to-noise ratio was calculated for every calculated
source level for the Scream calls (Figure 3.24). The average SNR broadband was 43.8 dB
re 1 i.Pa for the Scream calls. The average SNR for 2000-2200 Hz was 51.8 dB re 1 i.Pa .
There was no correlation between broadband SL and NL. There was a weak correlation (r
= .379) between the calculated SL and the ambient NL in the 2000-2200 Hz band (Figure
3.25).
Neither simple cylindrical nor spherical spreadmg would be expected to
accurately describe the range for the TL to equal the background noise in the Bay of
Fundy, a relatively shallow body of water. A calculation for the range of detection using
20 log (r) to 200 m and 10 log (r) beyond that range, suggested to describe the
transimission loss of right whale sounds in the Bay of Fundy by Hay et al. (Submitted)
also gave very short estimates of the range of detectability (154 m using the broadband
SNR and 158 m using the 2000-2200 Hz band), barely beyond the range the sounds were
originally recorded. SAG calls recorded from up to a km away are typically audible in
recordings, suggesting an error in the equations selected for TL estimates. Whales have
been observed approaching these groups from up to 8 km away (Kraus & Hatch, 2001).
This suggests that TL must be closer to 10 log (r) for which r = 23 la, or that the whales
can detect signals with a SNR -: O. It is also likely that the higher frequency harmonics
are important for long range detection of the groups as they are produced at a higher SNR
than the low fundamental frequencies of the calls.
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Table 3.8. a) Calculated SL for 4 sound types and vessel noise all measured as dB re I/lPa broadband from
0-20 kHz. N = number of measurements; SL= calculated source leveL. b) The same calculated SL for the
calls measured as dB re i /lPa from 2000-2200 Hz. Gunshot sounds and vessel noise were excluded from
these measurements.
a)
Broadband Screams Warbles Gunshot Noisy Blow Small Vessels
N 22 3 3 2 5
Minimum SL 159.0 164.0 185.5 164.0 170.2
Maximum SL 174.5 170.0 193.0 171.0 179.5
Average 169.2 166.0 189.2 167.5 174.1
SD 4.8 3.5 3.7 4.9 4.1
b)
2000-2200 Hz Screams Warbles Noisy Blows
N 22 3 2
Minimum SL 121. 135.0 120.4
Maximum SL 148.0 140.0 142.0
Average 134.4 137.2 130.1
SD 6.4 2.6 11.0
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Table 3.9. The measured noise levels from the Bay of Fundy in sumer of2002. Noise is shown both for
broadband and 2000-2200 Hz frequency ranges.
Broadband 2000-2200 Hz
Noise (RL) Noise (RL)
N 32 32
Minimum SL 120.0 75.0
Maximum SL 132.0 89.8
Average 124.8 83.3
SD 3.2 3.6
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Figure 3.21 a) Distribution of calculated broadband SL for Scream calls b) Measured broadband noise
levels c) Calculated 2000-2200 Hz SL for Scream calls d) Measured noise in the 2000-2200 Hz band.
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Figure 3.22. An example of a SAG recording made with another research vessel and a SAG approximately
200 m away. The vessel noise is constant in the figure, with horizontal bands which span approximately
100 Hz - 7 kHz. Note that the Scream and Gunshot sounds produced in the SAG are barely visible on the
spectrogram.
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Figure 3.23. Plot showing the measured noise levels and the calculated source levels for the right whale
Screams both broadband and in the 2000-2200 Hz band. These values were used to roughly estimate the
range that right whales may be able to detect these signals.
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3.4 DISCUSSION
The results presented in this chapter demonstrate that sound production is
common in the surface active groups (SAGs) of the North Atlantic right whale. No calls
were recorded only in three recording sessions when the SAGs were already breaking up.
Analysis of these recordings indicates that several distinct tyes of sounds were produced
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in the SAGs by several different individuals. Whale sounds were grouped into discrete
classes based on previous classification studies of right whale calls (Clark, 1982, Clark,
1983) and for new sounds ( e.g. Warble), evidence of different whales producing the
sounds. The two dominant types of whale sounds produced in SAGs were the Scream
calls and the Gunshot sounds. The recordings made in this study were consistent with
previous reports of female production of calls (Kraus & Hatch 2001). The calls described
in Kraus & Hatch (2001) appear to have been what are described here as Scream calls.
However, this chapter demonstrates that other whales in these groups do produce other
sounds. Instances of all-male SAGs with only Gunshot sounds being produced, a trend
for an increase number of Gunshot sounds to be produced in SAGs with more males
present, and the occurrence of overlapping Gunshot sound production in groups with
multiple males present indicate that males are responsible for Gunshot sound production.
In addition, males and calves associated with SAG produce other sounds, the Upcall and
Warble sounds respectively.
3.4.1 Sound classifcation
Principal component analysis and hierarchical cluster analysis yielded results
similar to those reported in previous studies repertoire analyses of Southern (Clark, 1982)
and North Atlantic right whales (Wright, 2001) with separation of slap, blow and call
sounds. The similarity across all three studies occurred even though the measurements
made of the sounds were significantly different in both the number of variables and the
sound parameters measured. The Acoustat program (Fristrup & Watkins, 1994), which
was not specifically designed for measuring right whale calls was used for this chapter.
The similarity across different methods suggests that these categories of sound types are
robust categorizations that can be consistently assigned for use in classification. Sound
types recorded in these groups were tonal and broadband sounds represented by Screams,
Gunshots, Upcalls, Downcalls, Noisy Blow and Warble calls. These sounds correspond
to all sound types described for Southern right whales in Patagonia (Clark, 1982) (Table
3). It is possible that much ofthe North Atlantic right whale repertoire of calls is
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produced in the context of SAG behavior as all sound types described for both Southern
and North Atlantic right whales were recorded. However, more recordings of North
Atlantic right whales in other behavioral contexts would need to be made to answer this
question.
Initial attempts at classifyng signals based on Acoustat measurements resulted in
mediocre results. CART discriminated Gunshot sounds from all tonal call types. This was
not surprising as the Gunshot sounds are distinctly different in all aspects from the tonal
calls. Gunshot sounds are very brief, broadband signals with no tonal characteristics. In
the CART analysis the duration of the signal was ofpnmary importance in separation of
Gunshot sounds from all other sounds (Figure 3.6). The high number of Scream calls
dominated the sample, resulting in trees that lumped all tonal signals in with the Scream
calls (Figure 3.6). An attempt to improve the discrimination of call types was made
reducing the total number of calls compared, and tryng to equalize the number of each
type represented in the sample. This resulted in CARTs which effectively separated
Upcalls, Noisy Blow sounds, Screams and Gunshots (Figure 3.7). The remaimng two
classes of sounds, Warbles and Down calls, remained unclassified in these trees. Warbles
which do not sound extremely different from Screams were included in one of the
Scream call branches. The hesitant or quavering quality of the Warble calls that is
apparent to a human listener has not been adequately measured to discriminate them from
Scream calls. None of the Down calls had a high enough signal-to-noise ratio to be
considered for the data set used in the second classification tree.
Two classes of sounds predominate in the SAG recordings, the Scream call and
Gunshot sounds. More than 70% of all sounds recorded from SAGs were the Scream call
and the Scream calls were present in recordings of SAGs of all compositions. In studies
of Southern right whales, significant differences in the rate of sound production for these
sound types were found between active groups and swimming or resting animals (Clark,
1983). The call types recorded in North Atlantic right whale SAGs most closely resemble
the sound types documented in fully active and sexually active groups in the Southern
right whale (Clark, 1983).
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A notable difference in the sound types produced in North Atlantic right whale
SAGs from Southern right whales SAGs is the production of Up calls. Upcalls were never
reported for sexually active groups in the Southern right whale (Clark, 1983). In the
North Atlantic, Upcalls were recorded in varng group sizes and in all group types
except male-female pairs. Upcalls were never common and made up a very small
percentage of the calls recorded for all group types. Several of the groups with Upcalls
involved males and females and a male was seen with his penis extended (one ofthe
criteria used by Clark (1983) for definition of sexual activity). The two best explanations
for this observed difference would either be seasonal differences (summer feeding
grounds in the North Atlantic right whale versus winter calving grounds in the Southern
right whale) or species differences in repertoire use.
These results indicate that females produce the Scream calls in SAGs, while
males produce the Gunshots and calves produce the Warble sounds. Different classes of
sounds were produced in groups with different compositions. Most notably the Warble
call was only produced in SAGs with calves present. Aray data also suggest that the calf
is the source ofthese calls. Gunshot sounds were produced in the all-male group and
while the focal female was breathing in some of the video analyses, indicating that males
can produce these sounds. Gunshot sound production has been recorded in three lone
males in the Bay of Fundy (Appendix 2) further supporting the hypothesis that males
produce Gunshot sounds. All-male groups commonly produced slap sounds in Southern
right whales (Clark, 1983), some of which were homologous with Gunshot sounds. These
data are all consistent with the hypothesis that males produce the Gunshot sounds in
SAGs. Upcalls and Screams are produced by different individuals in the SAGs. Males
appear to produce Upcalls in SAGs when joining the group or when the female is on a
dive. Females appear to produce the Screams. There is some possibility that males also
produce these Scream calls, though it seems unlikely because Scream calls only overlap
in timing with other Scream call production when a second or a third female is present in
the group. Females may also produce Upcalls and Gunshots in SAGs, but this has yet to
be confirmed.
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3.4.2 Call Timing
Call timing in SAGs is highly variable. Analysis oftiming ofthe two major sound
types, Screams and Gunshots, indicate that there are differences in their rates of
production. Both types of sounds appear to be produced in bouts separated by periods of
silence. These bouts are not regular in duration within particular SAGs, and the inter-bout
periods of silence also vary in duration (Figure 3.9). In the case of Screams, these periods
of silence often occur when the focal female is on a dive, even if other whales are still at
the surface. The average inter-call interval within a bout are shorter for Screams that for
Gunshots. Scream calls are produced much more frequently than Gunshots in all SAGs
except the all-male group.
Call rate per minute (CPM) also addresses periods of very high rates of calling
that are missed when averaging inter-call intervals over all bouts. These results indicate
that higher rates of Gunshot sound production occur in groups with more whales present.
However, the same canot be said for Scream call production, which seems not to vary
with group size. Both ofthese observations are consistent with the hypotheses that
Screams are produced by a single focal female and Gunshot sounds are produced by
multiple males.
3.4,3 Individual sound production
The data on individual sound production adds dimension to the interactions taking
place within the SAGs. The publication on SAGs by Kraus and Hatch (2001) gives the
impression that the focal female may be the only whale producing sounds in the group.
While this study supports the idea that the focal female is responsible for production of
the Scream calls, it is clear that other classes of sounds can be produced by other whales
in the group.
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Scream calls
The initial hypothesis was that the focal female produced the Scream call in
SAGs. Aray data collected in 2002 showed that the bearings for all recorded cases of
Screams pointed to the SAG. Therefore, whales are not likely producing these calls when
they are separated from the group. Unfortunately, no separations of the focal female from
the rest of the group of more than 5 degrees were documented during aray recordings. It
is not possible to clearly assign the Scream calls to only the female from these results.
Inspection of focal female behavior in SAGs from video recordings indicates that the
female was never seen breathing when a Scream was produced in the group. While the
mechanism for sound production in baleen whales is still unkown, it is believed that it
involves the respiratory pathway. This would prevent production of all sounds other than
Noisy Blows while breathing. Neither the rate of within-bout ICI nor max CPM of
Scream calls correlated with the size of a group. Overlapped Scream calls were recorded
on two occasions in this study. In both cases, the overlapped Scream calls were heard
when two females were present near the center of the group. In both cases, one of the
females eventually depared, and no further overlapping of Screams was heard. This adds
further support to the idea that female whales produce the Scream calls. Two Screams
were recorded during one all-male SAG. This may mean that the broad category of
Screams encompasses some sound types that are also produced by males.
Gunshot sounds
Males were predicted to produce the Gunshot in the SAGs. This hypothesis was
based on the observations that lone males produce Gunshot sounds (Appendix 2) and that
more Gunshot sounds are produced in groups with more males present. Aray data
collected in 2002 showed that the bearings for all recorded cases of Gunshots also
pointed to the SAG. Whales seemed to produce these sounds primarily while they were
interacting directly with other whales. On 31 occasions, the focal female in the group was
seen to breath when Gunshot sounds were produced. This indicates that males can
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produce the Gunshot sounds heard in the groups. The max CPM rate for Gunshot sounds
increased with Increasing group size (Figure 3.14). This suggests that multiple
individuals produce these sounds in the groups. These observations do not rule out the
possibility of Gunshot sound production by the female, but confirm that males do
produce this sound on many occasions in these groups.
Up Calls
Upcalls were recorded In 22 ofthe 52 SAGs recorded. Even though the
percentage of calls represented by Upcalls was always low, Upcalls were commonly
detected in the presence of SAGs. Aray data in 2002 confirmed that these Upcalls are
produced durng behaviors related to SAGs. Most notably, the bearngs to a male
producing Upcalls while swimming into a SAG and bearings to a male left alone at the
surface while the focal female was on a dive indicate that males produce these calls.
These observations are consistent with recordings and video made from SAGs without
the array in the water. On several occasions, loud Upcalls were recorded while males
were at the surface and the focal female was on a dive or after the focal female departed
the group. The males showed indications that they may be searching for the female
during the production of these sounds as they tended to stay in the location of the last
position ofthe SAG but would swim slowly back and forth through the area. Clark
(1983) hypothesized that Upcalls function as contact calls in the Southern right whales. It
is possible that males use this call to announce their presence to the female. These
Upcalls were the only sound recorded when whales approached Scream playbacks in
Chapter 4.
Warbles
Warble sounds had not been previously described for North Atlantic right whales.
Warble sounds were only recorded when calves were present in the SAG and therefore it
was predicted that calves were responsible for producing these sounds. Aray bearings in
2002 provided evidence that the calves produce this sound as good bearings were
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obtained to a calf alone at the surface while Warble sounds were being produced and all
other whales in the SAG were down on a dive. These Warble sounds were only recorded
in two SAGs. In one SAG in 2001 when Warbles were recorded, the calfwas female. The
gender ofthe calf in the 2002 SAG is still unkown but it is possible that only female
calves will produce these Warble sounds. These sounds may represent practice on the
part of a female calf. It remains to be seen if all the calves in SAGs that had no
documented Warble sounds were males. Perhaps the first summer the mothers
intentionally form SAGs to teach their calves about the groups. Both male and female
offspring would benefit from this experience.
Individual & Age discrimination
Right whales may form long term social relationships that are based on the ability
to use sound to stay in contact. The high variability of Scream calls from initial
classification led me to predict that individuai recognition might be possible based on this
call type. Attempts were made to control for recording conditions by using recordings
from more than one SAG with the same female present as the focaL. Therefore, if there
were groupings based on individual, it would not be a result of recording session, but
rather on some more stable difference in call characteristics between different
individuals.
Eight female whales (Table 3.2) were recorded on two occasions in different
SAGs. The remaining seven females were only recorded on one occasion. Pooling all
Screams recorded from particular individuals and then attempting to separate them, both
by CART and by discriminant analysis was not hugely successful with accuracy of
classification ranging from 5 - 45% correct classification. There was a significant
difference between the mean values of Scream call variables by individual (P -c.0001).
Future attempts at discrimination using spectrogram cross correlation may yield better
results (Cortopassi & Bradbury, 2000) although the high variability ofthis call type may
not be amenable to comparing calls by spectrogram cross-correlation methods.
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Classification of Scream calls by the age of the focal female was made with
CART and discriminant analyses. Screams produced by adults were discriminated from
Screams produced by juveniles with reasonable success from the entire data set, though
there was substantial overlap. This suggests that a difference may exist between Juvenile
and adult calls in these groups, though separation of calls produced by age, rather than
two categorical groups (Juvenile or Adult) may help to describe these differences more
fully. Males may very well be able to distinguish between Juvenile and adult females,
leading to differences in group size, composition, and activity leveL.
3.4.4 Source level (SL)
The broadband source level of the sounds produced by North Atlantic right
whales in SAGs here are in agreement with previous reports of source level for Southern
and North Atlantic right whales (Richardson et aI., 1995; Hay et al., Submitted). The
received level (RL) for these signals was often very similar to the ambient noise levels in
the same frequency band even though the signals were clearly audible. Perhaps the range
of frequencies chosen to quantify the SL could be improved, by looking at 1/3 octave
bands around the peak energy spectrum of the calls. The recorded noise levels in the Bay
are consistent with noise levels reported for areas with moderate to heavy shipping traffic
(Wenz, 1962). It is possible that these higher noise levels limit the range that right whales
are capable of communicating in these groups. However, it seems likely that the whales
are capable of producing higher source levels (as seen In the variability of measured SL)
that would be able to compensate for the ambient noise levels. The results here show little
evidence for whales Increasing the overall source level at times of higher noise. However,
the whales may be able to increase the energy ofthe signals at higher frequencies. This
would increase the range of detectability because noise levels are generally lower at
higher frequencies. Masking from whale watching and research vessels should be
considered carefully because the peak noise level and the peak nght whale signal level
overlap considerably in these frequencies, and the calculated source levels for the
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research and whale watch vessels is approximately 5 - 10 dB higher than the source level
of the whales themselves (Table 3.8).
3.4.5 Possible improvements to be considered for future studies
Many of the results in this chapter can provide the basis for future studies. Some
experiences gained in the collection of the data may improve future work. A dedicated
platform is essential for long-duration observations of these groups. A larger platform or
an aerostat would provide better height for observation. The perspective ofthe group
changes dramatically from low (such as the RN Bonita RHIB), mid (RN Stellwagen) or
high (video from DFO aerostat (Hams & Hain, 2002)) elevation above the water. This
change in perspective allows for better separation of different individuals in the group
and permits some observations of whales underwater. In many of my array recordings, it
was impossible to tell whether other whales were present just below the surface. The
"stationary" deployment of the array for observation worked reasonably well. However,
the platform was never stationary during recording, always being pushed by current
and/or wind slowly away from the SAG. This prevented the array from changing
orientation because it had tension on the lines attached to the vessel which maintained its
horizontal/parallel arrangement. Frequent (approximately every 20-30 minutes)
repositioning was required, but I felt that this was far superior, both in terms of
observations and minimizing disturbance to the whales, than constant circling ofthe
group with the engine running. On one occasion when there was no wind at mid-tide,
deployment of the array resulted in such poor orientation that it could not be used to
collect accurate bearing data. The array could be seen from the surface on that day, and it
could be seen rotating around its center point because there was no tension on the lines
supporting it, allowing it to twist beneath the vesseL. The ability to do beam-forming in
the field while collecting behavioral information is extremely valuable. If a larger crew
was used it may have been possible to collect very good beanng data from the array and
visual observations to the whales when every call was produced. Overall, a dedicated
focused research effort could add valuable data to this initial study.
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3.5 CONCLUSIONS
The goal of this chapter was to characterize the acoustic activity of North Atlantic
right whales in SAGs. It is hoped that complete characterization of the sounds produced
in SAGs, the timing of production and the identification of individuals producing the
sound wil have multiple applications. Females produce Scream calls, Males produce
Gunshot sounds, and calves produce Warbles. It is clear that except for the Warble call,
there is no diagnostic sound type for different SAG compositions. However, the
proportion that each sound type contributes to the total acoustic signature is significant. It
is possible that these different types of sounds represent different motivations on the part
of individual whales. For example, if Gunshot sounds represent agonistic interactions
between males, it is not surprising that a larger proportion of these sounds are heard when
no females are present, or when more males are present in a single group.
It is hoped that these data will be useful both to behavioral research and
conservation efforts. In behavioral research the use of acoustics can aid in discrimination
between broadly similar observed behaviors termed SAGs. Acoustic descriptions of
SAGs will be particularly useful for informing the design of passive acoustic detection
systems to account for the behavior and total number of animals that may be present.
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CHAPTER 4. PLAYBACK EXPERIMENTS TO NORTH ATLANTIC
RIGHT WHALES IN THE BAY OF FUNDY
Data reprinted with permission from Marine Mammal Science
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The North Atlantic right whale (Eubalaena glacialis) population migrates along
the east coast ofthe United States from northern waters in the Gulf of Maine in the spring
and sumer to the waters offthe states of Florida and Georgia in the winter (Winn et al.,
1986). Despite protection from whaling for the past 60 years, curent estimates indicate
that fewer than 300 North Atlantic right whales remain (Knowlton et al., 1994; iwC,
2001), makng them one of the most endangered large whales in the world. All
individuals in the population can be identified based on individually distinctive external
features, such as callosity patterns on the head or scars on the body and tail (Kraus et al.,
1986). Long-term studies relying on photographic identification of individuals have
provided data on many life history parameters for individuals in the population and
reproductive history for all females born since 1980 (Kraus et al., 2001; Brown et al.,
1994). Demographic information this detailed is rare for a baleen whale species; it
enables studies of behavioral interactions among known individuals in a wild population.
Each sumer up to 2/3 of the known population of North Atlantic right whales
congregate in the Bay of Fundy, Canada to feed (23-199 individuals from 1980-1998
(IWC 2001) with 173, 154 and 123 for 1999,2000, and 2001 respectively (Right Whale
Consortium data catalog!)). The high concentration of known individuals in a small area
makes this an ideal location to study social behavior.
Little is known about reproductive behavior in the right whale or any other baleen
whale species. Observations of social groups in several species of coastal baleen whale
indicate possible similarties in social and sexual behavior. In paricular, distinct sounds
have been associated with surface active groups in North Atlantic right, South Atlantic
i Right Whale Consortium data catalog is maintained by the New England Aquarium Right Whale
Research Group, Boston, MA.
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right (Eubalaena australis), bowhead (Balaena mysticetus), gray (Eschrichtius robustus),
and humpback (Megaptera novaeangliae) whales (Clark, 1983, Norrs et al., 1983;
Silber, 1986; Würsig & Clark, 1993; Kraus & Hatch, 2001).
Male right whales have disproportionately large testes (900+ kg:(Omura et aI.,
1969)): the largest for any mamal and the largest as a percentage of body weight for
any baleen whale (Brownell & Ralls, 1986). Large testis size has been linked to sperm
competition in a varety of mamalian species (e.g. (Harcour et al., 1981; Kenagy &
Trombulak, 1986; Møller, 1989)), suggesting that sperm competition plays a role in right
whale reproduction (Brownell, 1986). One of the most obvious social groupings of North
Atlantic right whales, surface active groups (SAGs), often involves a single adult female,
referred to as the focal female, surounded by up to 34 males maneuvering to approach
the female (Kraus & Hatch, 2001). Observations of behavior in the SAGs support the
theory for sperm competition, as the interactions between males in the groups are
generally only mildly aggressive and multiple males have been observed to achieve
intromission with the same female in these groups (Brownell, 1986). Adult males appear
to be highly motivated to join these groups and can detect and locate them from great
distances. Male right whales have been observed joining SAGs by swimming rapidly
from up to 8 km away at speeds up to 15 km (Kraus & Hatch, 2001). The adult sex
ratio ofthis population is close to 1 1 (Brown et al., 1994), but the calving interval for
females is approximately 4 years, so there are potentially four adult males for every
receptive female durng the mating season. The inter-calf interval in this population has
increased from an average of3.7 years durng 1980-1992 to over 5 years during 1993-
1998 (Kraus et al., 2001), fuher widening the sex ratio between sexually receptive
females and males. All of these characteristics suggest that sperm competition and
possibly female incitation of male-male competition may characterize the reproduction in
this endangered species.
Paricular calls are associated with surface active groups (SAGs) in North Atlantic
right whales. The tyes of sounds recorded include Scream calls, Gunshot sounds, Blow
sounds, Upcalls, Warbles and Downcalls (Chapter 3). An example of sounds recorded
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from a SAG in the Bay of Fundy in 2000 is shown in Figure 4.1. These bouts of high
rates of calling are tyically broken up by periods of silence, often associated with the
entire group diving beneath the surface for periods of 10 minutes or more. It is likely that
approaching whales use the sounds produced in these groups to locate them. Indirect
evidence suggests that the Scream calls, the major tye of sound produced by right
whales in SAGs, are produced by the focal female to attract males, thereby increasing the
number of males competing for access to the female. The evidence for this includes: on
all recordings of SAGs in which only a single female was present, single Screams were
only heard alone and never simultaneously, no instances of Screams being made while
the focal female whale was breathing, and the cessation of Scream production with the
departe of the focal female (Kaus & Hatch, 2001). Screams are thought to be
produced by only one individual within each SAG and the fundamental frequency,
duration and modulation of individual calls are highly varable (Fig 4.1 b-c).
Observational evidence (Chapter 3) suggests that male North Atlantic right whales
produce Gunshot-like sounds, so named because they sound like a gunshot. This sound
has yet to be recorded from female North Atlantic right whales. Little background
information exists for this behavior in right whales. Gunshot sounds, characterized by a
very short intense broadband cracking sound usually followed by a strong echo off the
bottom in the Bay of Fundy (Fig. 4.1d), have been recorded in SAGs and from lone male
animals in the population (Appendix 2). In SAGs, multiple anmals appear to be makng
Gunshot sounds as they overlap calls and/or other Gunshot sounds. These sounds are
produced by whales without any visible flipper or fluke movement and they are
acoustically distinct from flpper slaps, lobtailing or breaching suggesting an internal
mechanism for production. A similar sound has been documented both in southern right
whales and bowhead whales (Clark, 1983; Würsig & Clark, 1993) and it has been
suggested that the sound is produced in agonistic displays (Clark, 1983). Gunshot sounds
produced by lone animals in the Bay of Fundy do not appear to attract any other right
whales. Recordings of Gunshots being produced by lone males (n = 3), coupled with the
observation of Gunshot sounds in surface active groups with multiple males competing
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for access to a centralized female (n = 31), suggest that the Gunshot sound fuctions
either as an agonistic display, a male advertisement display for female choice, or both.
Unlike Scream calls, which have only been recorded in SAGs, Gunshot sounds are
produced durng two very different social states (lone males vs. whales in a SAG),
therefore these sounds should be a less reliable cue that a SAG is taking place.
Playback experiments have been used to study many different aspects of
communication and behavior in marne mamals over the past three decades, including
playbacks of natural sounds to Southern right whales (Clark & Clark, 1980), humpbacks
(Tyack, 1983; Franel, 1995), and gray whales (Cumings & Thompson, 1971).
Playbacks of sounds recorded from SAGs to North Atlantic right whales make it possible
to confirm that the sounds in the groups attract other whales. Sexually mature males
appear to be highly motivated to approach SAGs with females and are predicted to
approach any sound that might indicate the presence of such a group. Females are
predicted to not approach playbacks of Scream calls. It is possible that males locate these
groups by detecting a varety of sounds associated with SAGs, such as Screams, Gunshot
sounds, Upcalls and loud, audible underwater blow sounds. The purose ofthis
experiment was to determine if the Scream calls produced in SAGs are sufficient to
attact males to these groups without additional acoustic cues. To test ifthis is the case,
playback trials using only Screams from SAGs or only Gunshot sounds were conducted.
Gunshot sounds are produced both in SAGs and by lone animals, so the Gunshot
playbacks were designed to determine if right whales would approach any sound
associated with a SAG, even one that is not a reliable indicator of a SAG. If the Scream
calls are the primar cue which adult males use to detect a SAG, few or no animals would
be expected to approach the Gunshot sound playbacks.
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Figure 4.1a-d. Four spectrograms showig examples of sounds recorded from North Atlantic right whale
SAGs. a) A sequence of right whale Scream calls and Gunshots recorded from a Nort Atlantic right whale
surface active group in August 2000. b) One call from the sequence shown in la) c) Another Scream call
from the sequence shown in 1 a) to ilustrate the variability of Scream calls believed to be produced by one
individual from a single surface active group and d) A Gunshot sound taken from the sequence of calls in
la) to ilustrate the presence of these sounds in surface active groups.
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4.2 METHODS
4.2.1 Location
Playback trials were cared in the Bay of Fundy, Canada, east of Grand Manan
Island (Fig. 4.2) from July through September in 1999,2000 and 2001. The playbacks
were conducted only when two or more right whales were visible from the playback
platform.
4.2.2 Playback Platforms
Playbacks were cared out on four separate platforms. The two primary
platforms were a 4.5 m rigid hull inflatable, the RI Bonita (1999 and 2000), and the 22
m RI Stellwagen (2001). A 7 m rigid hull inflatable boat (8/27/2000) and the 14 m FN
Black-B (7/26/2000) were each used for one day of playback trials in 2000. All vessels
were shut down and drfting during the playback experiment.
4.2.3 Stimuli
Three classes of stimuli were used: 1) calls from North Atlantic right whale
surface active groups (NARW-SAGs) recorded in the Bay of Fundy and Brown's Ban
by the New England Aquarum from the mid 1980's to early 1990's with all broadband
Gunshot sounds removed (NARW, Fig. 4.1a-c), 2) Screams from South Atlantic right
whale surface active groups (SARW-SAGs) recorded in Argentina in the late 1970's by
Chrstopher W Clark, with all broadband Gunshot sounds removed, and 3) broadband
Gunshot sounds recorded from a lone North Atlantic right whale male in the Bay of
Fundy in 2000 (NAGS, Fig. 4.1d).
Few high quality recordings of SAGs were available for North Atlantic right
whales at the start of this study, therefore playback stimuli recorded from South Atlantic
right whales were used to increase the number of high quality stimulus tapes available for
the experiment. The NARW-SAG Screams were similar to the SARW-SAG Screams in
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terms of tyes of calls, frequency range, and time interval between calls. However, all
NARW-SAG recordings used were made on the feeding grounds in sumer, whereas all
SARW-SAG recordings were made on the calving/nursery ground in Patagonia during
the austral winter, covering different extremes of the anual migratory path in these two
right whale populations. Durng the preliminar trials in the first year, 1999, a single 15
minute stimulus ofNARW-SAG Screams (NARW2) was used. In 2000 six 20 minute
stimuli (3 NARW, 3 SARW) were used. In 2001 seven 20 minute stimuli were used,
including the six from 2000 with the addition of the NAGS stimuli.
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Figure 4.2. Bay of Fundy locations of playbacks between 1999 and 2001.
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4.2.4 Equipment
The frequency bandwidth characteristics of the equipment used for the sound
playback were selected to match the natual stimuli as closely as possible. Two
TASCAM DA-P1 DAT recorders (nominal frequency response 20 Hz - 20 kHz) were
used both to play and monitor the playback stimuli. A single Hi-Tech HTI-94-SSQ
hydrophone (nominal frequency response 2 Hz - 20 kHz) was used to monitor the
playback stimuli while they were being broadcast and to record any sounds produced by
whales near the playback vesseL. Two amplifiers were used. In 1999 and 2000 a U.S.
Acoustics 2x300W car stereo amplifier was used. In 2001, a Rockford-Fosgate Punch
800 amplifier was used. Both amplifiers were powered by a 12 V marne battery and
provided the same output voltage (~1 OOV rms for the Screams) to the transducer. The
stimuli were projected with a U.S. Navy Sound Reference Laboratory J-11 transducer
(Nominal frequency response 20 Hz - 20 kHz, flat frequency response 50 Hz - 4kHz).
4.2.5 Projector source level
The transducer had a maximum broadband source level of 163 dB re 1 /lPa at 1 m
for all stimuli types (bandwidth was approximately 30 Hz - 20 kHz). Calculated
maximum source level was approximately 160 dB re 1 /lPa at 1 m for each stimulus. An
estimate of the range at which transmission loss reduced the signal to equal ambient
background noise levels at 250 Hz was 10 km from the source (Assumes spherical
spreading (Urick, 1983) and ambient noise level of 80 dB re 1 /lPa 1\2/Hz, following
short-term recordings made in the Bay of Fundy in 1999 (F. Desharais, personal
communication) that are in agreement with Wenz (Wenz, 1962) for areas with normal to
heavy ship traffic). The transducer was deployed at a depth of 10m. Average water depth
was 200 m.
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4.2.6 Playback protocol
Each playback tral was divided into three observation periods; pre-, during and
post-playback. Throughout each of these periods visual observations were made from the
playback vessel to determine the right whale distrbution and general behavior in the area
(e.g. SAGs, traveling single whales, mother-calf pairs). The maximum range of the
visible horizon vared from 4.5 km (height of eye 1.5 m) to 10.5 nm (height of eye 7.6 m)
on different platforms. Approaching whales could often be seen at 4-5 km because they
often swam rapidly at the surface, lifting their flukes frequently for shallow dives.
Acoustic recordings were made with a single hydrophone durng each of the three
observation periods to monitor acoustic activity of whales around the playback vessel and
to monitor the playback stimuli. Durng the preliminar 1999 trials, the three observation
periods were 15 minutes in length. In 2000 and 2001 each period was increased to 20
minutes to allow more time for distant whales to reach the playback vesseL. Visual
observers measured the bearing, heading and range (estimated by observers trained with a
laser range finder) to all right whales seen at the surface before the playback to determine
right whale distrbution in the area. The same data were collected during the playback
and post playback periods. There were three levels of response to the playbacks. A no
response score "0", was given for a trial where all observed whales either did not change
heading or were further from the playback vessel at the end ofthe playback than at the
start. A moderate, level-one, response score "1" was given for trials where at least one
whale approached to within 500 m of the playback vessel during the playback or post
playback periods. The range of 500 m was selected to be conservative in determining an
approach because visibility was limited from low observation platform in 1999 and 2000.
A strong, level-two, response score "2" was given for trials where at least one whale
swam rapidly to within one right whale body length of the playback vessel during the
playback or post playback periods.
On any given day in 2000 and 2001 playback stimuli were presented in a random
order pre-determined at the beginning of the field season. Observations were conducted
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from the playback vessel so it was not possible to have observers blind to the playback
condition and observers could hear the transmission of the playback sounds through the
hull in 1999 and 2000. Only SAG stimuli were presented in 1999 and 2000. However,
although observers knew when a playback was taking place, they did not know which
tye of stimulus was being played, and therefore their observations should not be biased.
Photographs to identify individuals were taken of all animals that approached the
playback vessel closely enough to obtain clear images of distinguishing features (n = 52).
In some cases no whales approached the vessel closely enough for clear photographs.
This was paricularly a problem in 1999 and 2000 when the playback platform was
usually a small inflatable that was low to the water. In 1999,2000, and 2001
photographs of non-responding individuals were collected opportstically from other
research vessels in the area durng playback trals (n = 69). These photo-identifications
of non-responding individuals, while not systematically collected, allow us to compare
which anmals responded or did not respond durng each playback tral.
The playback location was selected by finding a place with at least two right
whales visible from the playback vesseL. This ensured that at least two individuals were
within range to hear the playback. This experiment differed from more traditional
playback studies because there was no single focal subject followed throughout the
playback triaL. Due to the diffculties of working with baleen whales at sea, the age, sex
class and total number of potential responders within hearing range of the playback were
unown. The paradigm of these playback experiments was such that a yes/no (0 vs. 1 or
2) criteria for each tral (not each individual) was the basis for testing the significance of
differences in response to different stimuli. This yes/no criterion was based on
observations from similar playback experiments to South Atlantic right whales (Clark &
Clark, 1980) and humpback whales (Tyack, 1983). Differences in response to different
stimuli were tested using Fischer's exact probability test (Hinkle & Wiersma, 1998). The
prediction was that primarly adult males would approach the playbacks of SAG
Screams. The limitation of this design is that lack of obvious approach may be a function
of lack of adequate exposure to the stimuli, due to noise or distance from the source,
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rather than an active choice on the par of a whale. The overwhelming strength of
response from individual whales, coupled with opportistic identification of whales
within presumed hearng range of the playback, indicate that some juveniles and adults of
both sexes had the opportty to respond to at least one trial of each stimuli.
4.3 RESULTS
4.3.1 Response to the playbacks
Thirt-six playback trials were conducted (Table 4.1). The playback of Screams
from surface active groups (SAGs) elicited swimming approaches that were similar to
those of whales approaching actual SAGs. Fig. 4.3 shows an example of observations
collected during a NAR W -SAG playback triaL. In this playback, four whales were visible
before the playback stared at 13:59. Two whales tured and began to swim toward the
playback vessel from the west within three minutes of the star of the playback. Two
whales that had not been seen before were sighted heading toward the playback during
the traiL. One whale swam past the vessel and continued to head away after the playback
stared. The four whales that approached the playback vessel joined together and formed
a SAG off the vessel twenty minutes after the end of the playback. Only gushot sounds
were recorded from the group.
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Figure 4.3. Sightig positions and tracks of individual whales (n=8) seen withi 2000 m of the playback
vessel (center of the plot) during the playback trial on 31 August 2000. The tral started at 13:39 h. The
playback started at 13:59 h and lasted unti114:19h. Dashed or solid lines are used to connect sightigs for
which there was a high level of confdence that the sightings were of the same individuaL. Sightigs made
durg pre- and post-playback periods are shown by dashed lines. Sightigs made during the playback are
shown by solid lines. Four whales approached the playback vessel during ths tral but only two were
positively identified. All four joined together and formed a short lived SAG off the playback vessel at
14:36 h.
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Table 4.1. The date, stimulus tye, level of response, number of whales seen from the playback vessel during a tral,
the number of whales that approached the playback vessel during a tral, the age and sex of whales that approached the
playback vessel and age and sex of identified whales that did not approach the playback vessel are given in the table.
For the identity columns, information about sex and age is given. M=Male, F=Female, U=Unkown sex, A= Adult (;:8
ears), J= Juvenile -09 ears, C=Calf(-o1 ears, U=Unlmown a e.
Number of Number of Sex/Age of
Date . Response whales seen whales Identifed Sex/Age of Identifed Stimulus level (0-2) during approaching Approaching non-approaching whales
la back la back vessel whales
7/31/2001 NAGS 0 9 0 IFA, 1 FJ, IDe
8/9/2001 NAGS 0 5 0 IDe
8/11/2001 NAGS 0 11 0 4F A, IFJ, lMA, IMJ,IDC
8/14/2001 NAGS 0 13 0 2FA,2De
8/19/2001 NAGS 0 17 0 5FA,2UU, IDC
7/15/2000 NARWI 1 3 2 lMA, IMJ
8/29/2000 NARWI 2 10 1 lMA
8/31/2000 NARWI 2 6 2 2MA
7/21/2001 NARWI 0 8 0 2F A, 3De
8/1/2001 NARWI 1 12 1 IFA, IFJ, 2De
7/21/1999 NARW2 1 4 2
8/20/1999 NARW2 2 4 3 2MA, IDA
8/20/1999 NARW2 2 1 1 IDA
8/20/1999 NARW2 2 2 2 lMA, lMU
8/20/1999 NARW2 2 3 3 3MA
7/15/2000 NARW2 2 3 1
8/27/2000 NARW2 2 3 1 lMA
8/11/2001 NARW2 2 16 5 4MA IFA,2MA, IMJ, IDe
7/26/2000 NARW3 1 10 2 lMA, IDA 2FA, lMU, IUD
8/29/2000 NARW3 1 15 7 5MA, IMJ
8/31/2000 NARW3 1 5 1
7/27/2001 NARW3 0 8 0 IFA, 2MA, 2DC
8/4/2001 NARW3 2 15 7 4MA 3FA, IDe
7/26/2000 SARWI 6 5 IF A, IFJ,lMA,IMJ,IMU
7/27/2001 SARWI 13 3 lMA, lMU
8/14/2001 SARWI 0 15 0 IFA, IFJ, lMA, 3MJ,IDe
8/24/2001 SARWI 2 7 1 IMA IDC
8/29/2000 SARW2 1 1 1 IMA
7/28/2001 SARW2 1 12 3 2De IFA, lMA, IDe
8/11/2001 SARW2 2 10 2 IFA
8/19/2001 SARW2 2 15 5 2FA, lMA, 2De 2UU
7/26/2000 SARW3 1 6 1 IDA
8/31/2000 SARW3 2 6 1 IFA
7/29/2001 SARW3 0 6 0 IFA
8/11/2001 SARW3 1 14 3 IDA 2F A, IFJ, lMA
8/25/2001 SARW3 1 11 2 IFA, IDe
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All six SAG playback stimuli from the North Atlantic (NARW-SAG 1-3) and the South
Atlantic (SARW-SAG 1-3) elicited level-two responses on at least one occasion, during
which whales charged the playback platform (high speed surface swimming, directly at
the playback vessel) and swam under the boat. Overall, at least one whale approached
the playback vessel in 27 of 31 playback trials of SAG Screams (Fig.4.4a). The NARW-
SAG stimuli elicited approach responses on 16/18 trals and the SARW-SAG stimuli
elicited approach responses on 11/13 trals. There was no signficant difference in the
proportion of trals with approaches for the NARW and SARW SAG stimuli (P = 0.57,
ns); Fisher exact probability test, (Hinkle & Wiersma, 1998) (Fig. 4.4a). No individuals
approached any of the five playbacks of the Gunshot sounds (NAGS) (Table 4.1)
indicating a significant difference in response to SAG and Gunshot sound playbacks (P -:
0.0003) (Fig. 4.4b).
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Figure 4.4. A) Approach response vs. no approach response observed in each trial for each of the seven
stimuli presented for playback. There was no significant difference between any of the SAG playback
stimuli. B) Approach response vs. no approach response to SAG (n = 3 i) and Gunshot (n = 5) playbacks
(NAGS). The difference in approach vs. no approach between SAG and Gunshot stimuli was significant (P
= 0.0003).
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An average of2.1 :I 1.9 SD, (range 0-6) individuals approached the playback
vessel while as many as 17 right whales were seen before a playback commenced (Table
4.1). Many whales exposed to the playbacks did not show any clear evidence of
response. For the NARW-SAG stimuli, most ofthese individuals were calves, adult
females or juvenile males (Table 4.2). For every playback stimulus, there were
individuals that did not respond and these individuals were often closer to the playback
vessel at the star of the playback than the whales that did approached the vesseL. The
identification ofthe non-approaching whales (Table 4.2) indicate that whales of both
sexes were exposed and did not respond to both NARW-SAG and SARW-SAG stimuli.
Table 4.2. Sumry of the age and sex of whales approachig and not approachig the playback vessel
during A) NARW-SAG B) SARW-SAGplaybacks. Adults are;: 8years.
A
Whales Approaching NARW-SAG Whales Not Approaching NARW -SAG
Male Female Unknown Sex Male Female Unknown Sex
Adult 25 0 3 4 10 0
Juvenile 2 0 0 1 1 0
Calf 0 0 0 0 0 9
Unknown 1 0 0 1 0 1
B
Whales Approaching SARW-SAG Whales Not Approaching SARW-SAG
Male Female Unknown Sex Male Female Unknown Sex
Adult 5 6 2 3 5 0
Juvenile 1 1 0 3 2 0
Calf 0 0 5 0 0 3
Unknown 2 0 0 0 0 2
In the typical level-one response, whales approached the playback slowly, often
taking most of the 20 minute playback session to come within 500 m of the playback
vesseL. Other whales approached the vessel subsurface after diving at least 1 km away.
Similar approaches have been seen to actual SAGs with whales positioned near the SAG
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for a period oftime before joining the group. For the level 2 response, whales would
commonly approach the boat by "racing diving", a term used to describe whales traveling
at relatively high speeds near the surface, making repeated shallow dives with flukes
raised at an angle of about 45° after each blow. A "racing diving" whale was easy to
distinguish from other whales because of its high rate of travel, frequently raised flukes,
and directed straight line path of travel towards the playback vesseL. Several approaching
whales were observed swimming directly under the playback vessel (n = 18) during the
triaL. On two occasions whales bumped into the transducer and released a cloud of
bubbles next to the boat. Acoustic recordings made from the playback vessel recorded
Upcalls on several occasions durng and after the playback trials of SAG sounds. Gunshot
sounds were heard on one occasion when the approaching whales formed a SAG near the
playback vesseL.
4.3.2 Differential response between sexes
Individual identification made it possible to determine the age and sex for many
of the whales involved in each playback triaL. There appear to be differences in the types
of individuals that showed response for all three classes of stimuli (NAR W -SAG,
SARW-SAG, NAGS). Only the NARW-SAG Screams elicited differential response
between the sexes. Most whales approaching NARW-SAG sounds were adult males and
no known females were observed to approach these stimuli (Table 4.2a). For the 16
cases when the sex of a "racing diving" approaching whale could be determined for the
NARW-SAG playbacks, it was always male. Ten adult females were identified durng
NARW-SAG playbacks but none approached the playback vessel (Table 4.2a). All age
and sex classes were observed to approach the SARW-SAG sounds (Table 4.2b). Most
notably, six adult females approached the SARW-SAG sounds but none approached the
NARW-SAG sounds. Females were observed "racing diving" during SARW-SAG
playbacks on three occasions. The observed response in the field was comparable for
both NARW-SAG and SARW-SAG playbacks. It was only later when the identity of
individuals was determined by photo analysis that the differences emerged. No whales
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approached the playbacks of Gunshot sounds even though whales of all age and sex
classes were documented in the area durng these playbacks (Table 4.1).
4.4 DISCUSSION
Playbacks of Screams recorded from surface active groups (SAGs) were predicted
to attract North Atlantic right whales based on observations of right whale behavior in
SAGs in the Bay of Fundy. If SAGs with a single focal female fuction for reproduction
then one would expect males to be the primary responders to SAG playbacks. All
identified individuals of known sex seen approaching actual SAGs have been adult males
(Kraus & Hatch, 2001).
The responses to all three NARW-SAG stimuli support the initial prediction that
NARW-SAG Scream calls are what attract adult male North Atlantic right whales to
SAGs. The overwhelmingly strong response to these playbacks, often involving very
rapid surface swimming and persistent searching (swimming back and forth over a small
area around the playback vessel) within 500 m for the sound source for up to 20 minutes
after the end of the playback by adult males (n = 2) (or adults of unown sex (n = 1))
support the idea that the Scream calls produced in SAGs do attact the males that join
these groups. Whales that were identified as not approaching the NARW-SAG stimuli
were predominantly female (Table 4.2a). This result also corresponds with observations
in the field, where fewer juvenile males or adult females are seen in the tyical SAG
containing a matue focal female. None of the whales that approached the playbacks
produced Scream calls. The only sounds recorded near the playback vessel on the single
monitoring hydrophone after (or during) playbacks were Gunshot sounds or Upcalls,
which are considered to be a form of contact call in the South Atlantic right whale
repertoire (Clark, 1983). These Upcalls have been recorded from males as they approach
SAGs (Chapter 3).
The results from the Gunshot playbacks indicate that right whales do not approach
every type of right whale sound stimulus projected to them. Only a single Gunshot
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stimulus was used, so whether this response generalizes to other exemplars from this
class of signal remains uncertain (Searcy, 1989). Although Gunshot sounds are tyically
recorded from SAGs, it appears that the Scream calls recorded from NARW-SAGs are
alone suffcient to attract males. The Gunshot sounds often overlap with other Gunshot
sounds and Scream calls, suggesting that more than one animal in the SAGs produce
these sounds. It is therefore most likely that males in SAGs produce Gunshot sounds as
more Gunshots seem to be heard with an increasing number of males present in SAGs
(Chapter 3) and all observed lone animals producing these Gunshot sounds in the Bay of
Fundy (n = 3) have been male. A male hearing Gunshot sounds may only know that
other males are interacting, with no guarantee that a female is involved. One NARW-
SAG playback resulted in four approaching whales coming together and forming a brief
10-15 minute SAG approximately 300 m off the playback vessel (Fig. 4.3). Only two of
the animals approached the vessel closely enough to be positively identified, and both of
these were adult males. The hydrophone recordings made durng and after this playback
only picked up very loud Gunshot sounds presumably produced by a whale or whales
close to the vesseL. No other whales were visible from the playback platform at that time
and it is probable, given the sex of whales approaching other NARW stimuli that this
SAG consisted only of males.
The SARW-SAG trials produced the most unexpected results from this
experiment. All age and sex classes were seen to approach durng these trials (Table
4.2b). The SARW playback stimuli were selected to increase the number of stimuli
tapes. They were high quality recordings with very similar call tyes and call rates to
those made from NARW-SAGs. The predictions for these playbacks were the same as
those for NARW-SAG playbacks. However, these results document a clear difference in
response by North Atlantic right whales to North and South Atlantic right whale SAG
sounds. There are several possible reasons for the observed differences in response. The
first possibility is that the Scream calls of these two species differ enough so as not to be
recognized by North Atlantic right whales as right whale calls. Secondly, if right whales
recognize the Scream calls of specific individuals, then the Scream calls from the SARW-
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SAGs were from individual whales that were completely unown to the North Atlantic
right whale population. In both cases, the novelty of these stimuli might attact attention
from any member of the North Atlantic right whale population. A third potential
explanation for the difference is that these recordings were made from the calving
grounds of a SARW population which has a different demographic structure and
behavioral context than that seen on the feeding grounds in the North Atlantic. SAGs
have been observed in all known habitats for the North Atlantic right whale and in eight
months of the year (Kraus & Hatch, 2001) but it is unclear whether the SAGs in different
habitats serve the same social or reproductive function, and sounds produced by SAGs
outside ofthe Gulf of Maine during the sumer months have not been recorded for this
species. SAGs on the calving ground might serve a different fuction and differences in
frequency, call modulation or some other factor might signal this difference to right
whales in both the North and South Atlantic.
Lower levels of response (0 and 1) were observed durng the month of July than
in August or September. Playbacks in July elicited fewer approaches than those cared
out in August or September (of the four SAG playbacks with no clear response, three
were conducted in July). Males appeared to be making increased effort to get to SAGs as
the sumer season in the Bay of Fundy progressed. More individuals were seen
approaching both playbacks and actual SAGs by "racing diving" in late August than in
July (Table 4.1), and SAG size has been shown to increase throughout the sumer
months (Kraus & Hatch, 2001). This suggests that there may be increasing motivation on
the part of males to join SAGs as the sumer progresses. The observation of more all-
male SAGs in the early fall is consistent with this idea (Chapter 2).
There are limitations to any playback experiments to North Atlantic right whales.
The detailed demographic information is primarly available because this is a highly
endangered species, with fewer than 300 individuals left in the entire population. While
this detailed demographic information increases insight into the response of individuals,
it comes with the cost of having few potential test subjects in a small population. The
large proportion ofthe North Atlantic right whale population that congregates on the
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sumer feeding grounds where these playbacks were conducted compounds this
problem. The source level and frequency range of the playback suggest that it may be
audible above ambient noise for approximately 10 km from the source. There are times
in the Bay of Fundy when the whales are all feeding in a very small geographic area; as a
result, at these times, up to a quarter of the entire population could potentially be exposed
to each playback tral. Therefore, after the first tral of each stimulus, it is not possible to
ensure lack of previous exposure to the playback. The North Atlantic playback
recordings were made on the same feeding grounds, meaning that a large proportion of
the population may have been exposed to the actual sounds during the original SAG.
While the playbacks occurred 8-15 years after the original event, the signals may still be
familiar to whales in the population if the signals are individually distinctive. Some
individual males (e.g. Catalog il #1304 and 1901) approached the same stimuli
(NARW2 and NARW3, respectively) on more than one occasion, which may be a
random consequence of the whale being in the right place at the right time, or it may
indicate higher motivation in these individuals for the Scream calls recorded from a
paricular SAG. The results from these playback trials canot be evaluated without
takng these factors into account. Efforts were made throughout this experiment to 1)
limit the number of playbacks made on a given day, 2) conduct playbacks throughout the
season (because the population in the bay changes durng the season) and, 3) use several
different examples of stimuli for each class of signaL. Aside from the first playback trals
ofthe SARW-SAG stimuli, there is the possibility that all potential test subjects may
have had previous exposure to the stimulus being presented. However, if SAG sounds
signal mating opportunties for males, then one should expect strong selection against
habituation.
This playback experiment demonstrates that Scream calls produced by right
whales in SAGs do have behavioral significance to individuals. Adult males show the
strongest responses to playbacks ofNARW-SAG Scream calls, which was predicted by
observations of behavior in real SAGs. The approach to SAG sounds by adult males
supports the assumption that females produce the Scream calls in SAGs. The difference
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in the age and sex composition ofthe whales that approached the SARW-SAG Scream
calls demonstrates that behaviorally significant variation exists in response to this broad
class of sounds. Finally, the responses of whales to these playbacks indicate that right
whales have the ability to accurately locate a sound source and remember where the
sound source was for at least 20 minutes after the broadcast of sound stops. These results
suggest that further studies of right whales' perceptual and cogntive abilities may be
warranted. Playback trals, coupled with newly developed tagging methods (Johnson &
Tyack, 2003), can be used to look at fine scale motor response and record the received
level of a signal to address hearing and detection abilities of individual free-ranging
whales (Appendix 3).
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CHAPTER 5: HEARING IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC RIGHT
WHALE: ANATOMICAL PREDICTIONS
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The oceanic environment of baleen whales necessitates the use of sound for
communication. In the clearest ocean water, visibility is limited to a few hundred meters
at the surface. In the highly productive areas where baleen whales feed, visibility is often
reduced to less than a meter. In contrast, transmission of sound in the oceanic
environment is very effcient, allowing for the potential to communicate over hundreds of
kilometers (Payne & Webb, 1971). Given these environmental constraints, it is likely that
baleen whales have adopted sound as their pnmary means of communication, making it
vital to understand this aspect of their biology. Acoustic communication includes sound
production, transmission, reception and categorization. Most research on communication
focuses on the sounds produced by baleen whales because, while still difficult to study, it
is much easier to investigate sound production than what baleen whales hear and how
they react to sound.
The North Atlantic nght whale is a large baleen whale. The extant population is
primarily located offthe east coast of North America in an area with high levels of ship
traffic and high ambient noise levels. The range at which right whales can detect each
others calls may be limited by increasing levels of noise. This chapter wil describe the
anatomy of right whale inner ears to estimate their hearing sensitivities and discuss
whether there is significant overlap of the frequency range of their hearing and
anthropogenic noise sources.
5.1.1. Hearing studies on other animals - A brief history
Interest in hearing and acoustics have a long history, traceable as far back as
Greek philosophers (Yost, 2000). Most of the current knowledge about hearng is a result
of studies that began in the mid-1800's. Much auditory research is focused on increasing
our understanding of human hearing. Studies of hearing in animals are equally long-
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standing, with some researchers interested in answering the question, "To what do
animals listen?"
Valid animal psychoacoustics data have been collected since the mid-1930's
when animal conditioning techniques were used to determine the audiogram for the
chimpanzee (Elder, 1934). Since that first animal audiogram, fuher audio grams have
been collected for over 60 mamalian species (Fay, 1994). These studies have revealed
wide variation in the frequency range of hearng for different mammalian species. The
entire range of hearng ability spans a range from 10Hz to 200 kHz, although no single
species' hearing covers the entire range (Fay, 1994).
5.1.2. Anatomical correlates with hearing sensitivity
The frequency range of hearing and sensitivity of mammalian ears are determined
primarily by the resonance and filter characteristics of peripheral auditory system
components. There are three major parts to the tyical mammalian peripheral auditory
system: 1) an outer ear which captures sound, 2) a middle ear which mechanically filters
and amplifies sounds, and 3) an inner ear which is responsible for the transduction of
sound into neural impulses. Species-specific hearing abilities are determined by the
specific structure of these three regions. Because different species have different ear
structures, they perceive incoming signals with different facility. Models that estimate
hearing for each species are based on calculations of admittance and resonance derived
directly from mechanical properties of the ear that are in turn, based on middle and inner
ear anatomies. These modeling techniques are well established and provide reliable
estimates of normal hearing ranges for most terrestrial mammals (Fay, 1992).
Comparative anatomical studies have identified structural correlates to frequency
range and relative sensitivity of hearing in different mammalian species (Echteler et al.,
1994). Differences have been observed in cochlear structure in species with different
frequency ranges of hearing. Mammalian inner ears have been divided into two major
categories, generalist and specialist. Generalist ears tend to have basilar membranes that
have a common stiffness gradient allowing for frequency distributions to be calculated
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based on membrane length where as specialist cochleae have regions of morphological
specializations for processing sound in particular frequency regions (Ketten, 2000).
Functional studies of the inner ear focus on resonance charactenstics of the basilar
membrane. G. von Békésy (1960) experimentally obtained position-frequency maps and
basilar membrane elasticity measurements for 6 mammals and 1 bird. These data were
the foundation for Greenwood's formulae for predicting frequency maxima, minima, and
distribution along the length of the basilar membrane for any land mammal (Greenwood,
1961; Greenwood, 1962; Greenwood, 1990) (Formula 1). In this formula, A = a scaling
factor to obtain frequency in Hz, a = slope of the straight portion of the frequency
position function, x = distance of a point along the basilar membrane and k = an
integration constant. For example, the values for the human hearng curve would be A=
165.4, a = 2.1 (for x expressed as a proportion of basilar membrane length), and k = 1.0.
The values for a and k vary for different species (Greenwood, 1990).
(1) FHz = A(10Cax) - k)
Consequently, curves derived from Greenwood's equations parallel the membrane-
elasticity curves obtained by von Békésy. Estimates of overall hearing ranges based on
either cochlear length or length and width were also reported by West (West, 1985) and
Manley (Manley, 1971). Fay's (1992) extrapolation of Greenwood's work shows that
estimators derived from even a single basilar membrane dimension provide very close
approximations of psychophysical measures of hearng for most land mamals. For
these species, called generalists, there is an exceptionally close-fit of electrophysiological
response data with predicted position-frequency maps for the same species (Fay, 1992).
Fay's work (1992) shows that the basilar membrane frequency (BMF) equation can be
used to denve estimates of critical bands (CB), critical masking ratio (CRB), and
frequency discrimination thresholds (FDT) that are comparable to psychophysical values
for any generalist land mammal ear (Fay, 1992; Echteler et al., 1994).
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However, these formulae provide a poor fit to hearng curves of species with
specialized hearng (e.g. horseshoe bat (Rhinolophusferrumequinum) and the mole rat
(Spalax ehrenbergi)) (Echteler et al., 1994). Measurements of the relative stiffness of the
basilar membranes of these species reveal differences in the stiffness gradient of the
basilar membrane from the generalist basilar membrane. Species with high frequency
hearng tend to have relatively narower and thicker basilar membranes and the outer
spiral laminae are more developed and continue through most of the cochlear duct. In
species with ears specialized for low frequency hearing, the basilar membrane is
generally wider and thinner, with the outer spiral laminae thinner and present only in the
basal region ofthe cochlea (Echteler et al., 1994).
The ability to predict hearing capabilities from observable cochlear morphology
would be very useful, paricularly for species that are not amenable to traditional
psychoacoustic studies such as baleen whales. For generalist species, correlations have
been reported for the octave range of hearng and number of cochlear turns and basilar
membrane length, with more turns or longer membrane length correlated with an
increased range of hearing (Echteler et al., 1994). These correlations are not found II
specialized cochleae and may not have any functional significance, as basilar membrane
length actually scales with body size and not with hearing range (Ketten, 1984).
However, measurements of basal and apical stiffness of the basilar membrane, which can
be approximated by the ratio of thickness to width, seem to predict the upper and lower
frequency limits equally well for both generalists and specialist ears (Echteler et aI.,
1994).
5.1.3. Hearing studies in cetaceans
Most hearing data from cetaceans come from studies with small captive
odontocetes. Auditory threshold measurements can be made for these species using both
behavioral and electro-physical techniques, such as auditory brain stem responses (ABR).
Audiograms have been made from ten of these species since the first dolphin audiogram
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was published in the late 1960's (Au, 2000). The audio grams indicate similarities in all
these odontocetes, with a wide range of frequency sensitivity up to at least 100 kHz in all
species. All of the species that have been tested echo locate. Similarities in hearing
between bats and odontocetes may be related to this shared trait.
There have been no direct measures of hearng in mysticetes. All current
estimates of mysticete hearng are from indirect evidence. First, the frequency range of
best hearing is thought to coincide with that of the calls produced by the whales.
Playback experiments with several species have documented behavioral responses to
conspecific calls (Clark & Clark, 1980; Watkins, 1981, Tyack, 1983). Playback
experiments have also shown response of gray whales (Eschrichtius robustus) to the calls
of killer whale predators (Orcinus orca) (Cummings & Thompson, 1971). One playback
tral estimated the received level of sound necessar to elicit an approach response from
humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) (Franel, 1995). Additional studies of
mysticete response to anthropogenic noise sources documented response at higher
frequencies, up to at least 15 kHz (Watkins, 1986). Also, playback experiments have
demonstrated directional hearing capabilities in mysticetes by showing precise
orientation toward and localization ofthe sound source (Clark & Clark, 1980; Tyack,
1983; Parks, 2003). Ambient noise levels may limit the real world detection threshold for
baleen whales. Baleen whale vocalizations have most of their energy below 1 kHz. The
average ambient noise levels in all 1/3 octave bands below 1 kHz are higher than 75 dB
re 1 llPa (Urick, 1983).
5.1.4. Anatomical modeling for marine mammal hearing
Comparative anatomical studies of cetacean and terrestrial mammalian ears have
resulted in the discovery of particular adaptations unique to cetacean ears (Ketten, 1992).
In both cetacean groups (odontocete and mysticete), the external pinna and outer ear
canal were lost and the middle and inner ear shifted to a position outside the skulL. In
baleen whales the middle and inner ear bone have a direct connection to the skull while in
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odontocetes little or no bony connection remains (Ketten, 2000). In both groups, the ear
bone consists of two connected bullae, consisting of the tympanic and periotic bones
(Ketten,2000).
In many other respects, odontocete and baleen whales differ in their hearng
anatomy. In odontocetes, specialized fatty tissue along the lower Jaw seems to function as
an analog of external pinnae by channeling sound directly to the ear (Ketten, 1994). In
baleen whales, the method of sound transduction remains unclear although conduction of
sound through bone has been suggested (Ketten, 2000). The remaining difference in
odontocete and baleen whale ears stems from the specialization of odontocetes for high
frequency hearing. The odontocete ossicular chain shows evidence of stiffening elements
similar to those seen in bats (Ketten, 1992). In baleens, the ossicles are larger and loosely
joined, consistent with low frequency hearing (Ketten, 2000).
Cetacean basilar membranes range 18 mm to 75 mm in length (Ketten, 1992;
Ketten, 2000). Basilar membrane lengths in Cetacea, like those of terrestrial mammals,
scale with body size. The length of the basilar membrane is not significantly correlated
with frequency characteristics. The thickness and width of the membrane are highly
correlated with the frequency range of hearng because they relate to the stiffness
gradient of the membrane. These thickness-to-width ratios are the most reliable correlate
of frequency for cetacean basilar membranes (Ketten, 1994). In most odontocetes
(except the sperm whale (Physeter catodon), basilar membrane width is narrow at the
base (30 -50 ¡.m) and increases to 300 - 500 ¡.m at the apex (Ketten, 2000). The basal
widths of odontocete membranes are similar to those of bats at the basal end (30-50 ¡.m)
and closer to humans at the apical end (504 ¡.m) (Ketten, 2000). In mysticetes, the
basilar membranes are wider and thinner than those of odontocetes, ranging from 100 ¡.m
at the base to 1,500-2,200 ¡.m at the apex (Ketten, 1992; Ketten, 2000). The basal width
in mysticetes is similar to that of humans (150 ¡.m) and is 2-3 times wider than in
odontocetes. The apical width in baleen whales is much wider than reported for any
species other than African elephants, which are known to perceive infrasonics (Payne et
al., 1986). Based on width alone, odontocete and baleen whale basilar membranes are
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highly differentiated strctures capable of wide, but very different, ranges of frequency
response.
We know now that single parameter formulae, such as Greenwoods' equation
which uses membrane length (Greenwood, 1961, Greenwood, 1962, Greenwood, 1990),
are insuffcient to describe cetacean ears (Ketten, 1984; Ketten, 1992; Echteler et al.,
1994). While whale ears have the same basic components as land mamal ears, they also
have adaptations to the aquatic environment that require more comprehensive modeling.
Generalized morphometric models for land mammals provide a procedural or
mechanistic basis for marne mammal analyses but we must modify them to
accommodate structural differences II whale ears compared to those from typical land
mammals. In particular, whale basilar membranes violate the fundamental assumption of
generalist models, which is that stiffness and mass covary consistently with length.
Whale ears have stiffness varations inconsistent with generalist models. Because whale
ear stiffness and mass scale differently than land mammal ears, estimates using generic
land mammal formulae are incorrect (Ketten, 1984).
Frequency ranges and peak spectra can be reliably predicted for any mammal ear
using a combination of several inner ear measurements (Ketten, 1984; Ketten, 1992). The
appropriateness of a more comprehensive model for whales was first demonstrated in a
structural analysis of the cochlea of 12 odontocete species (Ketten, 1984; Ketten &
Wartzok, 1990). In these studies, both single and multiple parameters were used to
predict hearing range. Predictions using one to four anatomical parameters were
compared with behavioral audiograms in four well-documented cetacean species. As
more parameters are included, basilar membrane models become more comprehensive
and substantially more accurate. The results of these studies showed that a combination
of four measurements of cochlear structure (basilar membrane dimensions, laminar
extent, membrane pitch and basal turn ratio) allowed for excellent prediction of the
primary bands of ultrasonic hearing in odontocetes (Ketten, 1984; Ketten & Wartzok,
1990).
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A definitive estimate of the hearing frequency range for anyone species requires
analyses of the morphometries of the cochlea and basilar membrane. From these,
proportional stiffuess gradients and heanng ranges can be accurately calculated. In this
study, measurements of membrane pitch, basal turn ratio, and basilar membrane
dimensions are used to estimate the hearing frequency range for the North Atlantic right
whale. These results represent a substantial and significant increase in our knowledge and
understanding of baleen whale hearing by addressing hearng in this highly endangered
species.
5.2. METHODS
5.2.1. Specimen collection
The endangered status of the North Atlantic right whale has resulted in
extraordinary efforts to determine the cause of death in all known mortalities. This has
resulted in the retrieval of carcasses many miles offshore, as well as carcasses that wash
up on beaches. The high level of monitoring of the population and the positive buoyancy
of right whales often result in sighting of right whales shortly after death. Although the
thick blubber layer of right whales seems to Increase the rate of decomposition due to
increased core temperature, these efforts have resulted In the retrieval of high quality
specimens that would not otherwise be possible. This has resulted in modern
morphometnc and anatomical data collected for this species that is unrivaled by any un-
harvested baleen whale population.
Right whale temporal bones that have been routinely collected from necropsies
since 1990 reside in the Ketten laboratory at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.
The majority of specimens used in this study were obtained prior to 1998. Three ear
specimens were collected during the duration of this project (EG18, EG19, EG20).
5.2.2. Computerized Tomography (CT)
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Each specimen in the collection was imaged using computerized tomography
(CT) scaning. The extended duration of the study resulted in several different scanners
and protocols being used in the imaging process. The specimens were scanned using an
ultra-high resolution protocol on a Siemens Spiral Plus 4 CT located at the Massachusetts
Eye & Ear Infirmary or on a Siemens Emotion Spiral CT and Volume Zoom scanners in
the Ocean Imaging Center at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution by D. R. Ketten
or J. Arda. Spiral scans were made at 1mm resolution, with 0.5 mm reconstruction of
the 3D images. The exceptions to this were specimens EG 4, 5 and 18 which were
scanned at 0.5 mm slice resolution. These scans provided 3D imaging of the right whale
ears (Figure 5.1-5.3) as well as 2D imaging ofthe interior ofthe cochlea (Figure 5.4b).
The complete ear bone complex consists of the tympanic bone and the periotic
bone in a "typano-periotic complex" (Ketten, 2000) (Figure 5.1). The tympanic bone is
a large dense shell-shaped bone that contains the ossicles and the middle ear space. The
cochlea is contained within the periotic bone (Ketten, 2000). The two bones are joined
together on the lateral and posterior sides by two bony projections. The tympano-periotic
complex is wedged into the skull by flanges, two bony projections from the periotic bone.
The posterior flange has been removed from the specimen shown in Figure 5.1 but can
bee seen in Figure 5.10.
Number of turns in each cochlea
The number of turns in each individual cochlea was counted by making 3D
reconstructions ofthe cochlear duct. The 3D images were oriented for a top-down view
of the apical end ofthe cochlea to determine the rotation angles (Figure 5.2B). Figure
5.2B illustrates a cochlea with 2.3 turs. The number ofturns are counted from the base
of the spiral (shown on the right edge of Figure 5.2B) to the apex.
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Figure 5.1. 3-D reconstrction of the entire left temporal bone complex from specimen EG5. The
reconstrction is from 0.5 mm sections CT scans. The tyanic and periotic are labeled in each imge. A)
Medial view B) Anterior view C) Lateral view.
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Figure 5.2. 3-D reconstrction of the cochlea from specimen EG 6 A) lateral view showig the height of
the right whale cochlea spiral and the VIIth nerve B) View of the cochlear spiral ilustratig the number of
tus il the right whale cochlea.
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Figure 5.3. 3-D reconstrction of the ossicular chain from a right whale. The figure shows the in situ
orientation, the angle between ossicles, as well as the position of the ossicles relative to the cochlea. A
cross section though the cochlea can be seen on the right side of the figure. This cross section is
approximately the same orientation as the cross-section shown in figure 5.4.
Cochlear length estimation
Cochlear lengths were determined by measuring the length of cochlear turn radii
for multiple positions in the cochlea. CT scans were made from all preserved ear
specimens in the collection. Cross sections through each cochlea were made at 1 mm
slices, reconstructed at 0.5 mm intervals. The orientation of the CT cross-sections used
for the measurements is shown in figure 5.4. This orientation, which is paramodiolar, was
selected to make consistent measurements between ears. The slices were made
perpendicular to the long axis of the basal turn because the basal turn is more ovoid than
round in shape. Figure 5.5 shows the measurements made for each specimen. These
values were then used to calculate the axial pitch, basal ratio, and the length of the
cochleae. The length calculations were made using the following formulae (Ketten et al.,
1998):
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(2) For r = a e
(3) z = JR((e~e2 + 1)+ Ln(e + ~)~2 + h2
Where r = radius at angular displacement e in radians. a = constant that determines the
size of the spiral, and h is the axial height of the spiraL.
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Figure 5.4. Cross section through a right whale cochlea for CT measurements. A) Schematic showing the
orientation of the cross section B) An example of the resulting 2D CT image from the cross section.
~
.
Basal diameter
Figure 5.5. Ilustration of the measurements made from 2D CT cross sections from right whale specimens
with 2.5 turns.
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Ground truthing cochlea length calculations
3-D reconstructions of each cochlea were measured to compare the observed
cochlear length from the CT scans with calculated cochlear length based on radii
measurements. The basal diameter of the cochlea was measured from the 3D
reconstructions in the same orientation that the radial cross-sections were taken. These
values were used to scale the measurements based on the measurement of basal diameter
made from the cross-section shown in Figure 5.5. These estimates are rough
approximations of cochlear length as they do not take into account the nse of the spiraL.
5,2.3. Gross Dissection
Specimens with acceptable preservation of the Vilth nerve and the basilar
membrane based on the CT scan images were selected for further processing. These
specimens were dissected, which involved defrosting frozen specimens in formalin and
removal of all remaining external soft tissue. The remaining tissues were weighed to give
approximate mass for the entire ear complex. Then the periotic and tympanic bones were
separated and the bony flanges were removed from the periotic by use of a handsaw to
reduce the volume of bone surrounding the cochlea. The periotic and tympanic bones
were also measured for length/width and weighed. When present, ossicles were removed
and preserved in a 1 % formalin solution for use in density measurements at a later date.
5.2.4. Histology
The periotic bones from the gross dissection were placed into solution to decalcify
the hard tissue surrounding the cochlea to allow sectioning for slides. The ears were
decalcified in either 5% trichloroacetic acid with later transfer to EDT A or in acid or
EDT A only. One specimen (EG 18) was decalcified in acid only. Bone wax was placed
in the oval and round windows of this specimen to reduce the impact of the acid on the
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inner tissues ofthe cochlea. The mass and density of baleen whale ears requires long
periods of time for decalcification. For example, a periotic bone decalcified in EDTA
takes 18-24 months. Therefore, acid decalcification of various durations were attempted
to determine ifthis method is acceptable and to find the effects of acid techniques on
inner ear structures, especially the cochlear duct.
After decalcification was complete, the ears were embedded in celloidin solutlOn
to harden and sectioned into 20/lm sections. These sections were stained with
hematoxylin and eosin and mounted onto slides by J. O'Malley.
Basilar membrane measurements
The preservation of the cochlear duct vaned in the specimens sectioned for slides.
All specimens had measurable intact membranes in par ofthe cochlea (Figure 5.6).
However, all specimens had regions where the basilar membrane was broken or
disintegrated from decalcification or post-mortem decay. The wider, thinner membranes
near the apical turn ofthe cochlea were the most commonly lost, while the shorter,
thicker membrane supported by the outer osseous spiral laminae was intact for all
specimens. Figure 5.13 illustrates this point. Note that the basilar membrane is only intact
in the basal turn for EG 1, EG4 and EG9. The apical turns of the cochlear duct are
completely acellular in three specimens.
Basilar membranes that were present in the slide sections were measured for
width and thickness (Figure 5.6). The width was measured at a 40x objective
magnification on a light microscope (Olympus Model BX40) with a graticule and ocular
(lOx) calibrated scale used for measurements. The basilar membrane was so thin in some
areas that in many cases oil immersion microscopy using a 100x oil immersion lens was
necessary to measure basilar membrane thickness. Measurements for width and thickness
were recorded for all intact portions of the basilar membrane from all slides.
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Figure 5.6 Basilar membrane from EG9 at 20X marking points for measurement of the width of the
membrane. The thickness of the membrane was measured in the center of the membrane.
Ganglion cell counts
Ganglion cells were counted from each slide from all four specimens (Figure 5 7).
The count was made in each visible turn of the cochlea and total number of ganglion cells
and total number of ganglion cell nuclei were counted at 40x resolution using a grd. To
estimate the total number of ganglion cells and to plot them on the reconstruction of the
basilar membrane, the total number of visible cells was used. This is different than the
convention in human studies in which only the total number of ganglion cells containing
nuclei are used for counts. However, the thickness of sections in the right whale ears is
approximately the same as the apparent size of the ganglion cells 15-25 i.m. The number
of ganglion cells counted from the mounted slide sections were multiplied by 10 (to
account for the unmounted sections) (Schuknecht, 1993). A correction factor is necessar
because of the statistical likelihood that a cell could be split between sections, which
would result II double counting of cells.
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The correction factor used in this study is the Konigsmark correction factor described in
Nadol (1988):
Ncorr = Ncoun (t /t+d)
Where Ncorr = corrected cell count, Ncoun = actual cell count, t= thickness of the section
and d= diameter of the cell counted. In this case, the thickness of the section = 20¡.m and
the diameter of the cells is approximately 20¡.m, leading to a correction factor of 0.5.
1"
Ganglion cells
Nerve tìbers
Wf/'
..
I mm
Figure 5.7. Ganglion cells from the basal turn ofEG4. The ganglion cells in all ears showed evidence of
cell loss, and all ganglion cells had a collapsed appearance. The nerve fibers connecting to the hair cells
and the inner osseous spiral lamina are also labeled.
All four specimens show signs of decomposition and loss of ganglion cells. Therefore,
combined counts pooling the highest ganglion cell counts for a given basilar membrane
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position from all specimens were used to get a better estimate of the total number of
ganglion cells present in a right whale ear. The ganglion cell density/mm was calculated
as a percentage of the basilar membrane length for the two specimens with the best
preservation (EG 4 and EG 9). The density counts from these two specimens were also
pooled to get a better estimate of the density of ganglion cells per unit length of the
basilar membrane.
5.2.5. Modeling of hearing range
Using the measured thickness and width of the basilar membrane at multiple
positions along its length, the absolute and functional hearng range of the right whale
can be estimated. The absolute hearing range is a theoretical value, the total range of
frequencies that the basilar membrane can respond to. The functional hearng range is
generally somewhat narrower than the total hearing range. D.R. Ketten calculated the
values ofthe estimated of hearing range for the North Atlantic right whale using the
basilar membrane measurements provided in this study using the model described in
Ketten (1994).
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5.3. RESULTS
A total of eighteen ears were analyzed from 13 different individuals. All ears were CT
scanned, and four ears were further processed into slides for histology.
5.3.1. Specimens
Table 5.1. A list of all specimens measured for this study indicating the date of the stranding, the age of the
whale at time of death, sex, total body length measured from snout to fluke notch, state of preservation of
the specimen at time ofnecropsy(l-Best, 4-Worst), cause of death if known, and whether the specimen was
analyzed using CT or fuer processed for histology. Full necropsy records for each specimen are available
at the New England Aquarium and the Ketten Laboratory at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.
F our of the specimens (EG 1, EG4, EG9, and EG 18) were sectioned into slides. * - Indicates that both ears
were analyzed from these specimens.
Specimen Stranding Age Sex Length Code Preservation Cause of CT Slides(em) death
Eg1 11/1989 Calf M 425 2 Formlin Unkown Y Y
Eg4/5* 2/22/1996 Calf M 407 3 Formalin Unkown Y Y
Eg6* 1/2/1996 Calf F 478 3 Formalin Unkown Y
Eg7* 7/17/1995 21/2 M 1030 3 Formlin Entanglement Y
Eg8 1/30/1996 Adult M 1415 3 Formalin Vessel strike Y
Eg9 2/19/1996 Calf F 513 3 Formalin Unkown Y Y
Eg10 10/29/1999 10 F 1350 4 Frozen Entanglement Y
Egll 3/9/1996 4+ M 1270 3 Frozen Vessel strike Yyears
Eg13/14 1/9/1997 Calf M 417 3 Formlin Partrition Y
Eg16* 8/19/1997 Adult F 1259 2 Frozen Vessel strke Y
Eg18* 4/20/1999 Adult F 1370 2 Formalin Vessel strike Y Y
Eg19 3/18/2001 Calf M 660 3 Formalin Vessel strike Y
Eg20 6/18/2001 Calf F 1050 3 Frozen Vessel strike Y
5.3.2. CT scan measurements
Initial surveys of cochlear dimensions from CT images showed that precise
orientation of the cross sections taken by the CT scanner are important for consistent
measurement of the basal diameter of right whale cochleae. While the higher turns of the
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cochlea appear close to circular in their structure, the basal turn is more elliptical, which
means the orientation of the scans used for basal measurement must be consistent. After
initial measurement disregarding the onentation of the cross-section resulted in large
(20%) varations II radii measurements, the orientations for all specimens were
standardized to the orientation shown in Figure 5.4. The resulting measurements are
shown in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2. Measurements taken from the CT scans for all specimens. The radii (l/21t, 3/2 1t, 5/2 1t, 7/2 1t
and 9/2 1t for 2.4-2.5 tus, 0, 1t, 21t, 31t, and 41t for 2.25 tus),axia1 height and basal diameter are reported
in mm. The number of tus are counts made from 3-D reconstrctions of the cochlea for each specimen.
The axial pitch = axial height/number of tus and the basal ratio = axial height/asa1 diameter defined by
Ketten 1984.
1/2 3/2 5/2 7/2 9/2 Axial Basal Number Axial BasalSpecimen
1C 1C 1C 1C 1C Height Diameter of Pitch RatioTurns
EG5 Left 1.23 2.18 2.80 3.49 4.69 5.54 8.18 2.50 2.22 0.68
EG6 Right 0.94 2.61 3.26 3.77 5.34 5.74 9.11 2.40 2.39 0.63
EG6 Left 0.96 2.20 3.48 3.77 5.23 5.77 9.00 2.40 2.40 0.64
EG8 Right 1.47 1.71 3.22 3.92 5.54 5.88 9.47 2.25 2.61 0.62
EG10 Left 0.99 2.26 2.99 4.06 4.87 5.68 8.93 2.50 2.27 0.64
EG 11 Right 1.45 2.07 2.97 3.68 5.29 5.82 8.97 2.50 2.33 0.65
EG9 Left 0.98 2.24 3.00 3.56 5.48 5.85 9.04 2.50 2.34 0.65
EG7 Right 1.2 1.93 2.83 3.40 4.34 5.85 7.74 2.50 2.34 0.76
EG7 Left 1.9 1.85 2.87 3.41 4.27 5.91 7.69 2.50 2.36 0.77
EG 13 Right 1.20 2.25 3.21 3.78 5.25 5.96 9.02 2.50 2.38 0.66
EG 16 Right 1.03 2.24 2.64 3.70 4.77 5.61 8.46 2.50 2.24 0.66
EG16 Left 1.5 1.59 2.49 3.52 4.53 5.44 8.05 2.50 2.18 0.68
EG 18 Right 1.26 2.16 2.77 3.51 5.02 6.26 8.53 2.50 2.51 0.73
EG18 Left 1.27 2.00 2.78 3.97 4.89 6.33 8.86 2.50 2.53 0.71
EG 19 Right 1.1 2.02 2.86 3.35 4.67 5.54 8.02 2.25 2.46 0.69
EG20 Right 1.9 1.55 2.76 3.21 5.16 5.56 8.36 2.50 2.22 0.66
Average 1.16 2.05 2.93 3.63 4.96 5.80 8.59 2.46 2,36 0.68
SD 0.16 0.28 0.26 0.24 0,39 0.25 0.54 0,09 0.12 0.05
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5.3.3. Cochlear length
The values of the radii were used to calculate the length of the cochlea using
formulae 2 & 3 described in the methods (Ketten et al., 1998). The calculated cochlear
lengths are shown in Table 5.3. Table 5.4 compares the calculated cochlear length with
the actual cochlear length measured directly from a 3-D CT reconstruction. There was
good agreement between the predicted and observed cochlear length for most specimens.
However, the values measured from the CT images are slightly longer. The added length
is likely a result of the inclusion of the terminal hook from the spiral in the measurements
from the CTs.
Table 5.3. Measurements used for the calculation oflength of the cochlear canaL. Theta is the number of
degrees in the spiral reported in radians. Axial height is the height of the spiral in mm. The spiral constant a
is calculated to give the relative size of the approximated spiral from equation 1. Cochlear length is the
calculated z value from equation 2.
Theta Axial Height Spiral Cochlear
constant a length (mm)
EG5 Left 15.71 5.54 0.45 56.68
EG6 Right 15.08 5.74 0.53 61.68
EG6 Left 15.08 5.77 0.52 60.19
EG8 RIght 14.14 5.88 0.56 57.03
EGI0 Left 15.71 5.68 0.44 55.57
EG 11 Right 15.71 5.82 0.43 53.71
EG9 Left 15.71 5.85 0.44 55.34
EG7 Right 15.71 5.85 0.42 52.98
EG7 Left 15.71 5.91 0.43 54.23
EG 13 Right 15.71 5.96 0.47 59.46
EG 16 Right 15.71 5.61 0.43 53.94
EG16 Left 15.71 5.44 0.41 51.06
EG 18 Right 15.71 6.26 0.46 57.75
EG18 Left 15.71 6.33 0.46 57.88
EG 19 Right 14.14 5.54 0.49 50.54
EG20 Right 15.71 5.56 0.42 52.69
Average 15.43 5.80 0.46 55.67
SD 0.55 0.25 0.04 3.22
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Table 5.4. Comparison between the calculated cochlear length from CT radii measurements and the length
of the cochlea measured directly from 3-D reconstrctions of the cochlea.
Calculated Measured
Specimen cochlea cochlea
length (mm) length (mm)
EG5Left 56.68 53.94
EG6Right 61.68 62.90
EG6Left 60.19 63.03
EG8Right 57.03 58.89
EG llRight 53.71 55.17
EG7Right 52.98 56.14
EG7Left 54.23 54.26
EG13Right 59.46 63.16
EG 16Right 53.94 55.24
EG 16Left 51.06 53.56
EG 18Right 57.74 59.69
EG 18Left 57.88 56.62
EG 19Right 50.54 52.11
EG20Right 52.69 52.82
Average 55.70 56.97
SD 3.33 3.75
Reconstruction of cochlea
Thickness and width measurements were reconstructed as shown graphically
(Figue 5.8) to determine the exact position in the basilar membrane from which each
measurement from a slide was taken (Figure 5.8). Each line represents the measured
width of the basilar membrane at that position. The ganglion cell counts from each slide
were also placed on the same map.
5.3.4. Body size versus cochlear length
Body length versus calculated cochlear length were plotted separately for adults
and calves/juveniles. The calculated cochlear length correlated well with body length for
adults (Figure 5.9a). The body size of calves did not correlate with cochlear length, as
expected because they have not yet attained their total body length and because the
cochlea is essentially mature at birth in mammals (Figure 5.9b).
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Figure 5.8. Imge of a reconstrcted basilar membrane from EG4 with ganglion cell counts from the slide
measurements. The gray bars represent the length of the basilar membrane at particular points on the
cocWea. The black nwnbers represent the slide nwnber. The light gray nwnbers are the count of ganglion
cells at each point on the corresponding slide.
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Figure 5.9. a) Body length (measured from snout to notch of flukes) versus calculated cochlear length for
all adult animls. b) Body length versus cochlear length for neonates, calves and young juveniles, The r-
value is included in each plot.
5.3.5. Gross dissection
Ears with evidence on CT scans of preservation of the Vilth nerve and the basilar
membrane were dissected to separate the periotic from the tympanic and bony flange.
Figure 5.10 shows the complete temporal bone complex with all soft tissue removed.
Figure 5.11 shows the ossicles removed from one of the specimens.
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Figure 5.10. Images from dissection ofEG11 temporal bones, A) The medial view of the right ear. The
typanic and periotic bones are labeled. The 8th nerve canal, round widow and bony flange are also
labeled. B) The lateral view of the same ear. The typanic, periotic and flange are labeled to aid in
orientation. The glove finger, which is the common term for the baleen whale typanic membrane is in its
normal position between the two temporal bone elements.
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Figure 5.11. Ossicles taken from EG 20 ear during gross dissection ilustratig the shape and size of right
whale ossicles. The long ar of the malleus is missing in ths photograph.
5.3.6. Histology
After decalcification the cochleae were sectioned and mounted on slides for
measurement. Examples of the sections are shown in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12. Imges from histology slide preparations from specimen EG 9. a) A mid-modilar cross
section showig the layout of a right whale cochlea. The basal and apical tus are labeled. The VIlth nerve
is also labeled. The basal tu is marked by a white circle. b) The basal tu from a) under higher (15x)
magnfication. The basilar membrane, spiral ligament and outer osseous spiral lamia are labeled. Many
iner ear strctues are absent (e.g. Reissner's membrane separatig the scala vestibuli and scala media) as
a result of post-mortem changes and histology preservation and decalcification.
Acid effects
One specimen, EG 1 had previously been prepared as slides. The three ears processed for
this work were all decalcified for varng periods oftime in acid in an attempt to reduce
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the decalcification time and determine the effects of acid on the specimens. The acid
decalcification appears to have resulted II varyng degrees of artifact in the final sections.
(Figure 5.13). Mid-modiolar cross sections through all four specimens show the impact of
the acid decalcification. From Table 5.1, specimens EG1 and EG18 were in better
condition at the time of dissection that EG4 and EG9 which were both moderately
decomposed. Comparing the preparations ofEG 1 (5.13A) and EG18 (5.13D) illustrates
the effect of acid decalcification. No acid was used in the decalcification ofEG1, and
only acid was used for EG 18. There is clear decalcification ofthe bone surrounding the
cochlea from EG 18 and all of the inner osseous spiral laminae have been dissolved,
resulting in the breaking of any basilar membrane that may have remained when the
specimen was collected.
A) EGl(Ca - No Acid B) EG4 (Calf - 2 Months in Tricholoracetic Acid
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Figure 5.13. Impact of acid decalcification on baleen whale ear bones. A) Ear from EG1 (Calf) decalcified
in EDTA only. B) Ear from EG 4 (Calf), 2 months in trichloroacetic acid, 14 months in EDTA C) Ear from
EG 9 (Calf), 1. months in trichloroacetic acid, 5 months EDTA D) Ear from EG 18 (Adult), 6 months in
acid decalcification with bone wax in the oval and round windows to reduce the time the tissues of the
inner cochlea were exposed to acid. The start of the second turn is circled in each slide for comparison of
the acid effects on the inner osseous spiral lamina. The scale bar in each image represents 1 Il.
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The histology slides were used primarily to measure the basilar membranes and to count
ganglion cells for the specimens. Additional information is contained in these sections.
EG 4 was preserved and sectioned with the ossicles intact. This specimen also showed
signs of amniotic fluid remaining in the middle ear. This was the smallest specimen,
smaller than a neonate that was believed to have died at birth.
a)
ç.. ..-
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I Amniotic fluid
Stapes
1 in " 1 mm
Figure 5.14. Insertion of the stapes into the oval widow and residual amniotic fluid in the middle ear cavity
from EG 4.
5.3.7. Basilar membrane measurements and ganglion cell counts
Reconstructions of the basilar membranes were made using measurements of the
basilar membranes from the slides and fitting them to an equiangular spiral with the same
(a) value calculated for the right whale ears. Figures 5.8 and 5.15 show the measurements
of intact basilar membranes fit onto a curve. The ganglion cell numbers at each slide are
also included on the plots to indicate differences in ganglion cell numbers by position
along the length of the membrane. The total corrected ganglion cell count for the two
specimens with the best preservation are 37,930 for EG4 and 31,390 for EG9. This
represents an extreme minimum number of cells as there is clear evidence of neuronal
loss from disease and/or decomposition in these specimens. A count of 45,250 is obtained
by combining the highest ganglion cell count for a particular position on the basilar
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membrane from EG 4 and EG 9. Calculation of the ganglion cell density/mm results in
an average value of 1,842 ganglion cells/mm (Table 5.5). Combined with the average
cochlea length (55.7 mm, Table 5.4), this results in a probable total ganglion cell number
of approximately 102,500 ganglion cells. The direct counts are slightly greater than seen
in human ears (30,000) but much less than half of what has been reported for other baleen
whales (156,000) (Ketten, 2000). This lower count is likely the result of cellular loss
from specimen decomposition. However, the calculated total ganglion cells based on the
density/mm is comparable to the counts for both baleen whales and odontocete species
(Ketten, 2000).
Table 5.5. Calculated ganglion cell density per mm of the basilar membrane. Ganglion cell densities were
calculated using the ganglion cell count from a single 20 J.m slide at a percent position of the total
membrane length. This value was then multiplied by 25 to get the density in 1 mm and correct for potential
multiple counts of the same cell.
Percent membrane Density of ganglion
len:¿th cells/mm for EG45 010 90015 152520 307525 040 285045 160050 287570 157575 290090 157598 1275
Average density
(ganglion cells/mm)
Density of ganglion
cells/mm for EG9
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Figure 5.15. Reconstrctions of basilar membranes and ganglion cell counts for each ear. A) EG 1 B) EG 9
C) EG 18. The basilar membrane width is represented by the gray bar. The section number is in black. The
corresponding ganglion cell count, if any ganglion cells were present, is in gray. Useful ganglion cell
counts were only possible for EG4 (Figue 5.8) and EG9.
5.3.8. Frequency range for right whale hearing
Table 5.6 shows the thickness/width ratios at different sections of the membrane length
and the estimated frequency range of hearing for the right whale calculated from the data
(D.R. Ketten, pers. comm.) using the model described in Ketten (1994). These numbers
represent the functional range of the average of the ears measured in this study. These
values also indicate a total possible hearing range of the right whale of approximately 10
Hz-22 kHz (Ketten, 1994).
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Table 5.6. The thickness/width ratio of the basilar membrane measurements at different % of membrane
length (apex = 0) from the 4 specimens as slides. The thckness/width ratio was only measured from non-
tangential sections. The predicted frequency range corresponding to these measurements is listed in kHz
calculated from the model described in Ketten (1994).
.0012
.0019
.0125
.0357
.0425
.05
Predicted Frequency
(kHz)
.012
.093
1.44
13.42
13.67
18.28
Thickness/width ratio
5.4. DISCUSSION
This study represents a rare look at multiple ear specimens from a single baleen
whale population. The long-term research efforts into this population provide additional
data on the age of individuals that would be lacking for most other stranded baleen whale
specimens. It is hoped that this study of multiple specimens will provide a more reliable
description of the anatomy of nght whale ears and, consequently, a more accurate
estimate of the hearing of right whales based on this anatomy.
5.4.1. Specimen collection and preservation
North Atlantic right whale necropsies are exceptional in all respects. Numerous
resources from federal and private organizations are used in recovery and necropsy for all
observed fatalities. This is a result of the highly endangered status of this population. This
has resulted in the collection of baleen whale ears that are in relatively good condition
when fresh specimens are examined. Better specimens could be collected from fresh kills
in populations of baleen whales where whaling stil occurs, such as the bowhead and gray
whale hunts in North America, or from minke, sei and fin whales from Norwegian,
Icelandic or Japanese whaling fisheries. This is not an option for any right whale
population anywhere in the world.
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This study indicates that collection of ear bones from right whales in any state of
decomposition is worthwhile. This may have great application to collection of specimens
from other right whale species for which resources and funding for research are much
more limited. Ears collected from highly decomposed specimens often stil retained the
ossicular chain. Specimens with moderate decomposition often retained the tough glove
finger and lining of the tympanic chamber. All of these specimens were useful for
measurement of size, length and number of turns in the cochlea of the right whale.
Decalcification and histological processing of two Code 3 (moderate decomposition)
specimens (EG 4 and EG 9) resulted in very useful basilar membrane measurements and
ganglion cell counts. Comparative specimens in any condition from other right whale
populations would be useful to determine if there are any major differences in ear
anatomy among the three proposed species of right whales.
5.4.2. CT scanning results
The CT scanning of specimens proved useful for a vanety of in situ
measurements. Both 2-D and 3-D images were useful in describing the right whale
cochlea. The 2-D reconstructions were useful to evaluate the condition of the middle ear
and to detect any remnants of the Vilth nerve and possible basilar membrane retention in
the ears assisting with selection for further dissection and histological processing.
Cochlear length could be determined both from measurement of radii from cross-sections
and from direct measurement from 3-D reconstructions of the canaL. The total number of
turns could easily be observed from the same 3-D reconstructions.
The position, orientation and relative size of the vestibular system could be
determined from these scans. There was a problem with 3-D reconstruction of the semi-
circular canals in these specimens. The turns of the canals were often so thin, and the
density of the bone surrounding them so similar to the rest of the bone in the area, that
only partial reconstruction of the canals from the base was possible. Injection of a
contrast medium may enhance the ability to image these canals. Histology indicates that
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the canals are complete and functional, with remaining ganglion cells found in some
specimens.
The position and onentation of ossicles could be observed in situ, which will
allow for later estimates of middle ear transfer functions for this species. Scans of entire
temporal complexes were useful for measurement ofthe size ofthe typanic and the
periotic bones. Further, all of these observations were made without distubing or
destroying the specimen. These measurements can be compared to results from histology
to determine the degree of shrnkage resulting from that process.
5.4.3. Cochlear length measurements
The use ofCT 2-D cross sections to measure the radii of the cochleae in different
positions was extremely sensitive to the orientation of the cross-section. The base of the
right whale cochlea from the oval window opening is more ovoid than round and is
complicated by the terminal hook of the cochlea near the vestibule. The selection of a
cross-section perpendicular to this long axis of the base provided the most consistent
projection for standardizing the measurements made on all specimens and yielded
estimates that were within 5-10% for right and left ears from the same specimen. The
actual angular position of the measurement had to be calculated based on the total
number ofturns for each ear.
5.4.4. Cochlear length related to body size
Cochlear length has been shown to correspond to body size in many species
(Ketten, 1984; Echteler et al., 1994). Measurements of total body length versus cochlear
length suggest that the same trend holds within the species for adults. The specimens in
this study were from 7 calves and juveniles and 5 adults. There was a strong trend for
larger cochlear size to be correlated with larger body size for the adults (Figure 5.9a).
However, there was no apparent correlation between cochlear length and body size for
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calves (Figure 5.9b). This is expected because it is likely that the cochlea is near its
maximum size at birth, while the body is expected to grow enormously over the first few
years of life. Another potential problem with the correlation of cochlea size to body
length in cetaceans is that it is not clear that maximum body length in adult baleen whales
is predetermined, i.e., does a relatively large cochlea as a calf indicate a probable larger
total body length at adulthood? Indeed, it is not known at what age baleen whales stop
growing in length, with some indication that size may continue to increase for much of
their life. The largest individuals in the North Atlantic right whale population are also
thought to be the oldest known individuals in the population, such as a female, "Admiral"
that was an adult at first sighting and has never been seen to calve in 23 years of sighting
history.
5.4.5. Gross dissection
There were several aspects of the temporal bone anatomy seen in all dissected
specimens that are worthy of note. First, the juncture between the periotic and tympanic
bones is extremely stable, with 2-5 mm thickness of bone providing two points of
connection. The largest contact point, directly lateral of the cochlea itself, was often 1-2
em in length. The second connection, at the anterior end of the periotic was generally
smaller and thinner. These two connections formed an arch between the periotic and
tympanic through which the glove finger projected laterally.
A spongy layer of sharp spicules of bony and fatty tissue covered the dorsal-
lateral side of the periotic bone. This spongy layer was very diffcult to remove from the
specimens, and it covered a dome of very dense bone in the periotic that projected
laterally from the side of the cochlear duct itself. It was noted that this very dense layer of
bone was one of the major roadblocks to decalcification in these specimens. This dense
bone and spongy pad correspond to a position immediately between the bony flanges that
wedge the ears against the skull. Ifbaleen whales do hear primarily through bone
conduction, the flanges may function to direct the sound to the dense bone surounding
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the cochlea, with the spongy pad reducing incoming bone conduction of sound from other
directions. Could baleen whales have bone equivalents of pinnae to selectively channel
the sound? Alternatively baleen whales might not hear through bone conduction, and the
spongy pad of bone against the very dense bone surrounding the cochlea could function
to isolate the cochlea from vibrations of the skull.
The corpus cavernosum covered the interior of the typanic bone in many
specimens. This lining could function to regulate the pressure in the middle ear if
regulated fluid flow provided expansion of this lining into the chamber. The malleus was
supported by a bone strut that connected to the outer wall of the tympanic bone, close to
the insertion of the glove finger. The strut can be seen clearly in Figure 5.3, projecting
from the left side ofthe malleus and connecting to the wall of the tympanic bone. A very
large stapedial muscle can be seen in slides from EG4, suggesting that there is substantial
support of the ossicular cham both from muscles and bony supporting structures. The
presence of a round window provides further argument for ossicular motion. If there were
no movement of the oval window, why isn't the round window sealed? Whether these
supports function to maintain the orientation of the ossicles under high pressure or are
used to limit sound transduction into the inner ear, it seems likely that the ossicles are
functional in this species. Even with the strut and the muscle present, the ossicular chain
moves. The puzzle of potential bone conduction of sound directly to the inner ear and an
apparently fuctional ossicular chain and highly vascularized middle ear cavity needs to
be addressed in this species.
5.4.6. Decalcifcation
The duration of decalcification of right whales ears was longer than would be
predicted from the sheer size of the ears. The density of the bone surrounding the cochlea
is the major explanation for this. The duration ofthe decalcification of the periotic bone
alone ranged from 6 - 16 months, depending on the size of the specimen and the time in
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acid. Specimens decalcified solely in EDT A took roughly 20 months to decalcify and
have yet to be processed into slides.
5% trichloroacetic acid was used in an attempt to accelerate the rate of
decalcification in the specimens presented here. The time in acid ranged from 1.5 - 6
months. The acid did substantially speed of the rate of decalcification. For example,
EG 18' s left ear decalcified in acid in 6 months, but EG 18' s right ear took 20 months in
EDT A. Acid also resulted in the loss of soft tissue within the cochlea. Figure 5 13
illustrates the effects that acid had on the specimens. One specimen, EG 18, had bone
wax plugging both the oval and round window, but the wax dissolved quickly in the acid,
exposing the inner ear to the acid. This specimen in particular had severe artifacts from
the acid decalcification. Most of the soft tissue (ganglion cells, basilar membranes, spiral
ligament) were completely dissolved by the acid, leaving only the most robust, thickest
part of the basilar membrane for measurements. A conclusion from this study is that ears,
including even large baleen whale ears, should not be decalcified with acid. A chelating
agent such as EDT A is far superior. EDT A reduces artifacts from decalcification and
results in better preservation of fragile membranes (Schuknecht, 1993). In baleen whales,
the width and thinness of the basilar membrane toward the apical turs is important to
preserve for accurate measurements to estimate low frequency hearing sensitivity.
Unfortnately, membranes in that region are the most fragile and the first to be lost in
acid decalcification. None ofthe specimens decalcified in acid retained any basilar
membrane beyond the first turn of the cochlea. Microwave techniques may prove useful
II baleen whale ear decalcification if an increase in decalcification rate is needed.
However, this method has yet to be tested with baleen whale ears.
5.4.7. Histology
Preservation of baleen whale ears with the ossicles intact may add a great deal
more information to studies of the middle ear function of these species. One specimen in
this study was decalcified with the entire ossicular chain intact. This specimen showed
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both muscle attachment and connections between ossicles that are likely to be important
for function in baleen whales.
Specimens from calves and adults made it possible to observe aging effects, such
as demineralization of the periotic bone in older whales. Figure. 13 a-c shows ears from
calves while (d) is an ear from an adult, 23 + years of age. The latter has lower bone
surrounding the cochlea. This change is not merely a result of differences in
decalcification of the preserved specimen, but rather a real density difference that was
evident from CT scans before the ear was dissected.
5.4.8. Basilar membrane measurements and ganglion cell counts
The basilar membrane of the right whale is consistent with previously described
measurements of baleen whale basilar membranes. The base of the basilar membrane is
thicker and narrower than the apical turn which is extremely thin and very wide.
The measurement of the basilar membrane width was easily done using a 40x light
microscope. Higher magnification, using a 100x oil immersion lens was necessary for
measurements of membrane thickness, particular for thinner sections. The apical turn of
the right whale ear has membranes that may be thinner than can be accurately measured
by traditional light microscopy and are perhaps best examined by transmission electron
microscopy.
The distribution of ganglion cells in the preserved specimens indicate that there
may be varable ganglion distribution and possibly hair cells in different regions in the
cochlea of right whales. However, the post-mortem decomposition ofthe specimens
makes interpretation of the remaining ganglion cells diffcult. Combining the counts of
the best preserved sections of the basilar membranes from EG 4 and EG 9 still yielded a
ganglion cell count that was significantly lower than any reported ganglion cell count for
any cetacean species. The estimated ganglion cell densities/mm coupled with the average
length of the right whale basilar membrane yielded a count comparable to those of other
cetaceans. It is notable that the ganglion cell count of the right whale, presented here, and
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other baleen whales rival those of odontocetes (Ketten, 2000). These counts are much
higher than any terrestnal mammal and may indicate that baleen whales also have a
sophisticated auditory system (Ketten, 2000).
5.4.9. Hearing range for the right whale
The total hearing range for the right whale predicted from measurements made in
this chapter is 10Hz - 22 kHz with functional ranges probably being 15 Hz to 18 kHz
(D.R. Ketten, pers. comm.). These estimates were made using the model described in
Ketten (1994). The apical measurements of the basilar membrane indicates better low
frequency hearing than in humans while the capacity implied by the basal end of the
membrane is slightly higher in frequency but similar to human ears. As expected this
range corresponds well to the sounds produced by right whales (Chapter 3). Both this
frequency range, and the frequency range of right whale sounds, overlap with many
anthropogenic noise sources, suggesting that noise could potentially have a negative
impact on hearing, locahzation and communication in this species.
5.5 CONCLUSIONS
This study provides a comprehensive description of a relatively large collection of
baleen whale ears. Generally it is diffcult to collect baleen whale ear specimens as large
whale strandings are relatively rare in comparson to strandings of small odontocetes. As
expected there was variation in the size, length, and number of turns of cochlea from
different individuals but consistent intra-species form and length. Hearing ranges and
vocahzations are consistent in frequency and total spectral distribution.
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CHAPTER 6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
6.1 SUMMARY
The goal of this thesis was to describe how the North Atlantic right whale uses
sound for communication. The surface active group (SAG) was selected as a focus
because it was the most commonly observed social interaction known to be associated
with sound production. This social interaction made it possible to study the signaler, the
signal, and the receiver in the communication chain. The analysis of this interaction
included a description ofthe occurrence and composition ofthe SAGs (Chapter 2),
summary of the sound production by right whales in SAGs (Chapter 3), the response of
whales to playback of whale sounds recorded from SAGs (Chapter 4), and anatomical
modeling to estimate the frequency range of right whale hearing that should related to
perceptions of sounds produced in SAGs (Chapter 5). All of these pieces can be
combined to look at how sound is used by right whales to form and maintain these
groups. This chapter will attempt to summarze how the results of the previous five
chapters address the initial hypotheses set out at the star of the thesis.
6.1.2. Chapter 1: Social interactions in baleen whales
The goal of the first chapter was to provide a literature review of evidence for
social behavior in baleen whales. Most studies demonstrating complex long-term social
bonds in cetaceans have focused on odontocetes. Previous research has suggested that
long-term social bonds are rare and relatively short-lived in baleen whales compared to
odontocetes. However, baleen whales have large migratory ranges and are capable of
acoustic communication over long distances. Research investigating long-term bonds in
baleen whales needs to be expanded in scope to include the possibility of social
interactions over many years and acoustically mediated social interactions between
individuals several miles apart that would not be apparent from visual observations alone.
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This review indicates that social behaviors, particularly long-term bonds between
individuals, are potentially an important aspect of baleen whale biology. Short-term
social interactions have been documented in several baleen whale species relating to
feeding or mating. The feeding groups of humpback whales in Alaska show that baleen
whales can maintain relationships with individuals over many years. In most baleen
whale species, the mating season is the most social time of the year, and presumed
mating behavior seems to predominate social interactions. Production of specific sounds
has been documented in specific baleen whale social interactions, both for feeding and
mating. These basic observations indicate that further research into social bonds in
baleen whales is necessar, including consideration of the importance of acoustic social
communication.
6.1.3 Chapter 2: Social behavior of North Atlantic right whales (Eubalaena glacialis)
in surface active groups.
Chapter 2 addresses the question of the function of North Atlantic right whale SAGs. The
frequent observation of sexual activity coupled with a typical group composition of one
or more females with multiple males have led many to speculate that these groups are
reproductive in function. The prevalence, duration and activity levels of these groups
further suggest that paricipation is a high priority for right whales, supporting the
hypothesis that they may function for reproductive purposes. Male right whale anatomy
suggests that right whales have a promiscuous mating system (Brownell & Ralls, 1986).
Right whales frequently engage in sexual activity with multiple males achieving
intromission with a single female in one SAG. In the absence of any other information
these groups have been assumed to function for reproduction in this species (and some
SAG very well may). The data presented in Chapter 2 provide an analysis of sightings of
North Atlantic right whales in SAGs from 1992-2001. There were five main predictions
tested in Chapter 2.
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1. If all SAGs are reproductive, the number of SAGs observed through out the year
will show a seasonal peak during the breeding season.
2. The group composition of SAGs wil be consistent with a reproductive function.
3. If SAGs involve fertilization, the number of SAGs observed will be correlated to
the number of calves born 11-13 months later.
4. Males will be sighted in SAGs more frequently than females.
5. Group composition of SAGs wil be different at different times ofthe year, with
reproductive groups more common during the breeding season.
1 If all SAGs are reproductive, the number of SAGs observed through out the year will
show a seasonal peak during the breeding season.
SAGs are commonly observed on all right whale surveys in all regions during all
but one month of the year in the North Atlantic. My summary of SAG observations
indicates that there may be an increase in SAG activity in the late summer and early fall.
This trend was seen in all ten years, even though the total number of SAGs sighted was
highly variable. The number of all-male groups increases in the late summer, and this
may indicate an increased interest on the part of males to engage in mating behavior. This
may be related to an increase in testosterone that may signal males preparing for the
breeding season. Other baleen whales have shown seasonal trends in testis size from
whaling data (Berta & Sumich, 1999).
2. The group composition of SAGs will be consistent with a reproductive function.
The results presented in Chapter 2 sumarizing the sighting history of SAGs
from the past ten years indicate that group composition is not always compatible with
SAGs being purely reproductive in function. Reproductive groups would be expected to
be composed, at least in part, of potentially reproductive animals in some combination
(one or more potentially reproductive females with one or more potentially reproductive
males). When the identity of individuals within the groups is examined, a number of
different group compositions result that are not consistent with a reproductive function.
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These include groups in which the only female is pregnant, groups of only males, groups
of only females, groups with a mother and her calf as the focal animals, or groups with a
calf as the focal animal by itself. These groups canot lead directly to fertilization. Either
the definition of SAGs needs to be modified, or additional functions of these groups need
to be considered.
What humans label as SAGs from surface observations may actually encompass a
number of distinct social interactions from the right whale perspective. It seems naive to
suggest that right whales do not know the sex and reproductive status of other individuals
in the group. The costs of energy and potential injury in these SAGs are likely offset by
some benefit other than fertilization. These benefits may include female assessment of
males for later mate choice, practice improving later reproductive success, groups
strengthening bonds between individuals for either feeding or reproductive purposes, or
familial bonding to avoid incest later during mating.
Most SAGs appear to be a form of social interaction either directly or indirectly
related to reproduction and fertilization. Any groups involving both sexually mature
males and females fit into this category (Table 2.1). Many SAG compositions can be
explained in terms of direct reproduction or practice ofthese behaviors. SAGs with
multiple females often involve one mature and one immature female. Females have their
own set of behaviors when involved in SAGs. Females appear to be adept at getting out
of SAGs. Rarely do females in SAGs look harassed or stressed by the situation.
Observations of females deftly evading all males present and completely disappearing are
common and the female's departure generally indicates the end of the SAG. The
immature female may need to learn particular behaviors in SAGs from the older, more
experienced, female. During two observations of SAGs where a second, younger female
joined a SAG already in progress, the older female departed the group within 20 minutes.
It is worth investigating whether females in multiple-female groups are closely related
because it would improve the transmission of a female's genes to help improve the
reproductive success of close kin.
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Non-reproductive group compositions (Table 2.1) can be indirectly related to
reproduction. SAGs involving calves may be important in the early development of right
whale social interactions. The mother is often in the group with the calf, suggesting that
involvement of the calf in the SAG is intentionaL. The mother may involve the calf in a
SAG for it to experience the behaviors involved in these groups. These behaviors may
include sound production and interactions with other individuals. However, calf
involvement in SAGs occasionally appears to be less than voluntary. Some large males
appear to keep the calf captive, occasionally even lifting calves out of the water on their
belles, possibly to ensure the return of the mother. Older calves may effectively learn
how to avoid this coercion.
SAG involvement may represent practice of behaviors important for later SAG
participation. Many of the all-male groups are composed primarily of immature males
and these groups are more frequently observed in the fall before the presumed breeding
season. Males may be practicing SAG behaviors or establishing some sort of dominance
relationships before females become receptive (Kraus & Hatch, 2001). The all-female
groups, most commonly seen on the calving grounds, may indicate female interest in or
attendance on pregnant females prior to calving. These groups bear further investigation,
possibly in the Southern right whale population where the number of females is larger.
The lack of obvious differences in behavior of individuals in groups with pregnant
vs. potentially receptive females is particularly puzzling. Attempts on my part to
rationalize this behavior in terms of direct benefit to the female have failed. The female is
losing time from feeding and is exposing herself to infection or injury from close
association and intromission with males. In fact, this behavior seems to be maladaptive
for right whales, and yet it is not uncommon, with 40% of pregnant females being
observed in at least one of these groups. The high hormonal levels of pregnant female
right whales may playa role in motivating this behavior (Rolland et al., 2002). Other
mammalian species show evidence of increased sexual behavior in females early in
pregnancy that has been explained by fluctuations in hormonal levels. Further research on
hormone levels in female right whales during pregnancy may shed light on this as early
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results indicate very high levels of reproductive hormones in the pregnant females
(Rolland et al., 2002).
3. If SAGs involve fertilization, the number of SAGs observed will be correlated to the
number of calves born 11-13 months later.
The duration of gestation in Southern right whales was estimated using the
lengths of neonates (Best, 1994). Neonate data came from historic whaling records and
stranding data along the South Afrcan coast (Best, 1994). The gestation period in the
South Atlantic right whale is estimated to be 11-13 months (Best, 1994). This gestation
period is based on the assumption of linear growth through most of the developmental
stage, using 24 August as the mean date of birth (Best, 1994). This gestation estimate
does not take into account the time for implantation of the embryo, the possibility of
delayed implantation, nor does it address issues about possible periods of non-linear
growth at any stage during gestation.
An obvious problem with the suggestion that all mating in SAGs leads to
fertilization comes from the discrepancy between year round SAG observations and the
seasonal calving. It has been assumed that the gestation period in the North Atlantic right
whale should be the same as the South Atlantic nght whale. Calving in the North
Atlantic right whale is highly seasonal, ranging from early December through February.
This would mean that productive mating should take place sometime between November
and March. SAGs are seen in all parts ofthe known range of North Atlantic right whales
and have been sighted in 11 out of 12 months of the year. This observation alone
indicates that not all right whale SAGs can result in fertilization.
Unfortnately, the distribution of North Atlantic right whales dunng the assumed
breeding season from November-March is relatively poorly understood. Calving females
or other adults are sighted on the calving grounds and variable numbers of individuals
feed in Cape Cod Bay during this period. The remainder of the population is effectively
"missing" during the period of presumed fertilization, resulting in a lack of observations
during the right whale breeding season. Potential reproductive explanations for the
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observed pattern of SAG occurrence vary and include possible delayed implantation of
embryos or synchronized seasonal crytic ovulation by females with year round sexual
activity resulting in synchronized calving events.
4. Males will be sighted in SAGs more frequently than females.
Right whales have a promiscuous mating system and male right whale anatomy is
consistent with sperm competition (Brownell & Ralls, 1986). Therefore, multiple males
would be expected to mate with a single female. The data in Chapter 2 support this, as the
composition of SAGs often leads to more males being present in each group. This trend is
reflected in the individual sighting histories, where on average, males are seen twice as
often in SAGs than females. This results is not paricularly surpnsing and may be a
result of higher motivation and lower costs on the part of males to engage in the observed
social behavior.
5. Group composition of SAGs will be different at different times ofthe year, with
reproductive groups more common during the breeding season.
There seems to be vanation in composition of SAGs throughout the year. The
potentially reproductive groups seem to be common, by percentage throughout the year.
However, the total number of SAGs, and hence the total number of potentially
reproductive SAGs, observed increases substantially in the late summer and early falL.
This observation is consistent with an increase of SAG activity around the period of
presumed breeding season. The non-reproductive groups show more seasonality in their
occurence. In particular, all-male groups and groups with calves increase in the summer
months. Groups with pregnant females are most common on the calving ground, just
prior to the female giving birth.
This thesis indicates that overly general definitions of social interactions can be
misleading. Groups lumped together under the SAG label have distinctly different
individual compositions and particular types of vocalizations are associated with different
compositions. Right whales, at least in the Bay of Fundy, may be able to acoustically
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distinguish these groups. This would allow whales to choose which groups to Join,
resulting II the different compositions observed. The observation of similar behaviors II
other coastal baleen whale species suggests that there may be similar mislabeling of
social behaviors as reproduction. This point has already been addressed by Norrs (1983)
who labeled groups in gray whales as "wuzzles" to encompass several different
functions.
While this thesis cannot answer all the puzzling aspects of SAGs, it does indicate
that the groups labeled as SAGs likely represent multiple different interactions to right
whales. Future studies, including detailed behavioral observations and the use of genetic
relatedness data may be able to distinguish between these various hypotheses of SAG
function.
6.1.4 Chapter 3: Acoustic activity of North Atlantic right whales (Eubalaena
glacialis) in surface active groups
This chapter addresses the sound production by right whales in SAGs. It is likely
that approaching whales use the sounds produced in these groups to locate them. Indirect
evidence suggests that the Scream calls, the major type of sound produced by right
whales in SAGs, are produced by the focal female to attract males, thereby increasing the
number of males competing for access to the female. The evidence for this includes: on
all recordings of SAGs in which only a single female was present, single Screams were
only heard alone and never simultaneously, no instances of Screams being made while
the focal female whale was breathing, and the cessation of Scream production with the
departure ofthe focal female (Kraus & Hatch, 2001). Additional sound types are
produced in SAGs. This chapter describes all sounds produced in SAGs and addresses
sound production of different individuals within the group. There were nine predictions
presented for Chapter 3 at the beginning of the thesis. Here I present 10 predictions that
resulted from the work in Chapter 3.
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1. Particular types of sounds wil be produced in SAGs.
2. The focal animal produces the Screams in SAGs.
3. Individual variation in Scream calls allow for individual recognition.
4. Males produce the Gunshot sounds in SAGs.
5. The focal animal does not produce gushot sounds in SAGs.
6. Calves produce the Warble sounds in SAGs.
7. Males produce the Upcalls in SAGs.
8. The number of gushots produced in a SAG will be correlated to the number of
males present in the group.
9. Sound production will var with group composition.
10. Source level for right whale sounds wil vary with ambient noise levels.
1 Particular types of sounds will be produced in SAGs.
Several different tyes of sounds are produced by right whales II SAGs. These
include Screams, Gunshots, Noisy Blows, Upcalls, Warbles and Downcalls. The Scream,
Gunshot, and Noisy Blows were the most common sounds produced.
2. The focal animal produces the Screams in SAGs.
The Screams appear to be produced by the females in the groups. No Screams
were recorded when the focal female was breathing. The only overlapping Scream calls
were recorded II groups with multiple females present. The call rate of Scream
production does not increase with increasing number of males in the group. The SAGs
often break up temporarly when the female goes on a dive. These periods correspond to
periods of silence between bouts of sound production. The departure of the focal female
always coincided with the end of Scream call production. These Scream calls appear to
function to attract other whales to the group and possibly to maintain group cohesion.
Females produce these Screams in bouts.
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3. Individual varation in Scream calls allow for individual recognition.
The van ability of the Scream call types led me to hypothesize that individual
recognition might be possible based on Screams. The initial results presented in Chapter
3 indicate that there may be variation for calls produced by individuals with a significant
difference between the mean values for calls between different individuals. However, the
methods used in this thesis were not adequate to confidently discriminate between
individuais based on a small sample of Scream calls. More repeat recordings from the
same individual will be needed to fully address this question.
4 & 5. Males produce the Gunshot sounds in SAGs & The focal animal does not produce
gunshot sounds in SAGs.
I hypothesized that males produce Gunshot sounds in the SAGs. Assignent of
Gunshot sound production to a particular individual is still difficult, but the rate of
Gunshots is higher in groups with more males present and the Gunshot is the
predominant sound documented in suspected all -male groups. Observation of lone males
making stereotyped displays accompanied by Gunshot sound production further supports
the idea that males produce the sounds (Appendix 2). Additional observations from the
video recordings indicate that Gunshots are occasionally produced while the female is
breathing, indicating that the males do produce some, if not all, of the Gunshot sounds
recorded in these groups. Earlier description of Gunshot sound production indicated that
this sound might be linked to agonistic or threatening interactions between individual
whales (Clark 1983). This maybe the case in SAGs where males are competing for
access to the focal female. Gunshot sounds could also function as male advertisement
signals within SAGs themselves. Given the behavioral settings in which Gunshots are
produced, SAGs and lone male displays, it seems unlikely that these sounds function for
echolocation. Similar impulse sounds in odontocete species have been predicted to have
an echolocative function. It is likely that right whales can hear the echo returns from their
Gunshots since they are clearly audible from the recording made in this thesis. Whether
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whales use the echoes is unclear, particularly given the behavioral contexts in which they
are produced.
6.Calves produce the Warble sounds in SAGs.
I predicted that Warble calls were produced by calves, possibly only by female
calves. They are only recorded in groups with calves and aray-bearing data are
consistent with this hypothesis. These Warble sounds were only recorded on two
occasions. In one case the calfwas female. The sex of the other calf recorded producing
Warbles is currently unkown. Analysis of other recordings from SAGs with calves
present did not detect any Warble sounds, and in several instances, the calves in these
groups were known to be male. Do calves produce these calls to attract their mother's
attention or do they represent an attempt on the part of the calf to mimic the Scream
sounds produced by the mother? Perhaps these Warble sounds are early attempts by
female calves to produce Scream calls in SAGs. When males begin to produce Gunshot
sounds is unkown, but male calf involvement in SAGs may familiarze the calves with
this sound.
7. Males produce the Upcalls in SAGs.
Evidence supports the hypothesis that males produce the Upcalls in SAGs.
Females may also produce Upcalls in SAGs but the bearing data from the array only
confirm males producing Upcalls while joining the group or the female is on a dive or
departed the group. The production of Up calls is commonly accompanied by what
appears to be searching behavior of the male swimming back and forth across the area
that the SAG was in before the female went on a dive. The observation of Up calls being
produced by a male as he swam into a SAG for the first time suggests that these calls may
be used to announce the male's presence. Similarly, the production of Up calls when the
female is essentially "missing" may indicate the male's presence to the female if she
chooses to reJOIn him and/or reform the SAG.
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8. The number of Gunshots produced in a SAG will be correlated to the number of males
present in the group.
The Gunshot sound rate does appear to be related to the size of the group,
although the correlation was only 0.5. Since males seem to produce the Gunshot sounds
and more males are present in larger SAGs, this result is not surprising. The call rate for
the Scream call does not appear to be correlated with the group size. This is consistent
with the prediction that the female produces these calls, as the number of females is
typically lower than the number of males in a SAG.
9. Sound production will vary with group composition.
In general, most sound types were produced in all SAGs, regardless of
composition. The proportion of sound types did var based on the composition of the
groups. Warble calls were only recorded when calves were present in the SAG. Screams
were rarely heard in groups of all-male composition.
10. Source level for right whale sounds will vary with ambient noise levels.
North Atlantic right whales are commonly exposed to noise in the environment.
Results from this thesis indicate that right whales may modify their sound production in
response to noise in the environment. While there was no evidence for the broadband
source level to increase in response to noise, there was evidence that right whale may
shift more acoustic energy to the higher frequency components of the calls. This may
increase the detection range for the signals in an environment where the majority of noise
sources are from vessel engines with most energy in lower frequencies. The calculations
of source level in right whale calls (Chapter 3) indicate that increasing ambient noise,
particularly vessel noise, will reduce the range at which nght whales can detect these
calls. If the effective range of detection is important, this effect of masking may have
serious impacts on this interaction, regardless of the ultimate function of the groups.
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The description of acoustic activity in the groups adds to the picture of SAGs as
complex interactions between individuals, rather than simple groups with only one whale
producing all the sounds to attract other whales to the group.
6.1.5. Chapter 4: Playback experiments to North Atlantic right whales in the Bay
of Fundy
Chapter 4 addressed the issue of how right whales respond to the sounds produce in
SAGs. The initial hypothesis underlying these playbacks is that right whales use the
sounds produced in SAGs to find and join the groups. Playbacks of sounds recorded from
SAGs to North Atlantic right whales make it possible to confirm that the sounds in the
groups attract other whales. It is possible that males locate these groups by detecting a
varety of sounds associated with SAGs, such as Screams, Gunshot sounds, Upcalls and
loud, audible underwater blow sounds. The purpose ofthis experiment was to determine
if the Scream calls produced by females in SAGs are suffcient to attract males to these
groups without additional acoustic cues. To test if this is the case, playback trials using
only Screams from SAGs or only Gunshot sounds were conducted. Gunshot sounds are
produced both in SAGs and by lone animals, so the Gunshot playbacks were designed to
determine ifright whales would approach any sound associated with a SAG, even one
that is not a reliable indicator of a SAG. Ifthe Scream calls were the primary cue used by
adult males to detect a SAG, few or no animals would be expected to approach the
Gunshot sound playbacks. The playback experiments confirm that sound production in
SAGs is important for other whales to find the groups. Five predictions were presented in
this chapter.
1. Playback of Screams from SAGs will attract right whales.
2. Playback of Gunshot sounds from SAGs will not attract right whales.
3. Scream calls from a SAG wil attract significantly more males than females.
4. Playbacks of SAG sounds will attract more adults than juveniles.
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5. Gunshot sounds may stimulate approach and challenging from mature males by
the production of more gunshots.
1. Playback of Screams from SAGs will attract right whales.
Playbacks of Screams from both North Atlantic and Southern right whales
attracted right whales to the playback vesseL. Not all whales exposed to the playbacks
approached.
2. Playback of Gunshot sounds from SAGs will not attract right whales.
Whales do not appear to approach all sounds that indicate that a right whale is
present (i.e. the Gunshot playbacks), but clearly preferentially approach Scream calls.
The Gunshot sound playbacks did not attract any right whales.
3. Scream calls from a SAG will attract significantly more males than females.
Adult males were the predominant age/sex class that approached the North
Atlantic right whale SAG playbacks. Both males and females, juveniles and adults,
approached the playbacks of South Atlantic right whale Scream calls. This difference in
response to the different Scream stimuli was unexpected. There are three potential
explanations for the observed difference in response. The first possibility is that the
Scream calls of these two species differ enough so as not to be recognized by North
Atlantic right whales as right whale calls. Secondly, if right whales recognize the Scream
calls of specific individuals, then the Scream calls from the SARW-SAGs were from
individual whales that were completely unkown to the North Atlantic right whale
population. In both cases, the novelty of these stimuli might attract attention from any
member of the North Atlantic right whale population. A third potential explanation for
the difference is that these recordings were made from the calving grounds of a SARW
population which has a different demographic structure and behavioral context than that
seen on the feeding grounds in the North Atlantic.
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4. Playbacks of SAG sounds will attract more adults than juveniles.
This prediction was initially made under the assumption that SAGs functioned for
reproduction and would not typically involve sexually immature whales. Although
Chapter 2 demonstrated that juveniles are commonly involved in SAGs, very few
juveniles approached the North Atlantic right whale SAG playbacks. However, several
Juveniles and calves approached the South Atlantic right whale SAG playbacks. This
difference may be a result of the SAG recordings presented representing two different
types of SAGs (i.e. potentially reproductive from the North Atlantic right whales and
non-reproductive from the Southern nght whales).
5. Gunshot sounds may stimulate approach and challenging from mature males by the
production of more gunshots.
Based on the observation of multiple males producing Gunshot sounds in SAGs
suggested that these sounds might serve an agonistic function. It was unown whether
males would respond aggressively to the playback of these stimuli. The Gunshot sound
playbacks elicited no approach response from any whale. No males approached or were
recorded making Gunshot sounds in response to the playback.
The results from the playback experiments further confirm the idea that males
produce Upcalls as they enter the SAGs. The only sounds recorded in the presence of
whales approaching the playbacks were Upcalls. Several whales also showed evidence
of searching behaviors when the playback transmission ended. Some whales were able to
locate the source of the playback sounds up to 20 minutes after the end of the playback
triaL. Whether they were investigating the playback vessel itself, or remembered the
precise location of the sound source they had been heading toward, remains unclear.
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6.1.6. Chapter 5: Hearing in the North Atlantic right whale: Anatomical
predictions
The goal of this chapter was to make measurements of the right whale basilar membrane
to use in published models to estimate the frequency range of hearing. There was one
main prediction for this chapter.
The range of hearing sensitivities in the right whale will correspond to the range of
frequencies produced in right whale vocalizations.
The results from anatomical modeling of the hearing curve of North Atlantic right
whales indicate functional hearng between 10Hz to 22 kHz. This frequency range of
hearing corresponds well with the frequency range of the sounds that they produce (Table
3.3). There is complete overlap with the peak energy of vessel noise in the habitat and the
frequency range of hearing in these whales. The North Atlantic right whales live in areas
with relatively high levels of noise from shipping (Desharnais et al., 2000). It is
conceivable that these elevated levels of noise could contribute to hearing loss of some
frequencies over long periods of time unless the whales have adaptations for hearing that
protect the inner ear. At the very least, the higher noise levels wil reduce the range over
which right whale can communicate.
6.2 ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
The population studied for this thesis does not represent a healthy, stable baleen
whale population. Rather, the North Atlantic right whale population is very small and
currently under several stresses from anthropogenic and environmental factors. The most
obvious limitations to conducting a study of "normal" behavior in any coastal baleen
whale species are the reduced population sizes resulting from hundreds of years of
whaling. All coastal baleen whale populations were reduced to very low numbers with
some local populations being eliminated entirely. Importantly, most species of coastal
baleen whales, including bowhead and gray whales, show behaviors that appear to be
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similar to those observed in the North Atlantic right whale. The SAGs and wuzzles of
these two species appear to occur II both the breeding and feeding season, involving
multiple individuals and sexual activity, even outside ofthe breeding season when mating
for fertilization is thought to take place (Everitt & Krogman, 1979; Norrs et al., 1983,
Swarz, 1986; Würsig & Clark, 1993; Richardson et al., 1995).
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Figure 6.1. Relationship among mysticete species based on total evidence molecular data (Hasegawa et aI.,
1997). The darker branches indicate species with documented observations of SAG-like behaviors.
The question of how "normal" the behaviors seen in the North Atlantic right
whales are is diffcult to answer. However, the observation that similar behavioral
interactions and sound production has been documented in several populations and
species of coastal baleen whales strongly suggests that the behaviors seen II SAGs likely
did not arse as a response to external stress or population bottlenecks, but rather have
root in a historical ancestor common to all right whale species (Figure 6.1). Therefore, it
is likely that the behaviors observed in this study are a result of long-term evolutionary
changes in the species, and not a short-term abnormal response to severe stress and small
population size.
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6.3 FUTURE RESEARCH NEEDS
Several lines of future research are suggested from the results of this thesis. First and
foremost, the playback experiments that were intended to be a straightforward expenment
to document right whale response to SAG sounds, created many more questions than they
answered. Unintentionally, these experiments ended up demonstrating the ability of right
whales to distinguish between two very similar classes of stimuli. What was intended to
be a single group of SAG stimuli was in reality two separate sets of SAG recordings from
two different species (North Atlantic and Southern right whales). Female North Atlantic
right whales only approached Southern right whale playbacks, indicating that they were
able to make this distinction. Males approached both types of stimuli, therefore it is not
possible to say whether males were able to distinguish between the stimuli or just were
less selective in what sounds they would approach. Even if males were able to detect a
difference, with an operational sex ratio estimated at 4: 1 and a low cost of mating relative
to females, males should be expected to expend energy on any potential for mating. What
acoustic difference the female right whales used to distinguish these calls from the other
North Atlantic right whale stimuli remains in question. Only further playback studies will
be able to distinguish between the proposed explanations of detectable species
differences in calls including: 1) individual recognition allowing for the detection of an
unkown individual in the population and 2) seasonal differences in SAG call production
between the calving grounds (South Atlantic right whale recordings) and the feeding
grounds (North Atlantic right whale recordings). A paired playback experiment to both
North and South Atlantic nght whale populations using three classes of stimuli (North
Atlantic SAGs, South Atlantic SAGs, and synthetic calls) would allow one to distinguish
between species differences and novelty in the response to these experiments. If female
whales approach the synthetic calls and the calls of the other species, this would suggest
that the females are responding to the call of a new individuaL. If female whales only
approach the calls of the other species, this would provide more support for the idea of
species differences.
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The playback experiments also raised more questions about the perceptual ability of
right whales. Right whales responded to playbacks of Scream calls with rapid, direct-line
approach, indicating their ability to use sound to accurately locate these groups. The
persistence of these whales in searching for these sources indicates excellent spatial
memory and a high motivation to find the sound source. Both males and females showed
extensive searching behavior around the playback source after some playbacks had
ended.
Additional data about the subsurface response of whales to the playbacks come from
tag data. Behavioral results from DT AG work looking at nght whale response to vessel
approach, fortuitously yielded additional information about approach behavior to SAGs
(Appendix 3). Individual whales showed subsurface orientation responses toward the
playback, or multiple directional course corrections subsurface to orient toward a sound
source.
Sound reception and localization are vital to mediate important behaviors in this
species. Given the theoretical hearing range for right whales, there is an indication that
anthropogenic sources of noise, particular ship traffic, may mask the most critical
frequency range for communication. The frequency range for most SAG calls ranges
from 50 - 16000 Hz with harmonics, but the majority of the energy for the calls is
between 100 - 2500 Hz. Further research needs to be earned out to estimate the effective
range of communication for this species to determine how large a threat increasing noise
levels may be to their ability to communicate and find mates.
The recordings of Scream sound production in SAGs and playback studies show that
individual recognition from acoustic cues may be possible. Some individuals approached
the same stimuli on multiple occasions, but did not approach other stimuli, even when the
whale was sighted close to the playback vesseL. Further, it is possible that the novelty of
"new" whales in the population from the Southern right whale playback is what attracted
females and juveniles to these playbacks. More repeated recordings from individuals
might show that other call tyes, such as the Upcall, are also individually distinct.
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Several groups are proposing to use passive acoustic monitoring to determine nght
whale presence in areas of heavy shipping traffic or fishing effort. These passive
monitoring efforts might also allow for tracking or detection of specific individuals that
may be missed by traditional survey effort. This highlights the importance of further
research to allow us to track individuals passively.
This thesis only collected data on sound production in SAGs in the Bay of Fundy on
the summer feeding grounds. The discussion of the playback experiments suggests that
seasonality may have been a distinguishing factor between the North and South Atlantic
recordings. Recordings of SAGs in other habitats may reveal different calling behavior
associated with particular group compositions. In paricular, only one confirmed
recording was made from an all-male group, and no recordings were made from an all-
female group. Recordings ofthese group types and of all SAGs in other areas wil be
required for full comparison of SAG behaviors in the different critical habitat regions.
The Gunshot sound described in Chapter 3 of this thesis remains a great mystery in
the balaenid whales. Only briefly described in a handful of publications (Clark, 1983;
Würsig & Clark, 1993), this sound is arguably produced as frequently as the Scream calls
from SAGs and in multiple behavioral contexts. The sound is intense and appears to be
directional from recordings oflone males (Appendix 2). The mechanism for the
production of the sound appears to be internaL. Balaenid whales may also have
specialized structures to protect their hearing from the potentially damaging effects of
receiving these intense, sudden sharp onset, sounds which are 20 dB higher in SL than
other SAG sounds (Chapter 3). Behavioral work to fully describe the use of this sound,
may help shed light on the ultimate question of its function in this species.
The anatomical work on right whale inner ears and modeling of hearing also
produced useful results that can inform future research efforts. The width and thinness of
the baleen whale basilar membrane require careful preservation and decalcification of
specimens. Efforts to decalcify the bones should rely not on trichloroacetic acid
digestion, but rather a chelating agent such at EDT A. While this substantially increases
the decalcification time, any other preparation method results in the loss of the thinner
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sections of the membrane. The right whale ear appears to be equipped with a massive
stapedial muscle and a potentially functional ossicular chain. The relative size of the
stapedial muscle in other baleen whales should be considered to Investigate the role that
this muscle might play in protecting the inner ear from loud sounds.
Studies of baleen whale acoustic communication still remain relatively primitive. The
detailed questions being asked in several odontocete species (such as individual
repertoires, perception, echolocating abilities and vocal learning to name a few) still
remain challenging in baleen whale research. The increasing number of long term studies
on baleen whale populations and development of increasingly sophisticated tools of
recording sound production in the wild (Johnson & Tyack, 2003), should allow for more
detailed, controlled studies of baleen whale communication in the future. These studies
may require creative ways of obtaining detailed focal follows with broad scale
monitoring over tens or hundreds of miles to keep track of both the sender and receiver in
baleen whale interactions. The number of questions raised by my thesis project suggests
that many surprising and wonderful things remain to be discovered in the realm of baleen
whale communication. I can only hope that the coming years bring rapid progress in this
field to allow us not only to better understand these awe inspiring creatures, but to help us
protect and promote their future on this planet.
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6.4 SUMMARY OF THESIS CONTRIBUTIONS
Chapter 1: Introduction
· A review of current knowledge about social behavior in baleen whales and the
suggestion that long-term bonds may have been overlooked in many species.
Chapter 2: Social Behavior in Right Whales
· SAGs have been sighted in 11 out of 12 months and in all known North Atlantic
right whale habitats.
· SAGs have variable group compositions including potentially reproductive and
non-reproductive group compositions.
· There is an apparent seasonal trend for potentially reproductive SAGs increasing
in the late summer and early fall.
· On average, males are seen twice as frequently as females in SAGs.
. Juvenile right whales are commonly sighted in SAGs.
· There is a strong correlation between number of pregnant females and number of
SAGs observed, but no correlation between the number of calves observed and
the number of SAGs observed when those calves would have been conceived.
Chapter 3: Sound Production in SAGs
· A variety of sound tyes are produced by right whales in SAGs
· Screams and gunshots are produced in bouts that correspond to the surfacing
behavior of the SAGs.
· Different individuals produced particular sound types:
o Females form and maintain the groups by producing Scream calls.
o Males produce Upcalls to advertise their presence as they come into a
group or when the female dives.
o Males may use Gunshot sounds as a threat signal to other males in the
group or as a potential reproductive advertisement signal to the female.
o Some calves produce Warble sounds, similar to the Scream calls produced
by females in SAGs. Warble sounds may be limited to female calves and
provide evidence for the ontogeny of vocal development in a baleen
whale.
· Source levels of Screams, Warbles, Noisy Blows and Gunshots in SAGs are
comparable to source levels reported for other baleen whale species.
· Source levels for whale watching and research vessels near SAGs are
approximately 10 dB re ll.Pa higher than the whale sounds..
· There is a correlation between source level of right whale sounds II the 2000-
2200 Hz frequency band and noise level with higher source levels produced at
times with higher noise.
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Chapter 4: Playbacks
. Right whales approach playbacks of SAG Scream calls but no whales approached
Gunshot playbacks.
. Males approach playback of North Atlantic SAG Screams.
. Males and females approach playback of South Atlantic SAG Screams.
. Right whales show good acoustic localization abilities and spatial memory of
sounds for up to at least 20 minutes.
Chapter 5: Hearing
. North Atlantic right whale ear anatomy is consistent with descriptions of other
baleen whale ears.
. Right whale cochlear length scales with adult body size.
. Acid decalcification should not be used in histological preparation of baleen
whale ears.
. Right whales show evidence of large numbers of ganglion cells compared to
terrestrial mammals.
. North Atlantic right whale inner ear anatomy predicts a hearing frequency range
(10Hz - 22 kHz) that encompasses the frequency range of sounds produced by
right whales.
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APPENDIX 1. SURFACE ACTIVE GROUP (SAG) SIGHTING HISTORY OF
TWO FEMALES AND TWO MALES FROM 1982-2001 TO ILLUSTRATE
INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES.
Data from the North Atlantic right whale consortium. Photographs from the New England Aquarium
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Female born in 1982. She has been sighted 149
times since her birth. Her first SAG sighting was
in 1982 when she was 8 months of age. She has
been seen in 12 SAGs. Once as a calf, three
times as a two year old, and then there is a gap in
SAG sightings until she was 9 years old in 1991.
She was seen as the focal female in a SAG in the
BOF in 1994, while pregnant as the focal animaL.
She had her first calf at the age 7 in 1989. She
has given birth to three calves at 6 and 7 year
intervals in 1989, 1995, and 2002.
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Female born in 1982. She has been sighted 105
times since her birth. Her first sighting in a SAG
came in 1986 when she was 4 Yi years old. She
has been seen in SAGs 36 times. This is one of
the highest female percentage of sightings in
SAGs. She has never been sighted with a calf.
She has traveled down to the calving grounds on
three occasions in 1990, 1996 and 2000, similar
to the calving intervals seen in 1241. She may
have lost calves in these three years. She is the
same matriline and haplotype as 1241.
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Male born in 1982. He has been sighted 86 times
since his birth. His first SAG sighting was in
i 984 when he was 2 Yi years old. He has been
seen in 40 SAGs. He has traveled down to the
calving grounds in the Southeastern U.S. 4 times
since his calving year. His participation in SAGs
has been in all regions, including the
Southeastern U.S.
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Male born in 1982. He has been sighted 95 times
since his birth. His first SAG sighting was in
1985 when he was 3 years old. He has been seen
in SAGs 30 times. He has only been sighted on
the calving grounds once, in 2001 when he was
19 years old. All of his SAGs have been in BOF,
BB,MB.
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APPENDIX 2. LONE WHALES PRODUCING GUNSHOT SOUNDS
A2.1 INTRODUCTION
The Gunshot sound described in Chapter 3 is a distinct sound type that has
received very little attention in the literature. Gunshot sounds, characterized by a very
short intense broadband two par cracking sound sounding like a gushot or a the crack of
a whip, have been recorded in the presence of surface active groups (SAGs) and from
lone animals in the population. Gunshot sounds have been documented in all Balaenid
species, including Southern right whales Eubalaena australis (Clark, 1983), North
Atlantic right whales Eubalaena glacialis, and the Bowhead whale Balaena mysticetus
(Würsig & Clark, 1993). Very little background information exists for the gunshot sound
produced by right whales. These sounds were described by Clark (1983) as underwater
slap sounds and documented both in single whales and in groups (Clark, 1983). The
mechanism of sound production remains a mystery, but close visual observations of
North Atlantic right whales during sound production do not indicate any body movement
during production of the sound, suggesting an internal mechanism. It is important to
investigate the characteristics of these sounds and their production in both SAGs and lone
animals to better understand their function in these species. This appendix describes
recordings of gunshot sounds from three lone adult male right whales in the Bay of
Fundy between 2000 and 2001.
A2.2 METHODS
Recordings were made using a SONY DCR-TRV900 MiniDV video camera. A
single Hi-Tech HTI-94-SSQ hydrophone (nominal frequency response 2 Hz - 20 kHz)
was connected to the video camera to make simultaneous synchronized audio and video
recordings. Lone whales seen in the Bay displaying unusual and stereotyped surfacing
behavior were seen on three occasions. The "typical" surface behaviors of lone adult
whales in the Bay consist of slow straight line swimming and breathing, stationary
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breathing, or rapid swimming and rapid breathing (thought to represent respectively,
recovery from feeding, resting, or SAG approach). The "unusual" surface behavior
consisted of head lifts and long slow high arching dives in one location. When such a
whale was sighted, recordings were made with a single hydrophone to determined if
gunshot sounds were being produced. In each case described here, no other whales were
visible in the area during the entire recording period and the sounds being recorded were
of high intensity, suggesting that these individuals produced all sounds. The video was
then viewed to determine timing of gunshot sound production, respiration, and surfacing
and surface behaviors in each of these individuals.
A2.3 RESULTS
Three adult male right whales were observed producing gunshot displays in the
Bay of Fundy between 2000 and 2002. There was no systematic search for whales
making this display. Two of these three whales were noted for their unusual surfacing
behavior during photo il surveys in 2000 and recordings were made. In 2002, the
recording was the result of hearing distant gushot sounds and searching until we found a
single whale in the area engaged in unusual surface behavior. The whale observed in
2002 was the same male that had been observed in a SAG with one adult female 1.5 nm
away and 30 minutes prior to the observations made during Gunshot production. Table
A2.1 summarizes the sighting information for each of these observations. Table A2.2
shows that no Gunshot sounds were recorded while the whale was breathing.
Table A2.1. Table showing the date, time, location, duration of observations and total number of gunshot
sounds recorded.
Duration of
Number
Date Time Location EGNO Sex Age ofGS
observations
recorded
8/1112000 15:03 44 30.5/ 1424 M Adult 43 986629.5 (17+)
9/6/2000 15:27 44 33.4/ 1307 M Adult 17 44
66 33.5 (18+)
9/1712002 14:43 4437.9/ 1167 M Adult 44 81
66 25.2 (22 +)
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Table A2.2. Number of gunshots, number of breaths visible on video, and the number of overlaps of
breathig with gunshot sound production.
Date Number of Gunshots Number of breaths
visible on video
14
11
17
Number of gunshots
while breathing
o
o
o
8/11/2000 98
9/6/2000 44
9/17/2002 81
Figures A2.1 and A2.2 illustrate a sequence of Gunshot sounds and a sequence of
high frequency Scream-like calls produced on 8/11/00. All three individuals showed
similar patterns of sound production, with high rates of Gunshot sound production. The
average inter-gunshot interval was 4 seconds for all three individuals within a bout). The
time between bouts was similar for all three adults as well, with only 3-5 mmutes
between surfacings.
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Figure A2.1. Spectrogram of a sequence of Gunshot sounds recorded on 8/11/00 from an adult male right
whale (catalog number 1424).
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Figure A2.2. Example of Scream-like call production recorded on 8/11/00 from an adult male right whale
(catalog number 1424). Note the first call in the sequence is an Upcall with multiple harmonics.
All three males exhibited similar behavior patterns during Gunshot sound
production. Gunshots were primarily produced while the whale was at the surface, with a
few produced immediately before surfacing or immediately after diving. Surfacing
intervals ranged from 2-5 minutes, and dives were generally short (also 3-5 minutes). No
whale was observed breathing when Gunshot sounds were recorded and no movement of
flipper or tail appeared to coincide with the sound production. All three whales made
head lifts (ranging from 1-3 head lifts per surfacing) where the head and chin were raised
out of the whale with the rest of the whale's body approximately parallel to the water's
surface. Most, but not all, head-lifts were followed by very loud, intense Gunshot sounds.
Head-lifts were often made immediately before a dive. All three whales showed similar
diving behavior. In each case, the male would raise the flukes high out of the water, with
1/4 - 2/3 ofthe tail stock exposed to the air, and would sink slowly beneath the surface,
with very little forward movement. Up calls, Down calls and Scream like calls were
recorded in all three periods of observation. These tonal calls typically coincided with the
dives of these three whales and were likely produced by the males.
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Each whale had some varation on this basic pattern of surfacing behavior (Figure
A2.3). On 8/11/00, whale # 1424 would arch his tailstock out of the water prior to the
high fluke lift dive. On 9/6/00, whale #1307, would flipper slap repeatedly (5-9 times) on
each surfacing before rolling over and starting to produce gunshots. This observation
made the acoustic differences between surface slaps and Gunshots very obvious. The
9/6/00 recording was made in sea state 3, with the whale 200-300 m away. The flipper
slaps were barely audible, but the Gunshot sounds were loud and intense from the same
position. On 9/17/00, whale # 1167, began to produce Gunshot sounds shortly after
being involved in a SAG with a single mature female. On each surfacing, he would swim
in slow circles at the surface while making occasional head lifts.
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Figure A2.3. A tyical surfacing sequence seen from adult male #1307 on 9/6/00. The whale would 1)
come to the surface, 3) then roll on his side and make flipper slaps, 4) make head lifts before his dive and
5) raise his flukes high out of the water before the dive. Then he would repeat the sequence on the next
surfacing, The headlift high fluke raising behavior were observed in all thee males.
A2.4 DISCUSSION
Gunshot sounds are recorded both in SAGs and in lone males in the Bay of
Fundy. Previous reports of female production of Gunshot sounds when her calf was
threatened (Clark, 1983) have not been observed in North Atlantic right whales. Females
maybe capable of producing these sounds, but this has yet to be confirmed. It is clear
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that males can and do produce Gunshot sounds both in SAGs (Chapter 3) and alone. The
Gunshot sounds produced in SAGs may very well fit the commonly assumed function as
aggressive threat sounds (Würsig & Clark, 1993). However, the aggressive function of
Gunshot sounds produced by lone whales with no other right whales visible is less
obvious. I suggest that Gunshot sounds serve a similar function to roaring in red deer, an
acoustic signal that can be used in reproductive advertisement and harem defense
(Clutton-Brock & Albon, 1979; McComb, 1991). It is possible that these lone males are
advertising their presence to females, similar to the female advertisement by Scream calls
in SAGs.
It is interesting to note the similarties in these three observations. All the males
are older adults, at least 17 years of age and possibly much older as all were first
observed as adults in the early 80's. The Gunshot displays were all produced in the early
afternoon. Observations of SAG activity increasing in the evening may be related to this
observation. Perhaps the mature males advertise until the evening SAG activity starts. It
would be interesting to follow one of these males for the entire duration of the Gunshot
display. The observation that whale #1167 had been involved in a SAG immediately
before his Gunshot display may lend credence to the suggestion that these displays are in
some way tied to SAG behavior and reproductive advertisement.
Further research focusing on the Gunshot sound should be carred out to further
describe this fascinating behavior that appears to be limited to the Balaenid whales. The
mechanism for production and the fuctional use of this sound could aid in our
understanding of the social structure in this species.
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USE OF A DIGITAL ACOUSTIC TAG TO DOCUMENT RESPONSE OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC
RlGHT VVHALE TO SURACE ACTIVE GROUPS
Parks, S., Tyack, P.L., Johnson, M., Nowacek, D., Biassoni, N.
A3.1 ABSTRACT
North Atlantic right whales (Eubalaena glacialis) perform their most conspicuous
surface behaviors when involved in surface active groups (SAGs). These surface groups
involve 2 - 20+ whales engaged in sociaVsexual behavior at the surface and often
produce particular vocalizations. Preliminary playbacks of vocalizations recorded from
these groups have been shown to strongly attract adult male right whales. The digital
acoustic recording tag (DT AG), logging both acoustic data from the environment and
behavioral orientation data, has proven to be an excellent tool to further investigate
acoustic communication used by right whales in the formation of these groups. The
DTAG records ambient acoustic data as well as the whale's depth, pitch, roll, and
heading. During the summer of 1999 and 2000, these suction cup tags were attached to
right whales in the Bay of Fundy, Canada. Right whales responded to exposures of pre-
recorded right whale sounds from SAGs and to sounds produced by actual SAGs in the
field. Two playbacks of recorded sound were carred out to tagged whales in 2000.
Additionally, three tagged whales Joined actual SAGs while carng the tag. In both
scenarios, the tag sensors recorded subtle, sub-surface responses to sound exposure.
These responses included changes in heading and cessation of active swimming that
reduced flow noise and made the playback more clearly audible on the tag record.
Additional playbacks may be able to shed light on the effective range of communication
in these whales by determining what received level of SAG vocalizations is necessary to
elicit a response.
A3.2 INTRODUCTION
Right whales
North Atlantic right whales (Eubalaena glacialis) are the most endangered baleen
whales in the world. For centuries they were considered the "right" whales to hunt
because of their abundant blubber and slow speeds. Even though these whales have been
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protected from whaling for much of this century, today fewer than 350 right whales
remain in the North Atlantic (Knowlton et aI., 1994; iwC, 2001). (Knowlton et al., 1994;
iWC, 2001). North Atlantic right whales, unlike other populations of right whales have
not shown significant signs of recovery after the end of whaling in the mid 1930s. The
population growth rates for the southern hemisphere have been estimated at almost
7%/year (Best et aI., 2001) while the North Atlantic nght whale growth rates have
declined from 3-5% in the 80's to 1-2% in the 90's (Kraus et al., 2001). Reducing human
contributions to mortality is imperative for surival of this species (Caswell et al., 1999).
There are two major anthropogenic threats to right whale surival, collisions with vessels
and entanglement in fishing gear (Knowlton & Kraus, 2001). A less obvious and
potentially long-term threat comes from impacts of ever increasing levels of
anthropogenic noise in the environment. It is important to understand how right whales
use sound to communicate to be able to determine the potential impacts of increasing
nOlse.
Surface Active Groups
One of the most common social interactions in right whales is the Surface Active
Group (SAG). These groups are defined as two or more animals interacting at the surface,
less than one body length apart with frequent physical contact (Kraus & Hatch, 2001).
The typical composition of these groups involves a single female at the center of the
group flanked by males, referred to as the focal female (Figure A3.1). The males
immediately next to the female, close enough to the female to achieve intromission, are
termed alpha males. Males outside of the alpha males are termed beta males, and whales
at the edge of the group are called penpheral males (Kraus & Hatch, 2001). The males
compete to gain access to the female in the alpha male position where intromission is
possible (Kraus & Hatch, 2001; Brownell, 1986).
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Figure A3.1. Figure from Kraus & Hatch 2001 showing the tyical formtion of a surace active
group. The focal anial (F) is at the center of the group, alpha whales next to the focal animl (a),
beta whales (B), peripheral whales (P) and approachers (A) further out in the group.
Use of sound for communication
Because oflimited visibility in the waters of the North Atlantic, sound is the most
likely method employed by right whales to find conspecifics for mating. Particular
vocalizations and sounds have been associated with SAGS. The calls recorded from 8
SAG's by the New England Aquarium last from.5 - 2.8 seconds, range II frequency
from 400 to 3200 Hz, and occur on average 12 per minute (Kraus & Hatch, 2001). Figure
A3.2 ilustrates an example of five calls recorded from a SAG in the Bay of Fundy in
2000. These calls are believed to function to attract other whales to these groups.
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Figure A3.2. Spectrogram of a sequence of five Scream calls recorded from a Surface Active group in the
Bay of Fundy.
The goal of this research was to document the responses of individual right
whales to the sounds produced in SAGs by means of attaching a tag to monitor the
acoustic environment and physical orientation of the whale. These responses were
Investigated both through playback experiments and by documenting the response of
individuals to real SAGs in the field. It is hoped that these data will provide insight into
the perceptual abilities of right whales on how they use sound to locate other right
whales.
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A3.3 METHODS
This research was carried out in the Bay of Fundy, Canada, in the summers of
1999 and 2000. The research involved focal animal follows (Altmann, 1974) of
individual right whales. These right whales were tagged with a suction-cup digital
acoustic recording tag, DTAG (Johnson & Tyack, 2003) for a study of responses ofright
whales to vessel approach. Playback of recordings from SAGs was used to demonstrate
that right whales would respond to sounds. One tagged whale also approached and joined
a SAG in progress and his approach response was recorded by the DTAG.
Behavioral observations
Focal follows were carried out on tagged right whales. At each surfacing, the
time, bearing, range, heading, and behavior of the whale were documented. It often took
several seconds to locate the whale after it surfaced, and the whale occasionally surfaced
too far from the observation platform for observers to document behavior. The main goal
of the behavioral observations was to provide a good surface position and heading of the
whale to calibrate the tag readings. Therefore surface behavioral data were not
consistently collected.
Playback trials
Playbacks were made using the protocol described in Parks (2003). A single
stimulus was used for the playbacks to all tagged whales. The New England Aquarium
recorded this stimulus on Brown's Bank in 1992. The playback stimulus was 20 minutes
in duration.
The DTAG
The DTAG is a small, non-invasively attached unit that simultaneously records
the acoustic environment with a hydrophone and the orientation of the whale using depth,
temperature and orientation sensors (Johnson & Tyack, 2003). The tags were non-
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invasively attached using suction-cup attachment. The tags were deployed from a small
vessel using a cantilevered 12-m carbon fiber pole system designed by Michael Moore
(Moore et aI., 2001). The tag was attached dorsally, approximately midway between the
blowholes and the caudal peduncle. Batteries, syntactic foam floatation, and a radio
transmitter for tracking and package recovery were included in a thermoformed
polyethylene hull to reduce drag (Figure A3.3).
The tag sensors provided a variety of data to be used in determining the response
of whales to SAG sounds. The hydrophone recording allowed for detection of the
playback or real SAG sounds at the whale. The accelerometers allowed for calculation of
the fluke stroke rate of the whale to determne swimming behavioral responses (Nowacek
et al., 2001). The sensors on the tag could be used to estimate the orientation of the
whale, allowing for the construction of approximate underwater tracks of the animal
using dead-reckoning (Johnson & Tyack, 2003).
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Figure A3.3. A) A photograph of the DTAG before attachment and B) the DTAG on a right whale.
Photograph of the tag & whale by K.A. Shorter.
A3.4. RESULTS
Preliminar playback trial results indicated that whales responded to playbacks of SAG
stimuli by approaching the playback source (Figure A3.4).
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Figure A3.4. Approach vs. no response during SAG playback trials in 1999 and 2000. The single no
response was from a tagged whale when a tanker was less than 1 mile away.
Playbacks to tagged whales
A single playback of SAG sounds was carred out to a tagged whale in 1999. A
tanker was less than 1 nm from the whale during the time of the playback and the
playback stimulus could not be heard on the hydrophone record from the tag. There was
no observed response judging either from behavioral observations or the tag record. Two
playbacks of SAG sounds were cared out to tagged whales in 2000. Additionally, one
tagged whalejomed an actual SAG while carrng the tag in 2000. For this paper, the
response of these three whales tagged in 2000 will be considered (Table A3.1).
Table A3.1. The date and duration of attachment of tag to right whales in the Bay of Fundy in 2000. The
playback to the whale was either of SAG sounds (W) or vessel noise (V).
Duration of tag
attachment
(hr: m in) 
8:51
Date Tagged
Whale
ID Playbacks Response to Playback/Other
8/11/99
8/1/00
8/5/00
1238 (Adult Male)
1307 (Adult Male)
2720 (Unkown
age/sex)
2760 (Juvenile
Male)
w No response
20:12 W Cessation of swimmg
Roll & temporary heading
change in response to W
Tag knocked off in SAG during
approach
3:40 WN
8/9/00 1:38 None
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Response of tagged whales
Figure A3.5 illustrates the response ofthe whale tagged on 8/1/00. The four panels (from
the top) represent the simultaneous 1) depth of the whale in meters, 2) pitch angle of the
tag in degrees 3) angular fluke rate in degrees/second and 4) spectrogram ofthe acoustic
recording. This figure highlights two minutes of the tag record when the playback of
SAG sounds started. Almost immediately after the star of the playback, there is a
noticeable decline in the angular fluke rate and a reduction of the flow noise in the
acoustic record. This indicates that the whale stopped swimming for approximately 20
seconds after the star of the playback. No other response was seen from this individuaL.
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Figure A3.5. A plot showing response of a tagged right whale to a SAG playback The depth, pitch,
angular fluke stroke rate and acoustic record are included in the figure.
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Figure A3.6. A plot showing surface observations of a right whale during a SAG playback experiment.
Figure A3.6 illustrates the surfacings ofthe whale tagged on 8/5/00 recorded from
behavioral observations. The figure shows an 1800 x 1800m map. The open circles
correspond to the position of sightings of the tagged whale from the observation vesseL.
The plus signs indicate the position of the playback vesseL. The two dashed lines indicate
the time of the start (green) and stop (red) of the playback. From the surface observations
it looked as though there was no response from the whale as it swam away from the
playback vessel, in the direction it had previously been heading. The whale joined a SAG
approximately 20 minutes after the end of the playback.
Figure A3.7 shows the tag sensor data corresponding to the dive ofthe 8/5/00
tagged whale illustrated in Figure A3.6. The top panel shows the depth ofthe whale in
meters. The bottom panel shows the heading of the whale recorded by the tag. The open
circles in both panels indicate the observed depth and heading of the whale from
behavioral observatlOns. Note the excellent correspondence between the two
observations. The tag heading sensors indicate a change in orientation immediately after
the start of the playback. The whale then returned to his original heading after 2 minutes.
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Figure A3.7. Figure showing observed depth and heading of the same whale from figure AIII. using the
DTAG data.
Figure A3.8 is a dead-reckoned track ofthe whale subsurface, ilustrating the change in
heading toward the playback vessel before the whale turned away and continued II his
original course. The figure represents the same 1800 x 1800 m map from Figure A3.6.
The surface sightings, playback vessel and start and stop of the playback are still included
in the figure. Now, the dead-reckoned track of the whale based on heading and depth data
from the DT AG (using an constant estimated speed) are plotted on the graph. This plot
shows that the whale turned toward the playback vessel after the start of the playback
while he was on the bottom of a dive, before he turned back to the North.
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Figure A3.8. A combined pseudo-plot of the whale underwater during the playback trial, indicating that the
whale turned toward the playback vessel while on a dive.
Figure A3.9 shows the dead-reckoned track of a juvenile male whale approaching
a SAG on 8/9/00. The figure shows a 1200 x 1200 m map. The dead-reckoned subsurface
track of the whale was calculated the same way the track was calculated for Figure A3.8
(Johnson & Tyack, 2003). The surface observations of the whale's position are shown by
the open circles. The stars indicate the time that SAG calls can be heard on the acoustic
record from the tag. The whale appeared to orient toward the SAG after hearing each
vocalization. The whale made several changes in heading immediately after a SAG call
was recorded on the acoustic record from the tag. It took the whale 16 minutes to join the
SAG after hearing the first calL.
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Figure A3.9. Dead-reckoned of the track of a young male approaching an actual surface active group. The
stars indicate the time at which Scream calls were recorded on the DTAG.
A3.5 DISCUSSION
The results presented here are just a small sample of the type of data that can be
obtained from tagging of baleen whales. These three example cases indicate that right
whales show a variety of responses to sounds heard in their environment. The cessation,
or slowing of swimming seen in the whale from 8/1/00 indicates that the flow noise
generated from swimming may impair hearing in right whales, making it necessar for
them to slow down or stop to hear faint sounds. This response may also represent a startle
response on the part of the animal, as the whale stopped only briefly and did not approach
the playback.
The orientation response seen in the whale from 8/5/00 indicates that right whales
are accurately able to determne the direction of received sounds. This example was
paricularly interesting because it ilustrates the benefits of tag data. Surface observations
led the observers to believe that the whale had not responded to the playback. The tag
data indicated that the whale did hear and respond to the sound. This paricular individual
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joined a SAG approximately 20 minutes after the end ofthe playback. The whale had
been heading toward the SAG when the playback took place and may have chosen the
original SAG over the playback stimuli.
The third example here, from the 8/9/00 tagging, illustrates a searching pattern by
a juvenile male whale. The whale changed heading, correcting his course after every
SAG call that he heard. This was a young whale, only 3 years of age at the time of the
tagging. It is diffcult to determine ifhis orientation and localization response (taking 16
minutes to find a SAG less than 200 m away) is representative of right whales. He may
have been inexperienced or hesitant in approaching the SAG. He did not demonstrate
surface racing diving behavior that often characterizes males approaching SAGs (Kraus
& Hatch, 2001).
These tags, coupled with more extensive observations and playbacks, could be
used to investigate the localization and orientation response of right whale on a fine scale.
Future research should be done to address these issues.
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